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This thesis examines the formation and reconstruction of Japanese knowledge on the Philippines 
by paying attention to the various impacts of Japan’s war against America and its defeat. So 
called “the Greater East Asian War” produced a large number of Japanese writings on the 
Philippines from governmental-military reports to private literature. Previous works criticized 
these writings as the products of a “wrong” history of what Japan did for Asian countries and 
people during its imperial era. In particular, private Japanese wartime accounts such as travel 
memoirs, essays and novels on the Philippines were simply disregarded due to their supposedly 
“ethno-centric,” “self-deceiving” and “violent” characters. The first part of the thesis sheds light 
on these “bad” Japanese accounts by tracing their roots in American colonial writings. The 
second part looks into the development of Area Studies in the Cold War to demonstrate how a 
postwar “forgetting” of Japanese wartime writings came about, contributing to a “disconnection” 






The Past and Present of Japan and the Philippines 
Dean C. Worcester, a scientist in the fields of botany and zoology, who served as US 
secretary of interior of the Philippines, once wrote a short essay on Japan in 1915 entitled “To 
Our Near Neighbor in the Far East.”1 Having visited Japan on fourteen different occasions 
during which he observed how people lived in the cities and the countryside, Worcester begins 
by expressing his impressions of the place: 
I have met your great ruler Mutsu Hito2 and others of your statesmen, and have been 
impressed with their progressive spirit, the thoroughness of their knowledge, and the 
saneness of their judgment. I have watched with sympathetic interest not the 
“civilization” (Heaven save the mark!) but the modernization of Japan and have admired 
the spirit in which you have met the manifold and complex problems which your recent 
unprecedented progress has presented for your solution. [Worcester, 1915: 183] 
(quotation marks and italics put in the original) 
 
                                                            
1 The article is compiled in a book edited by the President of the Japan Society of America, Lindsay Russell. The 
book was published as a reply to its preceding publication from the Japanese side in 1914, Japan to America, written 
in English. Japanese politicians and scholars contributed essays for promoting two nations’ friendship.   
2 The name of Meiji Emperor.  
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 Worcester uses the word “modernization” to name Meiji Japan’s successful development. 
His disapproval of the use of the term “civilization” alludes to the fact that Japan’s development 
is a unique example in Asia but not unique in terms of catching up with Western forms of 
development. Modernization was an important task for him as a scientist as well as colonial 
officer during his posting in the Philippines from 1901 to 1913. In particular, Worcester paid 
much effort to the development of the non-Christian tribes in the islands. His autobiographical 
book, The Philippines Past and Present (1914), spares many pages for his observations on the 
problems and solutions in the development of non-Christian tribes and shows how he had 
difficulties in bringing modernization to them.  
 It is worth noting, however, that Worcester’s positive assessment of Japan is entangled 
with US territorial concerns in the Far East. He continues, then: 
Not a few Americans have been obsessed with the idea that you would ultimately fight us 
to get the Philippines. I confess to incredulity when some of your public speakers tell us 
that you do not consider these potentially very rich Islands worth having. You know them 
too well. Neither does it seem probable that your experiences in Formosa would deter 
you from improving a really favorable opportunity to extend your possessions farther  
southward. You are not so easily discouraged. But we believe that it would be foolish for 
you to attempt to take the Philippines from us, and we do not believe that you are a 
foolish people. With the opportunities for expansion which you now have, possession of 
the Philippines would be a pitifully insignificant compensation for the moral  
and material loss which would result were you thus to earn for yourself the hostility of 




From this quotation, we can assume that Worcester thought of Japan as modern enough 
not to entertain foolish thoughts about invading a US-held territory, the Philippines. Even after 
the Philippines was declared pacified by Theodore Roosevelt in 1902, the Filipino-American 
War did not end. Filipino revolutionary struggles against the United States persisted under the 
leadership of figures such as Macario Sakay and Felipe Salvador.The rumor that Japan would 
assist these Filipino revolutionary movements by invading the islands, had been seriously argued 
in Philippine newspapers and constabulary reports during Worcester’s stay there. Around thirty 
years later, during World War II, Worcester’s concern came true. Japan did invade the 
Philippines in 1941 and occupied the islands until 1945.  
Japan’s defeat in the war and the subsequent GHQ/SCAP occupation ensured that Japan 
would never again be a danger to the United States in terms of territorial issues. Rather, Japan 
has maintained a strong friendship with the United States through supporting its foreign policy 
by hosting its military bases. With almost the same title as Worcester’s 1914 book, Edwin 
Reischauer, professor of Japanese history at Harvard, who later served as US ambassador to 
Tokyo, published his Japan Past and Present some 14 years later. Original drafts had been 
written in Washington as early as the autumn of 1945, when the war had just ended. Upon its 
publication in 1953, Reischauer reminded his readers that: 
The chief addition I made in the portion of the text treating the prewar period was to 
include an analysis of Japanese politics in terms of power groups within Japanese society 
during the 1920’s and 1930’s. My principal change in interpretation was to stress those 
forces opposed to the growth of democracy rather than the democratic tendencies 
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themselves. I did this not so much because of a change of my own views as because of 
the need to adjust the argument to the reader. At the time I drafted the original manuscript 
there was a marked tendency among Americans, and perhaps others as well, to overlook 
the spontaneous growth of democracy in prewar Japan, whereas at the time I first revised 
the text many people seemed instead to overestimate its strength. [Reischauer, 1953: x]    
 
The force opposed to the growth of democracy is here identified as the Japanese 
“militarists” who invaded China, interfered in the functions of democracy and turned the nation 
into a fascist country. Reischauer’s major revision of the draft reflects the manner in which he 
hooks Japan’s present (1953) onto the past. Postwar Japan was transformed into a democratic 
state by the American elimination of those “bad” militarists from Japan’s politics during its 
seven-year-occupation (1945-1952). Japan’s present is thus admirable for Reischauer as he can 
find some continuity with prewar Japan’s spontaneous growth of democracy. From this 
representation of the past and present, wartime Japan is off the tangent, afflicted with a malady 
because it has strayed from the right track of democracy.   
So as not to resurrect memories of Japan’s empire and in order to democratize the state, 
the GHQ/SCAP operation invented the term “Pacific War” that does not mention Asia, while 
banning the Japanese imperial but local term “Daitoa Senso” (the Greater East Asian War). Jun 
Eto, a literary critic, writes that this change erased the presence and meaning of “Daitoa Senso” 
and the voids were filled up such that the war was only waged between Japan and its Pacific rival, 
the US. According to Eto, this change also brought a paradigm shift in postwar Japan’s 
understanding of the past. It installed the imaginary conflict between “militarists” and “citizens” 
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in wartime Japan and it condemns militarists because they did wrong towards citizens, or people 
who uphold their human rights in a democratic state. Furthermore Eto insists that this change 
contributed to a “saintly” image of the Americans who should not share the blame at all for the 
war, in spite of two atomic bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki along with other massive 
bombings in main cities, because these bombings were considered just punishment for the 
misdeeds of those bad Japanese militarists. He terms this understanding of the past “War Guilt 
Infomation Program,” which encourages Japanese condemnation of their militarists and the 
wartime traditional order while accusations of war culpability are never hurled against the US 
because it had brought the democracy that enabled Japan’s transformation into a better state [Eto, 
1994: 266-271]. 
Although Eto’s views differ from Reischauer’s on some points, what is clear is that both 
allude to the establishment of a postwar narrative of Japan that is similar to other US liberation 
discourses on Asia where the US needs to justify its interventions under the name of democracy, 
peace, and modernization. For example, Filipino historian Reynaldo Ileto writes that his 
immediate reaction to the US invasion of Iraq in 2003 was one of déjà vu. In analyzing US 
President George Bush’s speech to the Philippine Congress on October 2004, which called for a 
Filipino-American joint struggle against terror, Ileto finds clear echoes of the discourse 
employed by the Americans in the past upon their liberation of the Philippines from two “bad” 
rulers. The first time was in 1898 when US forces came to fight alongside the Filipino 
revolutionists against Spanish tyanny and the second one was in 1945 when the Americans 
returned to get back the islands from the Japanese invaders. The first liberation event was led by 
Arthur MacArthur and the second one by his son, Douglas. Ileto observes that the Filipino-
American War, which was just as terrible as the Filipino wars against Spain and Japan, is totally 
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suppressed in this US liberation narrative. In the Iraq war that frames Bush’s speech, the Spanish 
and Japanese tyrants of the past have merely been replaced by the dictator Saddam Hussein and 
his imagined weapons of mass destruction [Ileto, 2005: 215-216, 231-233].  
In the inside cover of the 1921 edition of Worcester’s The Philippines Past and Present, 
the author juxtaposes two pictures of an native man, named Hilary Pit-a-Pit Clapp, from Bontoc 
in Mountain Province, Northern Luzon. One was taken during Clapp’s childhood, when he was 
called merely “Pit-a-pit,” in which he faces the camera with a big smile, clothed in a G-string 
and with rough hair. The other photo was taken after nine years of education by the Episcopalian 
Church run by American pastors. Now Clapp is shown wearing a white suit with pomaded hair 
cleanly cut. He stares at the camera sternly as a man who has the Western name, Hilary Clapp. 
Looking at the pictures, we can see how Worcester believed that wild tribes in the Spanish 
colonial period can evolve into sophisticated people through the benevolence and tutelage of 
American colonialism.   
In both books, Worcester’s on non-Christian tribes in the Philippines and Reischauer’s on 
postwar democratic Japan, we find some similarlity of US liberation discourse. In each case, US 
patronage was successful since their clients responded in the prescribed manner. We find here 
the self-pride of American tutelage through its narratives on the past and present of the other in 
Orient.  
In 1942 under the Japanese occupation, Clapp was appointed as the first “native” 
governor of Mountain Province and killed by one of guerrilla groups in April 1944. Although 
Clap exemplified a successful product of US colonialism, what turned him into a “collaborator” 





                                                                      From Dean C. Worcester Philippines Past and Present (1921) 
question we need to critically review how the Japanese occupation period in Southeast Asia has 
been studied in the US academe and how this contributed to the creation of a liberation discourse.      
 
Studies on the Impacts of Japanese Occupation in Southeast Asia 
Scholars of Southeast Asian history have paid a keen interest in knowing the impacts and 
aftermaths of World War II, when Japan directly or indirectly ruled the region. In spite of the 
fact that Japanese occupation lasted less than four years (1941-1945) and that this time span is 
much shorter when compared with occupations by Western colonial powers that preceded 
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Japan’s, the latter’s history has been widely and intensely studied and several controversies about 
it have ensued.  
It was scholars from “West,” having affiliations with the universities in Northeast 
America and Western Europe, who first launched this topic just right after the war. Their concern 
about this period was simultaneously related with the fact that many countries in Southeast Asia 
gained independence after WWII, whether or not this followed upon armed resistances against 
the former suzerain countries. In other words, the new beginnings of these formerly colonized 
countries became the research target of scholars who themselves emerged from Western imperial 
world.  
Scholars from the United States were particularly assertive about engaging in this study. 
Their historical research was not simply devoted to the past but was greatly motivated by the 
desire to understand the ongoing politics in these new-born countries under the shadow of the 
Cold War. As an extension of America’s national security interests, their utmost concern was to 
prevent communism from spreading in the region. So called “modernization theory” was largely 
referred to by American scholars seeking to explain historical developments in the region. The 
theory locates non-Western countries’ political and economic development along the path of that 
had been traversed by developed Western countries [Adas, 1989; Keys, 1992; Latham, 2000; 
Berger, 2003]. 
 With a particular focus on anti-colonial movements in Indonesia under the Japanese 
occupation, Harry Benda, Josef Silverstein, Benedict Anderson and other leading scholars argued 
that Japanese rule brought fundamental change to the political structure of the Dutch East Indies, 
which led to postwar independence movements [Elsbree, 1953; Benda, 1958; Silverstein ed., 
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1966; Anderson, 1966; Kanahele, 1967; Reid, 1975]. This perspective was widely applied to 
other countries’ cases. Dorothy Guyot pointed out that the Burmese Independence Army, 
Japanese-sponsored in WWII, became the established force for postwar society [Guyot, 1966]. 
David Steinberg used the same term of change but with a negative nuance, criticizing the 
Filipino elites’ collaboration with Japan which led to severe corruption, nepotism and bribery in 
postwar Philippine politics [Steinberg, 1967]. The Japanese occupation was first considered as a 
“watershed” after these early studies by American scholars. The so-called “change” thesis was 
the mainstream doctrine during the 1950’s and 1960’s.   
In the book he edited, Southeast Asia under Japanese Occupation, published in 1980, 
Alfred McCoy reconsidered this dominant narrative by focusing on the local elite politics in a 
province in the Philippines. According to McCoy, the divide between the Iloilo political elites 
was not established by the tendency to either collaborate with or resist against the Japanese. It 
occurred inside each sector because two rival factions sent their staffs to each camp. In the 
prewar period, their conflicts did not involve violent actions due to the effects of American 
democratic tutelage. But after the United States Army Forces in the Far East (USAFEE) 
surrendered in May 1942 to the Japanese military force, the Iloilo political elites were not any 
more under the control of the Americans. They even perpetrated some of the killings during the 
Japanese occupation. This to McCoy was evidence of the fact that Western democracy had not 
been established in the Philippines. He then concluded that the Japanese occupation in Panay city 




McCoy’s framework was applied by Robert Taylor to Burma and David Marr to 
Vietnam—at least in their essays contained in McCoy’s edited volume—in order to demonstrate 
the continuity of elite politics through both the wartime and postwar periods [Taylor, 1980; Marr, 
1980]. They argued that the “changes” that occurred after WWII should not be overly attributed 
to the Japanese invasions because they had already been determined by the prewar elites’ 
factional divisions. To Japanese scholars studying the Japanese occupation in Southeast Asian 
history, this “continuity” thesis has been very influential as well. They have referred to McCoy’s 
work in establishing their new findings [Goto, 1989; Kurasawa, 1992; Ikehata, 1996a; 
Kawashima, 1996; Nakano, 2001]. In fact, McCoy’s thesis replaced the “change” school 
regarding the mainstream doctrine and it is hard to say if there have been new or alternative 
approaches for more than three decades since McCoy’s critical inquiry.   
It is not my intention to determine the validity, or otherwise, of the “change” or 
“continuity” arguments in terms of examining the impacts and aftermaths of WWII in Southeast 
Asia. Rather I intend to examine the scholarly discourses on the Japanese occupation in 
Southeast Asia, whether by Americana, Japanese, or Filipinos, as historical products themselves. 
For example, the above “change” school might have been persuasive for American scholars from 
the 1950’s to the 1960’s when they witnessed the births of fresh (and not anti-American) 
nationalism, economic recovery from war devastation, the Asia-Africa Conference, and the 
establishments of SEATO and ASEAN. These changes in Southeast Asia might be judged as 
“ordinary” developments or being on the “right track” with (implicit) reference to the historical 
experience of Western democracy and modernization. This may also explain Steinberg’s critical 
attitude toward the Philippines as a country that already had the experience of learning these 
Western ideas in the prewar period, but failed to implement it properly in the postwar period.  
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The earlier postwar moves toward independence and democracy in Southeast Asia were 
also, more or less, counter-measures against communism. But, later, Communists in Vietnam 
revolted against US intrusion. Furthermore many countries in Southeast Asia kept falling into 
military rule and dictatorships. Corruption in governments and economic stagnation in industries 
were then diagnosed as “abnormal” characteristics of Southeast Asia. The continuity thesis thus 
gained even more persuasiveness and popularity, at least for American scholarship, in explaining 
the “non-democratic” and thus “not like us” elements appearing in the region.         
Although his critical inquiry was addressed to Europe or the idea of Europe, Dipesh 
Chakrabarty’s note on history as academic discipline might be helpful for us here in 
reconsidering the change versus continuity debate in American scholarship. He says:  
It is that insofar as the academic discourse of history—that is, “history” as a discourse 
produced at the institutional site of the universities—is concerned, “Europe” remains the 
sovereign, theoretical subject of all histories, including the ones we call “Indian,” 
“Chinese,” “Kenyan,” and so on. There is a peculiar way in which all these other histories 
tend to become variations on a master narrative that could be called “the history of 
Europe.” [Chakrabarty, 2000: 27] 
 
The history of Europe is the “canon” for the academic discourse of history that subjugates 
the other histories as variations of this master narrative. I want to replace Chakrabarty’s use of 
“Europe” with “America” and “history” with “area studies” to shed a light on the politics of 
writing about the WWII. In other words, my aim in this thesis is to explore the kinds of 
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discourses on the war that have been allowed (or rejected) for circulation in the process of 
establishing the “centrality” of US Area Studies.  
Japanese Area Studies on Southeast Asia, a “peripheral” product of US Area Studies, has 
assertively imported approaches from the United States. This attitude has stemmed from Japan’s 
self-reflection on the war. In the introduction of Nihon Senryoki Indonesia Kenkyu (A Study on 
Indonesia during the Japanese Occupation), Kenichi Goto, who earned his MA at Cornell in 
1970, confesses to his hesitation engaging in the topic:  
In the academic community in Japan, particularly among the historians, as is also 
indicated in the introduction by Nishijima and Kishi,3 the study of military administration 
as a main topic has been regarded as taboo in view of the past relations with Asian 
countries. Furthermore, their negative attitudes stem from the fact that several scholars in 
the field of Social and Humane Studies were once “mobilized” in the services of military 
rule in nanpoh. [Goto, 1989: 19] 
 
Postwar Southeast Asian Studies inevitably invoked Japan’s “dark” memory of the study 
of “nanpo,” an imperial Japanese concept representing Southeast Asia and Oceania, which 
mobilized scholars for the Japanese military rule. Due to this trauma, the Japanese occupation 
was not chosen as a topic in the early stage of Southeast Asian Studies in Japan. This is the total 
                                                            
3 Shigetada Nishijima and Koichi Kishi collected huge amounts of Japanese military documents on Indonesia and 
published in Japanese in 1959. Based on this book, Harry Benda, with the help of James Irikura, published the 
English version in 1965. The brief background of the project will be explained in the following.  
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opposite of Southeast Asian Studies in the United States, which had already initiated this kind of 
study in the late 1940’s.  
In order to distance themselves from the previous imperial scholarship on nanpo, Japanese 
scholars have needed to learn new approaches practiced by US Area Studies. Aiko Kurasawa, 
another Indonesia specialist studying the time of Japanese occupation who obtained both her MA 
(1978) and Ph.D.(1988) from Cornell, reveals her perspective in her book titled Nihon Senryoka 
no Java Noson no Henyo (Changes in Javanese Villages during the Japanese Occupation). She 
relates her study to the previously discussed change-continuity debates as follows: 
This book uses the word “change” not as temporary phenomenon but as a non-invertible 
one, which will be passed on to the next generation as “evolutionary process.” In this 
sense, rather, I do not limit my study to examine changes in the time of (Japan’s) military 
regime. The periodization separating the before and the after August of 1945 is Japan-
centered and thus a ruler-oriented idea and I believe that in local people’s mind and 
memory this period does not necessarily draw a line. [Kurasawa, 1992: 24]        
 
Kurasawa here notes two important orientations in postwar Japanese scholarship on 
Southeast Asia. One builds on “evolutionary process” and the other rejects a “Japan-centered 
perspective” in historical writings. During the wartime days, the history of Southeast Asia was 
studied in order to meet Japan’s need in ruling nanpo. “Kokoku-shikan” (Emperor-centered 
historical perspective) was the foundation for narrating “solidarity” with fellow Asians, which 
mandated a glorious history of Japanese empire. For the sake of not repeating the same mistake 
and avoiding a Japan-centered perspective, as we will demonstrate, postwar Japanese scholars 
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applied modernization theory, an evolutionary paradigm and linearity, which had become articles 
of faith in objective historical studies by US Area Studies practitioners working on Southeast 
Asia.   
 
Japanese Writings on the Philippines in WWII 
As briefly summarized here, postwar Japanese scholars studying Southeast Asia started 
out by distancing themselves from the wartime--and thus Japan-centered--perspective of 
previous imperial studies. Postwar Japanese pioneering scholars of the region also locate the 
beginning of Japanese studies of Southeast Asia in 1966 when the “Tonan Ajia-shi Gakkai” 
(Japan Society for Southeast Asian History) was created [Yamamoto, 1997; Sakurai, 2009]. Toru 
Yano, the pioneering scholar of Japan’s southward advance policy (nanshinron), produced a 
series of works that criticized Japanese wartime writings in the 1930s and 1940s. According to 
him, the writings were “ethno-centric,” “self-deceiving” and “violent,” and the distortion of 
history was also quite characteristic of the works done by Japanese intellectuals during this era 
[Yano, 1975; 1979; 1980]. 
This kind of framework has been influential in the later works of Japanese wartime 
writings related to the Philippines. Shinzo Hayase (1989) uncovers the absence of historical 
proof to support the heroic narrative of Japanese construction workers for building the Benguet 
roads and reveals its mythical character. Lydia Yu-Jose (1999) analyzes several Japanese 
writings on the Philippines that appeared in the first half of the twentieth century and shows how 
these accounts assess Filipinos as backward people while empathizing with American 
colonialism. She also argues that this earlier Japanese view in peacetime was carried forward 
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during the Japanese occupation with its violent methods employed to bolster notions of Japanese 
supremacy in the Philippines.  
Setsuho Ikehata has introduced some Japanese perceptions on the Philippine revolution 
and the war against America by referring to Japanese accounts that appeared contemporaneously 
with that event [Ikehata, 1989; 2003]. But she does not discuss the Japanese “revisiting” and 
“reprinting” of these accounts that were greatly encouraged during WWII. Ikehata’s edited book, 
Nihon Senryōka Philippine, published in 1996, is the first comprehensive collection of Japanese 
scholarly writings on the Japanese occupation utilizing new Japanese sources and interviews 
with important survivors [Ikehata ed., 1996]. However, most of the articles in the volume use 
mainly military or governmental reports for understanding Japan’s economic policy. They hardly 
tap sources such as non-fictional novels, travel memoirs, essays and Japanese translations of 
existing literature, which we will discuss in this thesis. Motoe Terami, a contributor to Ikehata’s 
book, seems to be the sole Japanese scholar with an interest in cultural encounters between 
Japanese and Filipinos during the war using both Tagalog and Japanese sources. However, her 
concern is limited to Japan’s propaganda activities and their successes and failures [Terami-
Wada, 1990; 1991; 1996; Terami, 1996; 2001]. 
The main purpose of previous studies has been to criticize Japan’s imperial interests and 
practices in the Philippines through reviewing Japanese accounts in WWII that were considered 
unreliable and that distorted our understanding of Philippine history. Examples would be 
accounts that accommodated pan-Asianism and the emancipation of Asia from the West under 
the Japanese empire. It is true that Japanese writings, especially those that appeared in the 
wartime period, advocated such a self-centered perspective of history.  
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In terms of Japanese writings on the Philippines, booms or surges in publication emerged 
twice under similar circumstances: resistance against Western supremacy. The first surge 
occurred during the late Meiji period of the Philippine Revolution (1896-98) and the subsequent 
resistance of the Filipinos against United States cccupation that took place from 1899 to 1902. 
The second surge was at the time of WWII from 1939 to 1945, when Japan occupied the 
Philippines and fought against the US and its allies. During the latter period, more Japanese 
writings than ever about the Philippines were produced, ranging from government reports to 
private memoirs.4   
Previous studies – intentionally or otherwise – have treated the Meiji’s solidarity with the 
Philippines differently from that of wartime Showa or the WWII period. In fact the Meiji 
solidarity has been widely and richly studied. The discussions have focused on several Japanese 
friendships with, and efforts to help, Filipino revolutionaries that were found in historical 
accounts, including novels written during the era [Yanagida 1961; Hatano 1988; Ikehata 1989; 
2003; Yu-Jose 1999; Yamashita 2000; Shimizu 2007; Hau; Shiraishi 2009]. In contrast, the 
Japanese solidarity discourse on the Philippines in WWII has attracted less scholarship, and even 
if studied, this solidarity is usually examined as a transplantation of Japanese wartime ideology 
                                                            
4 According to the survey by Shinzo Hayase, the number of Japanese publication on the Philippines increased from 
the late 1930s. When “the Greater East Asian War” occurred, the number drastically increased and there were 
around two hundred items published within the year 1942 [Hayase 2009: 9]. Furthermore, Japanese novels on the 
Philippines written during the Philippine Revolution were almost all reprinted, read by the public and re-examined 
by critics during the time of WWII. This boom was much larger than the preceding one and it also produced several 
new books and translations on Philippine culture, economy and history. The reason for a large quantity of Japanese 
knowledge production on the Philippines can, of course, be traced to Japanese imperial power. Hayase draws our 
attention to the fact that these Japanese wartime accounts, including war memoirs, have been judged by postwar 
Japanese scholarship as not necessarily “trustworthy” in their contents and also including some “unreliability” as 
historical accounts. In fact, previous works have simply dismissed or criticized these accounts as the products of a 
“wrongful” history of what Japan did for Asian countries and people during its imperial era. 
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onto the Philippines, or treated simply as propaganda [Goodman, 1991; Terami-Wada, 1990; 
1991; Yu-Jose, 1999; Terami 2001; Jose 2003].  
The question is why the Meiji era’s solidarity with Filipinos and that of the Showa in 
WWII are approached by historians in such a different manner. It seems to me that the former 
solidarity has captured scholars’ interests because the Meiji discourse was for a “weak” Japan 
and the Philippines. On the other hand, the Showa’s solidarity with Filipinos was “ideologically 
wrong” or even “ill-minded” because Japan was non-democratic, militarist and thus a fanatic 
empire that brought huge disaster to and victimized the Philippines. All publications in WWII 
were also under the military’s censorship and Japan’s eventual defeat in the war further 
“stigmatized” the pious image of wartime Showa’s solidarity with Filipinos.  
Certainly, answering these questions definitively is beyond the scope of my preliminary 
research. But as I have reviewed here, there have been some disconnections between Japanese 
wartime and postwar studies on the Philippines and Southeast Asia. Or, to state this more 
concretely, Japanese wartime studies that searched for a fundamental Japanese tie with peoples 
in nanpo, were dismissed as flawed or even unspokenly banned from scholarly examination 
during the period of the emergence and development of postwar Japanese scholarship on 
Southeast Asia. My purpose in this thesis is not to resurrect Japanese wartime narratives and 
studies on nanpo with a view to reevaluating them from a “nationalist” perspective, as a 
superficial critic of this thesis might decry. Rather, I believe that if the Greater East Asian War 
was a mistake, we need to examine the formation of Japan’s Asiatic discourse, its genealogy and 
effects, and not sweep it under the rug as the product of Japanese ultra-nationalism and an 
aberration best forgotten. 
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I would like to put forward a disclaimer: It is not my intention to put a label on any 
ideology or propaganda in a bid to analyze Japanese wartime accounts on the Philippines. I aim, 
rather, to shed light on several “accidents” that were by-products of Japanese knowledge 
production about the Philippines during WWII. I also focus on the Meiji- and Taisho-era 
solidarity discourses in order to understand the relation between these discourses and that of the 
Showa solidarity discourse. My concern here is not a developmental history of how the 
discourses evolved in later periods. Rather, in an opposite way, I hope to uncover how Meiji and 
Taisho solidarities were revisited and appropriated by the writers in the wartime Showa era.5 
Fomented by the “genealogists” Nietzsche and Foucault, this study does not search for the 
origins of the Japanese solidarity discourse on the Philippines in the Meiji era and trace its 
expansion in Taisho and final explosion in the wartime Showa, as what previous studies have 
demonstrated.6 Rather, I will argue that the discourse emerged, or more accurately, was formed, 
at every moment, in relation to the American colonial knowledge and its grip of power on the 
Philippines. 
Reynaldo Ileto has pointed out that the history of the Philippines was reconfigured by 
American colonial scholars and officials on the occasion of the pacification of the islands. A new 
                                                            
5 A typical example is Suganuma Teifū (1865-1889). He was an unknown character in his time but came to be seen 
as a saint under the “Greater East Asian War.” His works, Shin-Nihon no Tonan no Yume (1888) [new Japan’s 
dream of aspiration to the south sea] and Dainihon Shōgyōshi (1892) [History of Commerce in Great Japan], stating 
Japan and China’s cooperation for developing the South, were compiled in a book in 1940 and first publicly 
recognized at the eve of the war. He died in Manila at the age of twenty five and this early death also helped in 
mystifying his character during WWII. 
6 I am particularly in debt here to Foucault’s famous essay “Nietzsche, Genealogy, History.” Foucault defines 
genealogy as one that “does not resemble the evolution of a species and does not map the destiny of a people. On the 
contrary, to follow the complex course of descent is to maintain passing events in their proper dispersion; it is to 
identify the accidents, the minutes deviations, the errors, the false appraisals, and faulty calculations that gave birth 
to those things that continue to exist and have value for us; it is discover that truth or being do not lie at the root 
what we know and what we are, but exteriority of accidents” [Foucault 1977: 146].   
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“emplotment” of Philippine history was launched to suit the policy and practice of American 
colonialism, which located the events, and the leading figures of the Philippine Revolution 
within a framework of progress or the repetition of Western developmental history in an oriental 
setting [Ileto 1998a: 5]. On the occasion of Japan’s invasion of the islands, another new version 
of Philippines history was produced and promoted, this time by Japanese scholars and writers to 
suit their occupation policy and practice. As we will discuss in the following sections, their 
writings were much influenced by the works produced decades earlier by American colonial 
officers and scholars. As the first three chapters will reveal, the formation of Japanese solidarity 
discourse is located in the “episteme”7 where the languages of material progress and ethos of 
people are used for shaping Philippine historiography. In other words, Japan could not advocate 
its ideology, Asia for Asians, without relying on Western developmental discourse surrounding 
Philippine history.        
What, therefore, determines Japanese accounts as unreliable historical sources? To 
explore this question, I will now review a “technique” deployed in the postwar US selection of 
Japanese wartime sources. 
 
Selection of Japanese Wartime Sources by US Area Studies 
Right after Japan’s defeat in WWII in 1945, wartime Japanese writers on the Philippines 
and Southeast Asia were seen as “war criminals” by the occupational army led by General 
                                                            
7 My use of “episteme” here is based on Foucault`s following definition; In any given culture and at any given 
moment, there is always only one episteme that defines the conditions of possibility of all knowledge, whether 
expressed in a theory or silently invested in a practice [Foucault, 2002: 183]. 
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Douglas MacArthur and also by Japanese intellectuals themselves. Japan’s prewar and wartime 
research centers on nanpo stationed in its colonies (Manchuria, Seoul and Taipei) were totally 
demolished by the defeat in the war: while GHQ dismantled the research infrastructure, Japanese 
scholars entertained guilt feelings about committing themselves to the “wrong” war. In the name 
of democracy and modernization introduced during the US seven-year occupation of Japan, 
writers who had been dispatched by the Japanese military to the Philippines and other countries 
in Southeast Asia for its propaganda work were condemned for their mistakes. 
In spite of the stigmatization in the Japanese academe and literary world, Japanese 
wartime writings on Southeast Asia were assertively researched by scholars in US universities.  
Several bibliographies with annotations (including translations) were published during the early 
stage of Area Studies [Morley, 1950; Uyehara, 1954; Irikura, 1956; Young, 1959; Echols, 1963; 
Benda; Irikura; Kishi, 1965; Nakamura, 1970]. Prior to advent of Area Studies, it was the GHQ’s 
counter-intelligence office in the Philippines that first compiled a bibliography in 1945 with the 
title, The Philippines during the Japanese Regime, 1942-1945; An Annotated List of the 
Literature Published in or about the Philippines during the Japanese Occupation. The early 
stage of Area Studies was a time when the US was struggling to gain hegemony in Southeast 
Asia, and there was a strong need for understanding the region. The Japanese occupation in 
Southeast Asia was carefully examined to in order to establish it as a historical watershed—from 
colony to independence— as we discussed earlier. It is a curious facet of antithetical academic 
orientations that, on one hand, American scholars, including a number of Japanese-Americans, 
collected and examined Japanese wartime accounts while on the other hand, Japanese scholars 
themselves ignored their predecessors’ accounts.  
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Among the early postwar bibliographical works, James Irikura’s Southeast Asia: Selected 
Annotated Bibliography of Japanese Publications published from Yale University is the first 
well-organized guide for introducing Japanese accounts to scholars mainly based in the United 
States. Irikura investigated 1,500 relevant titles in American libraries covering the geographic 
area of Southeast Asia and selected 965 titles based on the criteria of “evidence of scholarship.” 
According to him, the majority of writings was published from 1930 to 1945 and was largely the 
work of academic institutions and official and semi-official research agencies from the Toa 
Kenkyujo (Institute of East Asian Studies), Toa Keizai Chosakyoku in Manchuria (Economic 
Research Center of East Asia), the Taiwan Sotokufu (Government of Taiwan) and Gaimusho 
(Ministry of Foreign Affairs). These institutions with the exception of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs were all dismantled during the GHQ occupation of Japan.  
In his introduction, Irikura shows how the desire to undertake this bibliography was born. 
It stemmed, he says, from “his interest in Southeast Asian history, particularly Japan-Southeast 
Asian relations; an interest first stimulated during military services with allied forces in 
Southeast Asia in World War II. The possibility of undertaking the bibliography was first 
discussed with the late Professor John F. Embree shortly before his unfortunate death” [Irikura, 
1956: iii]. Although Irikura does not reveal his personal war experiences in detail, his volunteer 
service for the US Army, perhaps as a translator, allowed this Hawaii-born Japanese librarian to 
conduct the postwar survey of Japanese accounts.  
Irikura’s work was encouraged by an American anthropologist, John F. Embree, who 
published an ethnographical account of a small village Sue, in Kyushu, Japan in 1939 and who 
later became the director of the Center for Southeast Asian Studies at Yale University. Embree’s 
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work on Sue was pioneering in that it was based on a year-long fieldwork, which no other 
American ethnographer had ever done before. It is well known that his monograph greatly 
helped Ruth Benedict finish The Chrysanthemum and the Sword published in 1946, which 
provided the cultural guidelines for the US occupation or GHQ regime in Japan.  
The mission of introducing Japanese sources to fill American scholars’ demands was 
taken up by Embree’s colleague at Yale University, Harry J. Benda, after Embree’s death in a car 
accident. In 1965, Benda, with the help of Irikura and Koichi Kishi, published a compilation of 
English translations of Japanese military documents on Indonesia titled Japanese Military 
Administration in Indonesia: Selected Documents. The volume was sponsored by the Rockefeller 
foundation. In the introduction, Benda declares his “genuine” interest in collecting and 
translating Japanese “military” materials, which will compensate for the large numbers of 
documents that were lost during the war by fire, and will fill the void in historical facts. 
Compared with Irikura’s first bibliography (1956) which listed Japanese novels, travel 
memoirs and cultural interpretations with brief summaries, Benda’s joint compilation with 
Irikura (1965) does not include these accounts. Even though Irikura collected and listed the items 
with “evidence of scholarship,” Benda probably judged these cultural accounts not useful while, 
on the other hand, military documents were deemed worth exploring in the pursuit of genuine 
scholarly interests or what Benda might call “science.”  
This technique is what Edward Said identifies as the striking aspect of the new American 
social-science attention to the Orient in post WWII. Said says:  
You can read through reams of expert writing on the modern Near East and never 
encounter a single reference to literature. What seem to matter far more to the regional 
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expert are “facts,” of which a literary text is perhaps a disturber. The net effect of this 
remarkable omission in modern American awareness of the Arab or Islamic Orient is to 
keep this region and its people conceptually emasculated, reduced to “attitudes,” 
“trends,” statistics: in short, dehumanized. [Said, 1994: 291] 
 
Excluding “literature” from the study is what Benda did. He extracted military documents 
from other “useless” and “unreliable” sources, for the creation of Japanese Occupation studies in 
Southeast Asia. In other words, the complex reality of Japanese occupation became reified as 
“militarist” and “Orientalized” by this new, US-born social science that showed a disregard for 
Japanese wartime literature. 
 
Research Purpose and Organization of Chapters 
The aim of this thesis is not to identify or determine what are good and bad in the 
Japanese wartime literature. Rather I want to address the question of what makes a historian 
designates certain sources as “good” and “reliable.” What are his/her politics or moral values that 
allow some sources to be retrieved while implicitly and unconsciously suppressing others? A 
genealogical study in the spirit of what Foucault termed the “insurrection of subjugated 
knowledge,” may lead us to uncover aspects of Japanese knowledge about the Philippines that 




The removal of “Asia” in the new name, Pacific War, accompanied Japan’s forgetting of 
Southeast Asia which Japan first occupied, directly or indirectly during the Daitoa Senso (The 
Greater East Asian War). This change had the effect of dismissing or even devaluing Japanese 
wartime literature on nanpo because they were bad sources. As mentioned, it was in 1966 when 
the “Tonan Ajia-shi Gakkai” (Japan Society for Southeast Asian History) was created and it took 
more than twenty years for Japanese scholars to re-start their study on Southeast Asia.  
The first chairperson of Tonan Ajia-shi Gakkai was Tatsuro Yamamoto (1910-2001), a 
specialist on Vietnamese history who taught at at the University of Tokyo from the 1930’s on. 
Yamamoto played an important role in the final designation of the current Japanese era title, 
“heisei” on the eve of the Showa Emperor Hirohito’s death in 1989. This title means that if the 
state maintains its domestic stability, prosperity on both the internal and external fronts will then 
ensue. Are we over reading if we find here Yamamoto’s attitude towards WWII and why he then 
liked to focus on internal peace as his priority? He probably avoided recalling Japan’s mistakes 
in Asian countries, of first advocating solidarity and happiness among Asian people but 
ultimately behaving in the opposite manner. 
“Japanese solidarity with Asia,” having a unified front with fellow Asians in order to 
revolt against West, thus has always recalled the memory of the war and postwar Japan should 
not repeat the same error. This understanding is, however, narrow and represents a stereotyped 
image of Japanese solidarity discourse on Asia. Of course this thesis cannot comprehend every 
form of Japanese solidarity discourse and although I mainly deal with the love-hate politics 
between America, Japan, and the Philippines, Japanese solidarity discourse on the Philippines, 
which appeared in the time of WWII, has a peculiar “lineage” in American colonial literature.  
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The first three chapters will pursue this topic and study Japanese wartime accounts on the 
Philippines in relation to American colonial power and knowledge. Chapter 1 focuses on the 
formation of Japanese attitudes toward, and manipulation of, Filipino national heroes. It will 
explore some important resonances between America’s “benevolent assimilation” and Japan’s 
“Asia for Asiatics.” Readers may notice after reading this introductory chapter that there was a 
kind of continuity between the US colonial and Japanese occupational periods. My use of the 
term “continuity” is not in McCoy’s sense of continuity in elite politics, but in terms of the 
discourse formation on Philippine history and politics. The next two chapters will focus more on 
this continuity while addressing particular forms of Japanese “solidarity” discourse with 
Filipinos. Chapter 2 discusses the Japanese-Filipino wartime effort to disseminate Tagalog as a 
national language, a task taken over from the Commonwealth period. Chapter 3 will look at 
Japanese miners’ friendship discourse with the Igorot people, an indigenous group in the 
Cordillera Mountains in Northern Luzon. To understand this Japanese “civilian” perception of 
Igorot, this chapter reviews how this ethinic minority was created by the investments of US 
colonial mining. Both chapters demonstrate how the supposedly “unique” Japanese practices for 
having solidarity with Filipinos, were in fact framed by US colonial discourse. 
If Japan’s Asiatic discourse and American benevolent assimilation underwent a similar 
formation in the narration of Philippine history and politics, we then need to re-examine why the 
former was seen as bad and the latter as good or at least justifiable, and why this perception has 
persisted even until today. In his uncovering of a genealogy of American Orientalist 
representations of the Philippine past and present, Ileto points to the problem of Filipino politics 
ever being a “negative other” for American writers and scholars, from the colonial period to the 
current era. Through examining the terms employed in Stanley Karnow’s Philippine-American 
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history (In Our Image) which won the Pulitzer Prize in 1990 as well as the works by American 
scholars that were used by Karnow, Ileto depicts the problem of reducing complex phenomena to 
binaries, such as private versus public, family versus state, anarchy versus order, or warlords 
versus statesmen. He concludes that Philippine history and politics “encoded in terms of such 
binaries only reproduce colonial discourse, and will forever continue to represent lack and 
failure” in the shadow of  Euro-American politics that is posited as normal and rational [Ileto, 
2001a: 28-30].      
Taking Ileto’s provocative reading into consideration, the following three chapters are a 
preliminary inquiry into the workings of a US-Japanese orientalizing discourse in the writing of 
Philippine and Southeast Asian history. Specifically, the second part of the thesis asks: Given the 
dismissal and even exclusion of Japanese wartime writing in the postwar institutionalization of 
Area Studies in both the US and Japan, what kinds of knowledge have been marginalized? This 
part will also examine the formation of postwar Japanese solidarity discourse with Filipinos. The 
discourse is newly legitimized by what Kiichi Fujiawara calls the US informal empire, which 
rules the postwar Asiatic region while not having colonies [Fujiwara 2011: 17]. 
Chapter 4 focuses on the early stage of US Area Studies when studies of Japan and 
Southeast Asia were pursued interchangeably through the use of a common “patron-client” 
framework. It seeks to demonstrate that the feudal relationships that have existed historically in 
Japan and the Philippines have been assessed in accordance with the interests of US foreign 
policies during the Cold War. Chapter 5 discusses how postwar Japanese historians resurrected 
their studies on Southeast Asia from the wartime “wrongly-used” history. Particularly focusing 
on essays by Tatsuro Yamamoto, founder of postwar Southeast Asian Studies of Japan, I 
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demonstrate some unique dilemmas of postwar Japanese historians that surfaced in the writing of 
national/colonial histories of Southeast Asian countries. The last chapter sheds light on postwar 
Japanese “amateur” and thus non-institutionalized studies on the Philippines. There are a 
significant number of Japanese translations of Filipino historical writings. These translations 
were first and usually done by the Japanese who were not trained as academic scholars but due to 
their respective needs and desires, they translated Filipino historiography. By focusing on some 
of the “noises” produced in the process of Japanese translations, I will attempt to describe 





Chapter 1:  
Japanese Wartime Uses of Philippine History  
 
 
“Getting out from Asia (datsua)” or “being prosperous with Asia (koa)” is a Japanese 
modern a-priori. In 1868 when the Meiji government was established, most parts of Asia were 
already colonized or half-colonized by the Western powers. Japan was thus faced with this 
Western threat and was thrust into the dilemma of emulating the Western system to have 
colonies, or aligning with other Asian nations to present a unified front.  
This dilemma of datsua and koa has shaped the conventional history of modern Japan. 
The Meiji era (1868-1912) was a time when Japan opened its door to the West and started to 
create a strong military and develop a strong economy. In particular, the victory in the Russo-
Japan war in 1905 had made Japan a regional power and become recognized as a member of the 
“so-called great powers” (rekkyo). Meiji was thus the time when Japan deeply took its 
orientation for datsua. The following Taisho (1912-1926) was also recognized for datsua in 
general and highly regarded as a Westernized period represented by the then-known Taisho 
democracy. However, World War One (WWI) occurred during the Taisho, which escalated the 
“pan-movements”. The movements promoted the solidarity of peoples united by common or 
kindred languages, group identifications, traditions, or some other characteristics such as 
geographical proximity (Snyder 1984: 6). The practices and thoughts in the pan-movements 
strongly influenced Japan’s later pan-Asianism such as those found in the Japanese Monroe-
doctrine for Asia or the self-determination of Asia. The Manchurian Incident in 1931 and Japan’s 
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withdrawal from the League of Nations in 1933 were incidents usually associated with Japan’s 
shift to koa from datsua. From the late 1930s till the end of World War Two (WWII), the 
wartime Shōwa period, was the time when Japan took powerful orientation for koa. It was the 
time when Japan’s war against China intensified and the Konoe Fumimaro government declared 
a “New Order” in East Asia 1938 to strengthen the solidarity between China, Manchuria and 
Japan. In WWII, “the Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere,” including several areas of 
Southeast Asia as well, was declared in order to “liberate” Asian countries from Western 
colonization (Saaler 2007: 6-12). 
Thus the processes of datsua and koa have been studied as two different principles or 
contradicting approaches underlying Japan’s national and imperial policies. However, Yonetani 
Masafumi, a historian of Japanese thought, points out that the two principles share the same 
feature of colonial discourse – modernizing Asia with the help of Japan. For example, Fukuzawa 
Yukichi advocated the creation of a modern Japan during the Meiji era; he published the Datsua-
ron (thesis for “Getting out from Asia”) in 1885 and it has been since studied as the datsua icon. 
On the one hand Fukuzawa has been assessed positively as a liberalist, while on the other hand 
he has been criticized for his support of Japan’s imperialism in Asia. However, Yonetani takes 
note of Fukuzawa’s earlier writings before the Gapsin Coup and its failure in 1884, and showed 
his strong friendship with Korea and showed expectations of modernizing Korea by tutoring 
students from the country [Yonetani 2006: 48-56].    
It is true that both processes also co-existed in the Japanese discourse on the Philippine 
Revolution that occurred in 1896 (Meiji 29). When the Revolution occurred, the various major 
Japanese newspapers reported the event in real time. Through the examination of these 
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newspapers, Ikehata Setsuho concluded that their continuous coverage of the Revolution over a 
number of years stimulated Japan’s interest in the Philippines and enhanced its understanding of 
the situation there, which included the sympathy of the Japanese people with regard to the 
Revolution [Ikehata 2003: 39]. This was the time when Japan experienced its first victory against 
a foreign country, China, and acquired its first colony in the form of Taiwan. This inevitably 
made the Philippines the country that was closest to the Japanese sphere of influence. This period 
is usually interpreted as the time when Japan shifted its orientation to datsua, where Japan 
became “Western” through its acquisition of Taiwan as a colony. But the real time news on the 
Philippine Revolution also included Japan’s koa principle, which encouraged the Filipino 
revolutionaries to fight against the Western colonial powers.   
As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, in terms of Japanese writings on the 
Philippines, booms or surges in publication occurred twice under similar circumstances: the wars 
against Western supremacy. The first was during the period of the Philippine Revolution (1896-
98) and the subsequent resistance against US occupation taken place (1899-1902). The second 
one was at the time of WWII, the Japanese occupation in the Philippines, and the war against the 
United States and its allies. During the latter period, more Japanese writings than ever about the 
Philippines were produced, ranging from Government reports to private literature. Those 
Japanese Meiji novels on the Philippines written during the Philippine Revolution were almost 
all reprinted, read by the public and re-examined by critics during the time of WWII. This boom, 
claiming the solidarity between Filipinos and Japanese, was much larger than the preceding one 
and it also produced several new books and translations on Philippine culture, economy and 
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history.8 The reason for this large quantity can, of course, be traced to the Japanese imperial 
policies for occupying new territories and fighting against its Western opponents.  
Also mentioned in the introduction, previous studies have treated the Meiji’s solidarity 
with the Philippines differently from that of wartime Showa or the WWII period. On one hand, it 
is true that Japanese accounts on the Philippines that appeared during the war served as 
propaganda for the ideology of “the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity.” Due to this, scholars have 
not regarded Japanese wartime accounts as reliable or important sources. On the other hand, it 
seems to me that these excluded works are texts that produce valuable knowledge about the 
period, regardless of their avowed function as propaganda. The purpose of this chapter is to 
examine these Japanese “forgotten” writings on Philippine history in WWII, with a focus on 
their peculiar origins in American colonial discourse.  
The argument will be developed by centering around a Japanese journalist, Ki Kimura,9 
who went to the Philippines with his own will in 1942 for having written a non-fictional novel on 
Philippine history.10 I will examine the writings by Kimura and other “infamous” writers, even 
including someone who had never been to the Philippines but had left some accounts on the 
Philippines. By focusing on these “forgotten” writers, we may find another aspect of Japanese 
                                                            
8 The bibliography of Japanese wartime accounts is compiled by Hayase [2009].    
9 Kimura was born in Okayama in 1894. After graduating from Waseda University in 1917, he became editor for 
two publication companies and joined socialist parties. In the postwar era he taught at Waseda University and helped 
in the writing of Josefa Saniel’s doctoral dissertation, which was later published in 1962, entitled Japan and the 
Philippines in 1868-1898 from the University of Michigan.     
10 Previous works particularly done by Terami and Yu-Jose did not pay much attention to Kimura, as compared to 
Kiyoshi Miki, Hidemi Kon, Ashihei Hino or Shiro Ozaki. These intellectuals had already gained reputations before 
WWII and were dispatched to wartime Philippines by the order of Sanbo-honbu (General Staff Office) to propagate 
Asiatic solidarity between the Filipinos and the Japanese.   
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knowledge production on Philippine history that could not be criticized simply as Japan’s pan-
Asiatic ideology and propaganda. As we will demonstrate, their solidarity discourse was formed 
by selecting certain elements found in the discourse of US’s earlier occupation of the islands, or 
the so-called “benevolent assimilation.”  
 
Ki Kimura (1894-1979): Collecting Archives under the War   
Ki Kimura stayed for two months in the Philippines between March and May 1942, when 
the battles of Bataan and Corregidor were still taking place. Based on this short trip, he wrote 
three books on the Philippines during the war. It is noteworthy, however, that his interest on the 
Philippines had begun much earlier than the war. As mentioned, the first publication boom on 
the Philippines, especially novels in Meiji, stimulated young Kimura’s compassion towards the 
Filipino revolutionaries fighting against the Western powers.   
As mentioned, Meiji novels on the Philippines have been studied widely. Hau and 
Shiraishi (2009) discuss an unexpected “encounter” between Jose Rizal and a Japanese political 
novelist, Suehiro Teccho on a ship going to Europe via the United States. They discuss the 
impact, a meeting with Rizal, to Teccho and his later motivation writing a series of political 
novels about the Philippines. He left four political novels related with the Philippines, which 
talked about the oppressed islands that were revolting against the West.11 Yanagida (1961), 
Yamashita (2001) and Shimizu (2007) focus on other novelists such as Bimyo Yamada and 
                                                            
11 Suehiro Tecchō’s four novels are Oshi no Ryokō (1890) [mute’s travel], Nanyō no Daiharan (1891) [storm over 




Shunro Oshikawa beside Teccho. Bimyo published Aguinaldo in 1902, the first Japanese novel 
on the Philippine Revolution, and in the following year he also translated some parts of Jose 
Rizal’s Noli Me Tangere entitled Chino no Namida, meaning “bloody tears”. Shunro wrote two 
adventure novels, Bukyō no Nihon in 1902 and Shin Nihonto in 1906, in which Emilio Aguinaldo 
was treated as one of the main antagonists. The novels were written for young boys, which tells a 
story of how an imaginary Japanese brave samurai named Danbara Kentoji fought together with 
Aguinaldo against Spain and America [Oshikawa 1902; 1944[1906]].  
Among these Meiji novelists, in particular Kimura, was a great fan of Shunro’s novels 
when he was a boy. Kimura kept his a diary during his stay in Manila and reminisced his 
youthful days when he enthusiastically read Shunro. Kimura published this diary as a travel 
memoir in October 1942, Minami no Shinju (Pearl of South). This travel writing is not only 
about Kimura’s eye-witnessing experience there but also his reading experience in the Philippine 
National Library while conducting his research there.  
In the Philippine National Library, Kimura happened to look at fifty-three volumes of 
Blair and Robertson’s The Philippine Islands 1493-1898, an English translation of Spanish 
colonial accounts compiled in 1903 when the United States occupied the islands. He came to 
know that Shizuma Nara, from the publishing company Kodansha, wrote his Ph.D. thesis around 
some 20 years ago about relations between Japan and the Philippines based on this Blair and 
Robertson compilation. Nara worked under the supervision of Payson Treat, a pioneering 
American scholar of East Asian history, at the Stanford University. Eventually, Nara decided to 
publish his dissertation in 1942 in the Japanese language as his contribution towards Japan’s rule 
in the Philippines, several years after it remained as a draft [Nara, 1942: 5-6].  
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In her articles, Gloria Cano points out that words such as “oppression” and “tyrannical” 
were newly employed by Blair and Robertson in their translations of original Spanish sources for 
their massive compilation, The Philippine Islands 1493-1898. Cano insists that Blair and 
Robertson needed to demonstrate that the Spaniards destroyed native institutions and customs so 
that, through a depiction of the Spanish colonial period as a “Dark Age,” the American invasion 
and rule could then be justified as liberation from darkness. American scholarship began to cite 
The Philippine Islands 1493-1898 as the most valuable primary source during the US colonial 
period and in this manner, Cano says, the groundwork for “imperialist propaganda” was laid. She 
is also critical of Filipino elites who, having grown up under an Americanized school system, 
began to use the Blair & Robertson volumes to produce a partial and distorted Filipino history 
and account of Spanish misrule [Cano, 2008a: 13, 28; 2008b]. 
Nara’s description of Spanish colonialism was totally based on the volumes by Blair and 
Robertson and we can find in its introduction that he also inherited their American terminology:  
When Catholic Spanish people occupied the islands, they imposed severe tyranny against 
the islanders. Their classical literature was destroyed as the works of the devils and later 
on, their ancient letters were prohibited from being used. In this sense, there are no 
accounts in the Philippines regarding Japanese people before Spain occupied the islands 
[Nara, 1942: 3-4].  
 
Nara points out the absence of accounts concerning relations between Japan and the 
Philippines prior to the coming of Spain. This absence is attributed to Spanish tyranny. Thus, 
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while his dissertation is all about Japan-Philippines relations during the Spanish colonial period, 
he cannot help but dwell on the misrule by Spanish generals and bishops. 
Nara’s dissertation was originally written during the 1920s and it was the time when the 
Immigration Act of 1924 in the US was enacted. This new Act totally prohibited the entry of new 
migrants from Asia except those from the Philippines [Nakano, 2007:135-136; Fujiwara, 2008: 
100-101]. Nara might have desired to let the American people know about the long history of 
Japanese migration by focusing on relations with the Filipinos, whose nation was then under US 
control, and who were the only Asians granted migration access to the US.  
In his 1942 book, Nara adds a new chapter on the Filipino American War. Although Nara 
insists on the exploitive character of this American possession, he locates the war as merely a 
marginal incident that occurred around the Spanish-American War period. This is similar to the 
dominant understanding on the Filipino American War wrapped in US “exceptionalism” 
discourse by traditional American historians [Kramer, 2006: 15-16]. Nara notes at the end that: 
It is not correct to identify Jefferson’s purchase of Louisiana with McKinley’s annexation 
of the Philippines. Jefferson bought Louisiana because he planned to add this land as an 
equal state alongside the first thirteen states on the occasion of the independence. In fact, 
Louisiana was later divided into several states. The political rights and freedom given to 
the people there were to what the people in the first thirteen states enjoyed. However, it is 
not as the same in the Philippines. In the past and now there has been no will at all to add 




Nara’s critique here is quite similar to those American writers belonging to the Anti-
Imperialist League who opposed to the occupation of the Philippine islands. This is because the 
occupation contradicted a fundamental policy of US: political liberty. Nara insists that the US 
violently robbed the Philippines from Spain and used many excuses based on the idea of 
humanity to cover up this aggression. He then continues that the American human rights policies 
became incoherent as time went by because it did not admit that the Philippines was a state of the 
United States nor did it grant the Philippines independence. Nara’s conclusion is that it is natural 
for the Philippines to be part of the “Greater East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere” so as to be 
liberated from the US.  
Returning to Kimura’s archival research for writing up non-fictional historical novels, he 
wanted to have historical proof of the Filipinos’ fundamental desire for independence that was 
assisted by Japan [Kimura, 1944: 68]. Kimura then took a special interest in Rizal. He read 
several biographies of this Filipino hero and in particular, his Japanese lover Osei-san. Before 
Kimura went to the Philippines, he had read Akanuma Saburo’s Suganuma Tadakaze (1941), 
Kikuchi Kan’s articles in All Yomimono12 and Yamada Bimyo’s translation of Noli me Tangere 
related to Rizal. In the Philippines, he read around ten biographies, which included several 
Filipino works such as Carlos Quirino’s The Great Malayan (1940) and Victoria Lopez de 
Araneta’s On Wings of Destiny (1940).   
                                                            
12 Akanuma and Kikuchi wrote of an encounter between Suganuma Teifū, Fukumoto Nichinan and Jose Rizal. But 
Kimura found out that Rizal was in fact not in the Philippines while these Japanese were there (in 1889) and he 
concludes that these writings were fiction. Kimura was told by Yanagida Izumi, professor at Waseda University, that 
Suehiro Tecchō met Rizal on the ship that was going to the United States and subsequently wrote novels.   
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Kimura came to know that as a novelist, Rizal was not as great as people made him out to 
be--at least, if compared with writers from the same period such as Balzac, Dostoevsky and 
Melville. And he also realized that the Americans had used Rizal’s image very effectively, thus 
the emphasis on Rizal’s resistance against Spain and the absence of anti-American sentiments in 
his works. Kimura’s diary states: 
[The Americans] felt at ease spreading the worship of Rizal with the building of statues 
of him in all villages in the islands. Japan came to the Philippines after getting rid of the 
Americans. In this sense, all islanders are interested in how Rizal is related to Japan. 
Rizal’s works have significance, akin to today’s Hitler’s Mein Kampf and if there are 
anti-Japanese statements, Japan needs to exclude it. If there are pro-Japanese statements 
in contrast, we do need to use it effectively for directing the future governance of the 
Philippines and thus it will become the strongest bond to cement Japanese and Philippine 
friendship [Kimura, 1942: 74-75]. 
 
Kimura’s reasoning process here is based on an appropriation of Rizal’s image as the 
Americans had done, but in an opposite way: Rizal is to be an anti-Western and pro-Asian icon. 
Kimura found a picture of Osei-san in Quirino’s book in the National Library and posted it in the 
articles of Osaka Mainichi Shimbun and Tokyo Nichinichi Shimbun in the 15 April 1942 issue in 
order to find the relatives of and sources regarding Osei-san (Kimura 1961: 31-34). During the 
war, this Japanese lover of Rizal remained an unknown figure even among Filipino scholars and 
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the romance between the two was researched for the strong bond it would provide between Japan 
and the Philippines.13 
 
Japanese Wartime Use of Jose Rizal, Emilio Aguinaldo and Andres Bonifacio 
Rizal was so popular among Japanese writers during the time of WWII. Besides Kimura, 
many others wrote on this Filipino national hero based on Spanish and English literature and also 
translated Noli Me Tangere into [Imamura, 1941; Hanano, 1942; Miki, 1943; Mōri, 1943; Rizal, 
1943; Nakahara ed., 1944]. Hanano and Nakahara’s works are especially interesting since they 
were aware of America’s appropriation of Rizal’s image as Kimura noticed. For example, in 
Firipin Dokuritsu Seishi (A True History of Philippine Independence), Zentoku Nakahara gives 
his impression of his visit to the Philippines and explains the background of his book as follows:  
What surprised me when I first visited to the Philippines was that the person whose name 
is Rizal is spoken about everywhere, his bronze statue is everywhere, the town named 
Rizal is everywhere and his image is printed on everything from bills, coins, envelops, 
notebooks, matches to etc. I could not help but think that Filipino people might not know 
how to draw anything except for Rizal’s picture. However later on, I came to realize that 
this was one of the tools for Americans to rule the Philippines… It is the wisest way to 
use Rizal as a device to remove the Spanish spiritual and material residues. During his 
whole life Rizal attacked the ruling policy of Spain and insisted upon improvements and 
                                                            
13 Kimura kept this concern in the postwar period and in 1961, for celebrating a centennial of Rizal’s birth, he edited 
a book, Jose Rizal and Japan. In the meantime, he translated works by Cesar Lanuza and Gregorio Zaide; both 
works focus on this love for Rizal and his relationship with Japan. 
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was sentenced death by the Spanish Government. Therefore if Rizal is seen as only a 
patriot, this will drive the minds of Filipino people to image the Spanish regime as totally 
bad from the beginning to the end. At the same time, this will help to appreciate 
American rule and make the hearts of Filipino people disaffected with Aguinaldo, Ricarte 
and others who see America as enemy [Nakahara, 1944: 41-42].       
 
Here Nakahara points out the problem of the American use of Rizal, which justifies 
American colonialism while negatively assessing Spanish legacies and alienating Filipino 
veterans of the revolution. In his edition, Nakahara includes Aguinaldo’s personal account of the 
revolution in 1899, Reseña Veridica de la Revolucion Filipina (True Version of Philippine 
Revolution), translated into Japanese by Shu Hirayama.14 Nakahara says that the bad image of 
Aguinaldo was a creation of the American administration, although Aguinaldo had his own 
shortcomings in terms of his behavior. Nakahara then insists on the Japanese having their own 
perspective on Aguinaldo [Nakahara, 1944: 43].15   
Nakahara’s reevaluation of Filipino revolutionary heroes was a characteristic tendency in 
Japanese wartime writing that sought to revise Philippine history in accordance with the theme of 
“Greater Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere.” Tomizo Hanano, the author of Jose Rizal Den (Biography 
                                                            
14 Shu Hirayama had friend network with Mariano Ponce, Sun-Yat Sen and Toten Miyazaki for planning revolutions 
in Asia. In 1899 he went to the Philippines for assisting the independence movements. 
15 Nakahara was born in Okinawa. He traveled to the Philippines, Borneo and Celebes in 1917. In 1924 he 
established own news service agency for nanyo and published several periodicals. Aside from Firipin Dokuritsusei-
shi, he also wrote three books on the Philippines during the war days: Firipin-kiko (Philippine Travel Story) in 1941, 
Firipin-gunto no Minzoku to Seikatsu (Race and Life in the Philippine Archipelago) in 1942, Bagobo-zoku Oboe-
gaki (A Memo on the Bagobo Tribe) in 1943.     
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of Jose Rizal: 1943), also posed the need for more accurate study on Rizal that would incorporate 
the role of Andres Bonifacio in the revolution. 16  
Bonifacio organized a new group called “Hijos de la Patria” (Children of the Homeland) 
and this group is usually regarded as the famous secret society, Katipunan. As mentioned 
above this group was framed by Rizal’s claims; however, it then began to call for armed 
struggles for the self-determination of the people. From the Homeland (Spain), this was 
seen as the elimination of all White people. But this interpretation is clearly based on 
misunderstanding by White writers. It is valid to understand the movement as the self-
determination of the people through the uses of direct force. This is applicable to 
Aguinaldo’s revolution that took place afterwards [Hanano, 1943: 268].  
 
Hanano views the struggle of Bonifacio in relation to Rizal’s thought. During the 
American colonial period, as Reynaldo Ileto points out, the history text books for public schools 
spared fewer pages about Bonifacio compared with the Enlightenment icon, Rizal [Ileto, 1998: 
9-10]. Among the “White writers,” Hanano refers in particular to Wenceslao Retana, who 
described Bonifacio as an immature leader of the masses who insanely used violence, while on 
the other hand, praising Rizal for denying violence and seeking peaceful solutions with the 
suzerain power. This image left a strong imprint on the later American works, such as those by 
Austin Craig and Charles Derbyshire [Quibuyen, 1999: 43]. By appropriating the principle of 
                                                            
16 Hanano was born in Tokushima in 1900. During his junior high school days, he was taught by Wenceslau de 
Moraes, retired Portuguese diplomat who stayed in Tokushima. Moraes became known for his pro-Japan attitude by 
Hanano’s translation of some of his works from Portuguese. Hanano was professor in the Tenri Gaikokugo 
Academy during WWII. He died in 1979.  
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self-determination of the people, Hanano combined the thought (Rizal) and practice (Bonifacio) 
of the Philippine Revolution. Nazi’s Germany appropriated this principle to justify its invasion of 
neighboring countries, the stretches of Polish-Prussia which Germany lost by its defeat in WWI, 
under the name of protecting German residents and bringing civilization in the region [Bambach, 
2003: 86, 153-155; Kopp, 2011: 151]. Hanano’s use of the principle is also to justify Japan’s 
invasion of the Philippines under the banner of protecting Asian people from the Western powers.  
However, we should pay deeper attention to the fact that his reevaluation of revolutionary 
heroes was derived from American-era literature. Referring again to Ileto, the school textbooks 
promoted the images of Rizal as a good hero and Bonifacio as a bad hero in order to suit the 
American colonial project for bringing stability in the colony by denying Filipino use of armed 
force [Ileto, 1998: 10]. The same elements of Philippine history were now re-composed 
differently to suit the developmental discourse of Japan’s empire. This time, however, Filipino 
armed struggle was encouraged by Japan, at least at the level of discourse, to fight together 
against Western powers.     
The career of Aguinaldo was also revisited in a similar way. Kimura wrote an article 
titled “To General Aguinaldo” in the Tokyo Nichinichi Shimbun and got a lot of responses from 
Japanese readers who were surprised at Aguinaldo was still alive. Kimura wanted to meet with 
Aguinaldo since he was a great fan of Shin Nihonto by Shunro Oshikawa in which Aguinaldo 
was the main model. When Kimura met with Aguinaldo through the offices of a doctor, historian 
and also relative of Rizal named Jose P. Bantug, Aguinaldo somehow already knew that his story 
had become a novel by a Japanese writer and wanted to have it. Kimura was happy to give 
Aguinaldo a copy, telling him that through this novel one could get to know how the 
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revolutionary leader fought stubbornly around three years against the US Army [Kimura, 1942: 
39-56].   
Aguinaldo gave his unfinished autobiography, compiled by his wife, Carmen Aguinaldo, 
to Lieutenant General Masaharu Homma, commander-in-chief of the 14th Army, at the airport 
when Homma left the Philippines in August 1942. Kimura borrowed this account from Homma 
and wrote a biography of Aguinaldo that sought to correct the distorted image of the 
revolutionary general formed by American sources. His book, Aguinaldo no Dokuritsugun 
(Aguinaldos Independence Army), was published in 1943, originally in Japanese and then 
translated into English in 1944.  
Aguinaldo was not so popular among Japanese military and civilians who went to the 
Philippines after the outbreak of the war because they believed that he was like a traitor in the 
Revolution who sold out the Philippines to the United States. Kimura criticizes this Japanese 
image since the little they knew about him came from books that represented negative publicity 
of him to suit American propaganda. Kimura says that the Japanese never realized that the 
negative image of Aguinaldo was in fact a trap set up by the enemy. While letting Japanese 
readers gain access to the truth, he then cites Aguinaldo’s self-narrative on his unavoidable and 
frustrating surrender to the American forces. Kimura uses a five-page long citation list and 
Aguinaldo explains the details of the conspiracy directed by Brigadier General Frederick Funston, 
who hired eighty Macabebes, members of an ethnic group in Pampanga province, to pose as 
sham reinforcements (Kimura 1944: 300-305). Kimura then quotes a Japanese poem, Aguinaldo, 
by Hiraki Hakusei (1876-1915), which depicted the emotional surrender of Aguinaldo in real 
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time, to show an alternative view of him by Meiji Japan. The poem consists of ten parts, of five 
lines, and I will introduce the eighth which seems exemplify Hakusei’s compassion the most: 
我この歌この涙         Ware Kono Uta Kono Namida     
この愛いかで薄命の                      Kono Ai Ikade Hakumei no                      
奇士 を慰め得ざらんや                 Kishi wo Nagusame Ezaranya                 
たまたま来れ極東の                      Tamatama Kitare Kyokutō no     
朝日しをりにアギナルド              Asahi Shiwori ni Aginarudo        
 
(How I can address this song, this tear and this love, to compensate the brilliant hero who died 
young. Rise, Aguinaldo, as the morning sun from the Far East.)  
 
 Aguinaldo did not die as early as Hakusei anticipated; rather he survived the American 
colonial period, the Japanese occupation and even the postwar period. Kimura met Aguinaldo 
during the war and he knew that Aguinaldo was still alive. But he still quoted this poem because 
it proves that there was an alternative perspectiv on Aguinaldo in Meiji Japan. Kimura did not 
simply revisit Meiji literature but, rather, he carefully researched Japanese discourse on the 
Philippines that was not found in the American discourse. In this sense, his nationalistic 




Jose Ramos and His Tie with Japan 
Kimura’s research in the National Library in Manila gave him an opportunity to know the 
official past as shaped by American discourse. However, meeting with old revolutionaries who 
were still alive during that time gave him another opportunity to know what had not been said 
about the Philippine past.17 This gap was clearly shown to him especially when he met with 
Emilio Aguinaldo, Artemio Ricarte and Jose Ramos’ Japanese wife and daughters.  
When Kimura’s narrative appeared in Tribune on 25 March 1942, in which he stated the 
two nations’ compatibility of tradition, proximity of geographical locations and identity of the 
races, he was visited by two daughters of Jose Ramos. They brought Ramos’s autobiography 
written in Spanish and its translation in English which the daughters did. They told him that their 
mother, Akiko Ishikawa, was still alive and so Kimura visited her at Misericordia Street in 
Manila. Akiko told him how Ramos was treated unkindly as a Japanese spy by Americans and 
Filipinos alike and that she suffered much while raising their three daughters.  
The reports in Bandholtz collection, located at the Bentley Library in University of 
Michigan, show how American and Filipino constabularies were concerned about Ramos and his 
network with Japan. For example, Rafael Crame, a Spanish-mestizo Constabulary major and 
superintendent of the office of the Division of Information, put Ramos under his surveillance and 
investigating the political views of Ramos and his friendship network. In a report of January 
1907, Crame describes the life and career of Ramos as follows: 
                                                            
17 While staying in the Manila Hotel, Kimura entered General MacArthur’s’ suite and checked out his book 
collection, which included works by Whitman, Shakespeare, Epictetus, Mommsen, Guibeau, Ranke, Maupassant, 
Tolstoy, Wels, London, Hewlett and Mitchel. Those books made Kimura feel a sense of intimacy with MacArthur.   
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After the Chino(Sino)-Japanese War he went to Japan with five children for the purpose 
of putting them in school, and also in the capacity of a commissioner of the Filipino 
Insurgents. He was ordered to try to obtain the assistance of Japanese Government in aid 
of the Filipino[s] in their struggle for independence…  He returned to the Islands as 
manager of a circus, accompanied by a Japanese wife and the Japanese captain Narahara. 
During his stay in the Philippines he met all prominent Filipinos who have been 
connected with the insurrection, and he and the Japanese captain obtained all the 
available information possible respecting condition in the Philippines, and then returned 
to Japan. About that time Pedro Paterno took a trip to Japan, and while there stopped with 
Ramos and they became good friends… In 1905 he (Ramos) paid another visit to the 
Islands and went back to Japan in August, returning here in November of the same 
year… It is now reported that he intends returning to Japan sometime in March of this 
year. He is engaged in raising fancy chickens in Tondo, and seems to have a great deal of 
money. He speaks English and Japanese fluently, besides Spanish and Tagalog. Sandiko, 
Paterno, the two Lucbans, Paez and Ilustre, Crispulo Feliciano, and others who were 
prominent men as members of the Filipino insurrection, are often seen at his house 
[Crame, 1907].     
 
Crame’s description here tells us that Filipino revolutionary efforts persistently continued 
even after the pacification of the Philippine islands was officially declared in 1902. It is 
interesting that Pedro Paterno, usually regarded as betrayer of the Revolution and collaborator 
with America, was a good friend of Ramos who had a close tie with Japan. Ninay by Pedro 
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Paterno was also read by Kimura during his research in the National Library on the ancient 
culture of the Philippines. During the occupation, Japanese writers were interested in this ancient 
past in order to reconnect the Philippines to its Oriental roots. This issue will be discussed in the 
next chapter when we focus on the revival of the Tagalog language.  
To return to Crame’s concern about Ramos, he warned about the articles in the 
newspaper, El Renacimiento, that tell about the pro-Japan sentiments of some Filipino writers. 
He translated from Spanish to English more than twenty articles regarding Japan’s territorial 
commitment to the Philippines dated from March 1908 to October 1909. The following are two 
examples.18 
Europe also understood that this triumph (Japan winning over Russia) might aid the ideal 
of “The Orient for the Orientals,” uniting Japan and China. The hour therefore would 
have arrived of the ruin of European and American interests, and as a consequence 
thereof, the withdrawal of Europeans from the immense territory of Asia [El 
Renacimiento, March 2 1909]. 
 
The Japanese have given a new lesson to Europe and America. This time it was a lesson 
in prudence and economy, showing them how to reduce disbursements when 
circumstances are bad and expenses excessive. Japan has shown with its prudent example 
how nations are obliged to look after their financial condition in the same way as 
                                                            
18 The following two extracts and English translation are based on Crame’s report [Crame, 1909] 
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individuals who regulate their expenses in proportion to their income [El Renacimiento, 
May 7 1909]. 
 
These two extracts show how this Filipino publication was not afraid of provoking the 
anger of its colonial master, America, by voicing out support for Japan. This explicitly proves 
that the American colonial order was not stable at all, at least during its early stage, and that the 
Filipino desire for independence resonated well with Japan’s imperial policy and practice. 
According to Gloria Cano, the American colonial officials complained about El Renacimiento 
since its articles were mainly political and even more so when written in the Spanish language. 
Although American officials came to the islands ostensibly to promote freedom of speech and 
the press, they imposed a strict censorship on the newspaper to muzzle its anti-American 
sentiments [Cano, 2011: 428]. 
 In order to get a better job, Ramos was frequently persuaded to make an oath to the flag 
of the Stars and Stripes by Aguinaldo and Ponce, who already had pledged allegiance to the 
United States. Ramos, however, with his Bushido mentality refused to take the oath and died in 
1921 with the words, “put up the Philippine national flag on my grave when the American power 
retreats from the nation” [Kimura, 1942: 111-117]. 
This image of Jose Ramos was somehow idealized by Kimura. Grant Goodman points 
out that Ramos was on Japan’s payroll at $40 per month and he had strong connections with 
Japanese key agents who wanted to assist Filipino revolutionaries [Goodman, 1998: 380-381]. In 
this sense, Ramos might not need to get a better job by pledging allegiance to the United States 
or possess a bushido mentality. However, this story of Ramos tells us that there were already 
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many elements before WWII, though scattered around and not organized coherently, to compose 
a story of Japan’s solidarity with the Philippines. This friendship was revisited and even invented 
during the “Greater East Asian War” in order to search for the “origin” of Japanese and Filipino 
friendship. Kimura’s and other Japanese writers’ writings and resurrections of these “forgotten” 
elements were intended to liberate Philippine history from American hands. But since Japan’s 
emplotment of (re)narrating Philippine history was greatly dependent on the discourse of 
American colonial literature, we find that another version of benevolent assimilation, “which 
talks the development of the Philippines as the burden of Japan." was created based on such a 
discourse. 
 
On the Nation’s Name and Flag: Japanese Inquiring Eye on Filipino Veterans and 
Historians    
Artemio Ricarte, who like Ramos had refused to take a pledge of allegiance to the United 
States, was exiled in Japan and only went back to the Philippines after the outbreak of WWII. 
Kimura visited his house in Yokohama before he traveled to the Philippines in order to ask about 
Ricarte’s proposal about the new nation’s name. Ricarte wanted to name it Luzvimin or 
Luzviminda, but Kimura did not like it because no ideal or hope was registered in a name that 
simply joined together the first characters of three main islands of the Philippines [Kimura, 1942: 
293].  
Kimura wanted to change the name, Philippines, to one that would be more suitable 
under Japan’s empire. He argued this with Eulogio B. Rodriguez, president of the National 
Library at that time, who had already published a work on the topic. In 1943 Rodriguez wrote 
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National Library Handbook to highlight the Philippine archives from the pre-Spanish to the 
current era (Japanese Occupation). He pays particular attention to the accounts related to the 
Orient.19  
While researching in the archives about early relations between Japan and the Philippines, 
Kimura found that the word Luzon is described in Japanese accounts. But it is also found in 
Ming dynasty accounts. This coincidence was problematic at that time because the ruling race of 
the Ming dynasty, the Han people, was then resisting strongly against Japanese incursions since 
1937. Kimura also referred to the American’s failed attempt to change the name to Manila. 
Rodriguez told Kimura that there is no ideal registered in the name “Manila” whereas 
“Philippines” registers the great king, Felipe II. Kimura’s final suggestion was Perlas nang 
Silangan (Pearl of East), which was originally found in Rizal’s last poem in Spanish, Mi Ultimo 
Adios. He regarded Rizal as greater than the King Felipe II for the islanders; however, there were 
no Filipino responses to his idea about changing the nation’s name during his stay in Manila. 
Kimura wondered that, since the most influential group in the islands consisted of Mestizos, and 
they might not want to cut their ties with the Spanish heritage by changing the country’s name 
[Kimura, 1942: 293-300].  
                                                            
19 For example, Rodriguez emphasizes two important books published in the early Spanish colonial period related to 
Japan and China. One is El Vocabulario de Japón originally written by Portuguese Jesuit Fathers and translated by 
Tomas Pinpin, first Filipino native printer, into Spanish language and printed in Manila in 1630. Pinpin was known 
as the first native printer in the early Spanish period who wrote a book in Romanized phonetic script to teach 
Tagalog people Spanish language [Rafael, 1988: 55]. The other one is History of China written by Gonzales de 
Mendoza, the Father of St. Augustin, originally published in 1585 in Rome. His book was prepared from materials 
and data most of which were furnished by Father Martin de Rada, religious missionary of the Philippines and 




From the same logic of assimilating the Philippines to Japan’s empire, Kimura tried to 
find the original flag of the Katipunan while researching the history of flags in the Philippines. 
But the original flag was missing. He referred to several books but was not able to find any 
records about it. However, he found the clues in Bimyo’s novel [Yamada, 1902] and Ricarte’s 
biography [Ricarte, 1926] which states that the original flag had a white sun against a red 
background and also mention that it is similar to that of Japan’s. Kimura concludes that the 
original flag of Katipunan was inspired by the Japanese flag and because of this the flag’s history 
was erased by Americans. Kimura adds that Bimyo’s work is based on materials provided by 
Mariano Ponce and probably it was Ponce who first said that the Katipunan’s flag was similar to 
Japan’s while seeking the latter’s assistance, and this in turn is the basis of Ricarte’s narrative 
[Kimura, 1942: 301-309].   
Retrieving the Philippine national flag from America’s hand was also insisted upon by 
another Japanese writer and newspaper journalist: Mōri Yasotaro of the Osaka Mainichi 
Shimbunsha. From the 1930s he anticipated the future and independence of the Philippines as 
“neighborhood” and contributed several articles in the weekly periodical, Kokusai Panfuretto 
Tsūshin (Times International News Pamphlet Services) published by the Times Tsushinsha 
(Mōri, 1930; 1932; 1936). During the war, Mōri wrote a book in 1942 on Rizal with a discussion 
of the impacts of American education on the Philippines. In 1943 he translated the Noli into 
Japanese, based on Charles Derbyshire’s English translation. In his book on Rizal, he comments 
on the problems of the national flag and anthem based on the travel diary by a Filipino professor 
who led several dozen students to Japan in 1935. Mōri retells two episodes from this Filipino 




We were welcomed by high school girl students in Hiroshima and in the last of the 
ceremony the host sang “kimi ga yo.” In return we tied to express our gratitude by 
sensing the Philippine national anthem, but no one in our group remembers the lyrics 
perfectly. I thought that even English or Spanish version was ok; however, no one still 
knows. We sang “Pilipinas, Pilipinas Natin” by necessity but what a contrast we and the 
Japanese were. At Kaohsiung in Taiwan, the first of Japan’s land where we set foot on, 
each of us were given paper-crafted Philippine national flags. It was the first time for us 
to capture so many Philippine national flags in our sights [Mōri, 1942: 231-233].20   
 
By knowing something about its colonial technology, Mōri is able to point out the 
problems of America’s education, which repressed Filipino self-consciousness. He then shows 
his sympathy towards the miserable Filipinos who were prohibited from singing the Philippine 
national anthem and to raise its flag until much later during the American colonial period. His 
motivation to raise the Philippine national flag is thus based on a critique of some features of US 
colonial policy and practice to distort the mentality of the Filipino people. But we should 
recognize that this logic also stems from Japan’s developmental discourse on Philippine history. 
To return once more to Kimura, his emphasis on the Katipunan’s flag in his book on Aguinaldo, 
quoted below, clearly demonstrates this:   
                                                            
20 Although Mōri does not mention who the professor was, according to Grant Goodman’s exploration of Philippine-
Japanese student exchanges from 1935-1940, he could be Emiliano Remo of the University of Manila. The diary on 




The Leaders of the Philippine Independence Army have designed their ensign in the hope 
that their country may develop like Japan which is achieving a spectacular development 
in East Asia… In December of the thirtieth year of the Meiji era (1897), General 
Aguinaldo led his second revolutionary arise in the Philippines by upholding his new 
ensign with a white sun in red background for the first time. “K,” the initial of the 
vernacular word, Kalayaan, which means liberty, was put in a decorative design in the 
white sun of the ensign [Kimura, 1944: 5-8].   
  
By focusing on the Katipunan’s original flag, Kimura emphasizes the similarity in the 
national symbols between Japan and the Philippines. He then locates Japan as the new leader for 
the Philippines in terms of its unique achievement of development in Asia. It is noteworthy that 
the term, liberty or “jiyu” in Japanese, was used by Kimura.  
There have been Filipino scholarly debates on the meaning of K, in old Tagalog script, in 
the Katipunan’s original flag. Whether it refers to kalayaan (liberty) or katipunan (society), 
Teodoro Agoncillo traced the debate’s origins to Artemio Ricarte and Emilio Aguinaldo: the 
former understood K as kalayaan while the latter identified K with katipunan [Agoncillo, 1956: 
325-326]. Agoncillo’s statement is based on his interview with Aguinaldo probably taken right 
after the end of WWII when he started to compile his book, The Revolt of the Masses. This thesis 
has been seen as reliable and influenced later Filipino scholarship. However, what can we say 
about another narrative by Kimura in which Aguinaldo regards K as kalayaan? Although I don’t 
have the original Japanese version yet, Kimura’s narrative is based on Aguinaldo’s unpublished 
autobiography personally handed over to Homma by Aguinaldo himself.  
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Is this merely a mistake by Kimura who gathered his historical sources within a short 
time under wartime conditions? Or did he intentionally distort the meaning of the source? Either 
explanation seems to me unpersuasive since the word jiyu (liberty) was discouraged from use or 
seen as bad by the Japanese writers under the totalitarian regime during the Greater East Asian 
War. Kimura uses this term only once in his wartime publications on the Philippines.21 Although 
I cannot discuss this problem in detail here since it lies far beyond this chapter’s scope, jiyu for 
liberty is located in a history in which Japan embraced Western influences during the Meiji era.  
Akira Yanabu, a scholar in translation studies and comparative literature, demonstrates 
how Fukuzawa struggled to translate liberty and freedom into Japanese. He decided to apply jiyu 
for these terms but jiyu was originally and traditionally regarded as a bad word because it means 
selfishness. Although Fukuzawa was aware that this translation is bad since it does not reflect at 
all the original meanings of liberty and freedom in Western history, he used it because there is no 
indigenous term. Other Meiji intellectuals also tried to avoid the use of jiyu for liberty because of 
the gap between Western and Japanese meanings. But On Liberty by J. S. Mill was translated as 
“Jiyu no Kotowari (the logic of liberty)” in 1871 and was widely read by intellectuals; since then 
jiyu has been the term employed in translating liberty and freedom [Yanabu, 1982: 177-186]. 
This historical background explains why writers refrained from using jiyu during the war: the 
term originally had a bad connotation in Japanese and it alluded to the “selfishness” of Western 
powers in exploiting people in Asia. 
                                                            
21 In accordance with this censorship, Mōri also changed the title of chapter 33 in Noli, free thought, to their thought 
(karera no kangae) [Rizal, 1943: 304]. The chapter talks about Elias, the pilot who was once helped by Ibarra, who 
warns Ibarra that he has enemies. But the censorship might not have been so strict since Tomizo Hanano’s Rizal 
biography uses jiyu (liberty) for the resonances between the dreams of Rizal and Teccho Suehiro [Hanano, 1943: 
194, 287, 309]. 
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Returning to the debate as to whether K refers to kalayaan and katipunan, Reynaldo Ileto 
points out that the meaning of “wholeness” or “becoming one” implied by the term katipunan is 
also contained in kalayaan: 
Thus, kalayaan, as a political term, is inseparable from its connotations of parent-child 
relationship, reflecting social values like the tendency of mothers in the lowland 
Philippines to pamper their children and develop strong emotional ties with them. 
Childhood is fondly remembered as a kind of “lost Eden,” a time of kaginhawaan 
(contentment) and kasaganaan (prosperity), unless one was brought up in abject poverty 
or by an uncaring (pabaya) stepmother. In “kalayaan,” revolutionaries found an ideal 
term for independence that combined separation from a colonial ruler (i.e., a mother who 
showed cruelty instead of love) and the “coming together” of people in the Katipunan 
[Ileto, 1979: 87].  
 
Ileto’s note on the relationship between kalayaan and katipunan helps us understand 
Aguinaldo’s inconsistent responses to the meaning of K, once meaning kalayaan in his wartime 
account and then katipunan in the postwar interview. Aguinaldo perhaps did not care about the 
meaning of K standing for which until he was interviewed by Agoncillo. Or Aguinaldo wanted to 
set himself apart from Ricarte in the postwar period due to their stigmatized image as Japanese 
collaborators. Hence during the war it should be true that Aguinaldo understood K as standing 
for kalayaan in his unpublished autobiography. Kimura finds the significance in it and put in the 
term, liberty, in spite of Japan’s totalitarian regime.      
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 However, Kimura was not aware of the deep meanings of kalayaan, which is 
untranslatable into the English term, liberty, as found in Ileto’s quote above. Rather Kimura’s 
equation between kalayaan and liberty implies to us that his discourse is deeply rooted in 
American writings on Philippine history.  
In American discourse, as represented by Dean Worcester, Aguinaldo’s government 
(Malolos Republic), which was established in 1899 and collapsed in 1900 due to US attacks, was 
not seen as a republic established with the consent of the Filipino people but rather as a military 
oligarchy imposed on the people using terror and murder as a governmental agency [Worcester, 
1921: 921-922]. American colonialism, practiced under the name of tutelage or looking after 
their Filipino people until their attainment of true independence, was then justified by this 
negative assessment of Aguinaldo’s government. 
We find that Kimura and other Japanese writers read American literature for the purpose 
of creating an antithesis to American colonialism. This is the reason why Aguinaldo, Ricarte and 
Ramos, who were alienated during the American colonial period, were focused on during the 
Greater East Asian War. This is the reason why Japanese writers point out the problems of 
America’s education, which encouraged Filipino people to learn about the US national flag, 
anthem and history for their development. However, these plots were now rearranged by 
Japanese writers for civilizing the Philippines with the help of Japan under the name of the 
Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere. The following episode provides us with more clues 
about the common underpinnings of Japanese and American developmental discourses on 




A Genealogy of Japanese Solidarity Disourse: Yukichi Fukuzawa (Meiji), Motosaku 
Tsuchiya (Taisho) and Ki Kimura (wartime Showa) 
Shozo Murata (1878-1957) had worked at Osaka Shosen Kaisha, prewar Japan’s biggest 
marine company, since 1900 and became the company president in 1934. He also entered politics 
in 1939 and became the telecommunications minister in the second cabinet of Fumimaro Konoe 
(1940-1941). When the Japanese occupation started, he went to the Philippines in Feb 1942 as 
the supreme adviser to the Japanese Fourteenth Area Army of the Imperial Japanese Army. His 
designation to the position was ordered by Hideki Tojo who wanted to avoid the mistake of the 
Manchuria incident, which was triggered by the arbitrary decisions of military officers. Murata 
was expected to give advice to the Army with his business as well as political backgrounds. 
Since battles were still taking place upon his arrival in the Philippines, he had nothing to do so he 
spent his time reading books on the politics, culture and history of the Philippines. Murata then 
organized the Hito Chosa Iinkai (Philippine Research Commission) for researching more details 
of the islands. The membership consisted of professors of economics and politics specializing in 
Chinese affairs such as Masamichi Rōyama and Seiichi Tōbata [Hanzawa, 2007: 53; Nakano, 
2012: 14-15].22 
While reading books borrowed from the National Library, Murata once asked Kimura 
about what were the best books on nanpo written by Japanese since the Meiji era. Kimura gave 
him a list of around twenty books. Among books listed, Kimura recommended to Murata Firipin 
Basshou (Roaming in the Philippines) by Motosaku Tsuchiya (1866-1932) as the best Japanese 
                                                            
22 Their reports were originally printed in 1943 and reprinted in 1993 [Hito Chosa Iinkai ed., 1993]. We will discuss 
this report next chapter which focuses on Japanese views on the Tagalog language.  
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monograph on the Philippines throughout the years of Meiji and Taisho. Murata was amazed to 
discover that this Tsuchiya was in fact his long time as well as best friend through their Rotary 
Club activities in Japan. But in spite of their closeness he had not paid any attention to 
Tsuchiya’s written works [Kimura, 1942: 235-237].  
 Firipin Basshou is another Japanese travel memoir based on a three-month stay in the 
Philippines which was published in 1916. Like Kimura, Tsuchiya was a newspaper journalist but 
unlike Kimura, he traveled from the north to south of the Philippines and described a wide range 
of topics: indigenous customs, natural landscapes, public institutions, industry, Japan-Philippine 
old and current relations, history of the Spanish period and current progress under the American 
regime. This more than 400 pages monograph could not have been written without referring to 
existing literature and most parts in fact consisted of the knowledge found in the latest works of 
American writers at that time. Referring to the works by Dean Worcester (1914), Daniel 
Williams (1913), Prescott Jernegan (1907), and James Blount (1913), Tsuchiya admires what 
Americans did for the Philippines: rescuing the islands from the Dark Age of the Spanish era. In 
short Tsuchiya’ work can be understood as a translation of American colonial discourse into the 
Japanese language.   
What is unique to his work is probably the fact that he sometimes focuses on the 
similarity and difference between Japan and the Philippines in terms of Western influence. For 
example, he admires the American educational system installed in the Philippines and compares 
it with Japan’s case that… 
America was successful in opening door of Japan and Admiral Perry is respected as 
patron among Japanese people. It is better for Filipino people to understand America well 
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and learn Western civilization for being a member of civilized society. As I recently 
heard, Japan built the agreement with Russia (the fourth Japan-Russo Agreement in 
1916) and this backs up the Anglo-Japanese Alliance (1902) for keeping peace in Orient. 
Currently the most dangerous issue is China’s instability, but this worry will be removed 
because the triangular alliance, Japan, Russia and Britain, is established. It is important 
for the Philippines to stand by the side which guarantees peace and safety of the Orient 
while studying Japan’s recent history and also drives the nation in developing as 
immediately as possible to the level of which Japan has accomplished [Tsuchiya, 1916: 
82]. 
 
1916 was in the midst of WWI. The triangular alliance between Japan, Russia and the 
British, was aimed at the establishment of a regional order in Orient, although it was short lived 
due to the outbreak of the Russian Revolution. Japan sent the military to and won battles in the 
places which Germany occupied in the Orient. Tsuchiya’s travel story was written under such 
circumstances when Japan gradually became to be acknowledged as member of Western 
developed countries. In this sense, his compassion with American tutelage toward the Philippines 
was based on Japan’s experience: from developing to developed country.  
In the above quotation, Tsuchiya shows the similarity between Japan and the Philippines 
under American hegemony and he rather welcomed it. There is no anti-feeling against Western 
supremacy in his work. At the same time he sees the Philippines as standing behind Japan. It 
should be questioned why Kimura recommended it as the best work during WWII in spite of its 
lack of anti-Western contestations. 
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Interestingly Tsuchiya was a pupil of Yukichi Fukuzawa who has been interpreted as 
icon for datsua-ron: getting out from Asia and catching up with the West. Tsuchiya wrote about 
his memories on Fukuzawa in 1903, Yo ga Mitaru Fukuzawa Sensei (My View on Sir Fukuzawa), 
in which he tells the story of how he became Fukuzawa’s disciple [Tsuchiya, 1903]. Tsuchiya 
first did not like Fukuzawa’s money-loving thought which was recommended in the articles of 
Jiji Shinpou, newspaper founded by Fukuzawa. He even refused to study at the Keio Gijuku 
founded by Fukuzawa as well. But later after studying in the United States, Tsuchiya began to be 
impressed with Fukuzawa’s thought; money and independence are so related.  Tsuchiya then 
decided to be a journalist in Fukuzawa’s newspaper company. It was not so often but Fukuzawa 
checked Tsuchiya’s articles with severity which greatly influenced Tsuchiya’s policy on writing 
[Tsuchiya, 1903: 61-73]. 
Tsuchiya realized the significance of Fukuzawa’s thought only after he came back from 
the United States. In this sense, Tsuchiya’s narrative on the Philippines can be understood in 
accordance with a genealogy of Fukuzawa’s datsua-ron. But as we said in the beginning of this 
chapter, Fukuzawa’s thought included the element of koa-ron, of being prosperous within Asia. 
Tsuchiya’s quotation above also shows some solidarity between Japan and the Philippines when 
he refers to how “it is important for the Philippines to stand by the side which guarantees peace 
and safety of the Orient while studying Japan’s recent history.”  
This kind of Japanese discourse on Philippine development was heavily circulated under 
the name of the Greater East Asian Co-prosperity Sphere. Although Tsuchiya does not show any 
hatred or resistance against Western supremacy, this developmental language provided Kimura 
with a powerful reason for recommending Murata’s book as the best Japanese monograph on the 
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Philippines. This is Japanese colonial discourse, modernizing Philippines with the help of Japan 
and its structure is so similar to the discourse of US benevolent assimilation. 
Ideological differences such as between pro-West and pro-East, democracy and fascism, 
or datsua and koa don’t bring about any difference in terms of formation of developmental 
discourse. Changing the national flag and name, appropriating Rizal, Aguinaldo and Ramos, 
excluding anti-Japan discourse and emphasizing pro-Japan discourse, those Kimura’s and other 
Japanese writers’ logics were another emplotment of the Philippine past based on linear history 
during the time of WWII. As Reynaldo Ileto points out, these developmental languages are 
always spoken when shaping Philippine history in American colonial reports as well as Filipino 
nationalist works [Ileto, 1997: 99-105]. If Japanese writers during the Asian Pacific War use the 
same languages, we need to examine its structure in the episteme, not merely disregarding them 
as unreliable sources, where the discourse of development has been formed for understanding the 
Philippine past.  
 
Summary 
Japanese wartime solidarity with Filipinos has been understood as part of Japan’s 
ideology of the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity Sphere. Japan’s atrocities in the Philippines and 
defeat in the war further strengthened the image of the solidarity as a myth or even a lie. 
However, as we discussed in this article, the solidarity discourse in the Japanese wartime 
writings was greatly shaped and even justified by the works of American writers who talked 
about benevolent assimilation. Changing the national flag and name, appropriating the images of 
Rizal, Aguinaldo and Ramos, excluding anti-Japan elements and emphasizing pro-Japan 
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elements, those Kimura’s and other Japanese writers’ effort were another emplotment of the 
Philippine past based on the US developmental discourse.  
Japanese wartime solidarity discourse was thus a usurpation of US power and knowledge, 
which succeeded in a mission of bringing prosperity in the Philippines “but” with the help of 
Japan. In this sense, ideological differences between pro-West and pro-East, democracy and 
fascism, or datsua and koa do not bring about any difference in terms of the formation of the 
developmental discourse. This is the reason why I wanted to conduct a genealogical study to 
examine the Japanese wartime writings. The Japanese developmental discourse on the 
Philippines was reflected in the different outlooks of solidarity throughout the years of the Meiji 
(helping the Katipunan), Taisho (welcoming American tutelage) and wartime Showa eras (Asia 
for Asians). In every form of solidarity, we find peculiar “descents” left by the father - America.   
We may be able to apply this genealogy in postwar Japan’s solidarity with the Philippines. 
After WWII, both countries have been client countries of the American informal empire. Under 
this American hegemony, postwar Japanese scholarship on Philippine history has reflected on 
Japan’s “wrongful” past with strong moral sentiments, such as apologetic feelings. However, this 
morality is formed by another narrative of linear history, which in turn has led to the forgetting, 
dismissal and stigmatizing of the Japanese wartime accounts on the Philippines.  
Before we move to discuss postwar Japanese discourse, I want to shed more light on the 
formation of Japanese wartime discourse on the Philippines by focusing on the following topics: 
Tagalog language dissemination and Japanese friendship discourse with Igorot people. Two 
topics will lead us further understanding about how Japanese invasion as well as solidarity 





Disseminating Tagalog: An Encounter between Filipino Revolution and 
Japanese Rule 
 
 Tagalog, a language spoken daily in Manila and provinces in central and southern Luzon 
areas, was strongly promoted as a national language under the Japanese occupation. As 
Bienvenido Lumbera points out, the Japanese rulers were primarily interested in de-
Americanizing the Filipinos, and one way of doing this was to appeal to their nationalism 
[Lumbera, 1967: 387]. The nation-wide propagation of Tagalog was thus carried out by the 
KALIBAPI (Kapisanan sa Paglilingkod sa Bagong Pilipinas= Organization in the Service of the 
New Philippines) led by Benigno Aquino. The KALIBAPI was the sole political party during 
this period when all prewar political parties and civic bodies had been dissolved [Friend, 1965: 
238]. In 1943 Tagalog was finally designated as the sole national language by the new 
constitution under the Laurel government. 
Although the propagation of Tagalog was not so successful due to the quick defeat of 
Japan, some Filipino and Japanese scholars find significance in this effort [Agoncillo 1963: 392-
393; Gonzales, 1980: 93-94; Terami-Wada, 1991: 197-198; Foronda, 1995: 13-22; Terami, 2001: 
283-284; Jose, 2003: 261].23 Establishing and disseminating a national language had been one of 
                                                            
23 Unlike Filipino and Japanese scholars, American scholars have not paid their attention to this “revolutionary” 
change during the Japanese occupation. Their main concern is whether the political structure changed or continued, 
especially focusing on the role of Cacique elites [Silverstein ed., 1966; Steinberg, 1967; Benda ed., 1970; McCoy 
ed., 1980]. In other words, their interest is limited to the elite politics where Spanish or English were primarily 
spoken. Their interests in elites and accounts written in Western languages might have excluded the impact of 
Tagalog language movement in the period from their examination.   
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the most important tasks of the Commonwealth government in preparation for independence. 
Although all publications came under the supervision of the Manila Shimbunsha, a military 
controlled newspaper company, the propagation of the Tagalog language under the Japanese rule 
accomplished this Filipino task to some extent for the first time in its history. 
Before the Japanese occupation, Tagalog had been regarded as a “second-class” or 
“immature” language in comparison with the Spanish and American “superior” languages. 
Andrew Gonzales locates the Japanese occupation within a continuation of the event from 1935-
1941 in terms of Tagalog language dissemination and development [Gonzales, 1980: 93-94]. 
Furthermore Teodoro Agoncillo points out that the dissemination of Tagalog during the Japanese 
occupation included some “revolutionary” elements. According to him, it was the first time in 
Tagalog literature when the herd mentality and rural life are focused [Agoncillo, 1965: 626-630]. 
As we will discuss, it is true that Tagalog short stories appeared during the time targeted 
common people for their subject. In other words, the switch of language from English to Tagalog 
in literature revitalized the memory of the revolution and sharpened the awareness toward social 
problems what masses had experienced.  
On one hand the propagation of Tagalog brought a shift in the topics such as from urban 
to country life, or from materialistic prosperity to mental abandonment, and “de-
Americanization” for Filipino people. While on the other hand this Japanese and Filipino effort 
at finding oriental elements in the Philippines only to be confronted with more evidence of 
Western elements as a result of the search. For example, Ashihei Hino, a novelist, compiled 
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twenty Filipino folklore stories and translated them into Japanese. 24 In the introduction, he 
welcomed the Filipino rediscovery of their oriental character and a way of life based on 
agriculture. But at the same time, he expressed doubt about the roots of these folkloric beliefs 
and practices: 
The 300 years of Spanish and 40 years of American rules have made it hard to answer the 
question of what makes Philippine stories original in the first place. It is hard to find any 
records and literature before the pre-Spanish period and the stories that have come down 
from ancient ancestors are unclear. Filipino scholars insist that the culture before the 
Spanish came was really advanced. The Spanish as the rulers destroyed and burned 
everything because of their anxiety that those they ruled had a higher culture than the 
ruler. This is, however, inconvincible. In terms of dancing, moro-moro dance, the so 
called oldest, is about Christian concurs Muslim. It is obvious that this was created after 
the arrival of Spain [Hino, 1945: 4].      
 
By surveying Philippine original stories, Hino rather faced Western influences in them. 
This result is quite similar to what we have discovered in the previous chapter about Japanese 
wartime narratives on Philippine history. They were derived from Western developmental 
discourse and it is hard to say that there were so-called Japanese original perspectives in them. 
                                                            
24 The most stories were taken from the American ethnographer’s work, Dean Fansler’s Filipino Popular Tale 
[1921]. The book was introduced by Eulogio Rodriguez to Hino on his visit to the national library. Before coming to 
the Philippines, Hino joined the battles in China and wrote best-seller novels from the perspective of common 
soldiers in the war. Due to his popularity in wartime Japan, he was criticized for war-criminal novelist after the 
defeat of Japan [I; Kawamura; Narita, 1999: 115-118]. He committed suicide in 1960.  
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As we will demonstrate, Japanese and Filipino collaborative development of Tagalog language 
faced a similar dilemma.  
First of all I will briefly introduce from who the need of Tagalog as a national language 
was strongly advocated during the Commonwealth period. 25 Then we move on to examine the 
wartime Japanese and Filipino discursive space on the Tagalog and Japanese languages. Many 
Filipino and Japanese intellectuals wrote their opinions especially in Philippine Review (1943-
1944) published by Manila Shimbunsha.26 For “de-Americanizing” the Filipinos, Manila-
Shimbunsha also offered an award for the best Tagalog short story in 1943. Particularly the short 
story by Teodoro Agincillo will be analyzed in the last section of this chapter.  
 
Tagalog for the Revolutionaries on the Eve of War  
At the occasion of the first year anniversary of the Filipino Writer’s League in February 
1940, one of the members, Arturo Rotor (1907-1988) gave a controversial presentation entitled 
“Our Literary Heritage.” Rotor’s speech begins with this ironical insight: 
Our use of the English language began as an experiment about forty years ago… What, 
for example, happens when Oriental calm meets the impact of Western opportunism? 
What results from mixing of Oriental fatalism and Western cynicism? How does the 
native discard the customs and traditions of his tribe in order to learn new ways and 
                                                            
25 There were intricate controversies both in politics and literary circles in term of establishing a national language 
during this period. I cannot comprehend the whole picture of them due to my limited knowledge. For the details of 
language controversies, refer to Frei(1949, 1950), Gonzales(1980), Sibayan(1999), Uchiyama(2000), Tinio(2009).  
26 Agoncillo mentions the journal as the most academic periodical written in English language under the Japanese 
occupation [Agoncillo, 1965: 601]. 
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accept strange mores? What does he look like in the bright, borrowed clothes? Don’t the 
two generation ever clash? [Rotor, 1973: 17-18].  
 
Rotor here talks about a Filipino dilemma against using English language. He was an 
English writer and at the same time, a US-trained medical doctor. The initial questions raised 
here are all concerned with his careers. Herbert Schneider points out that the members of the 
League had a new agenda: social consciousness in the writers. They stressed the fact that the 
writer was a member of society, and because of this he had the obligation to build up culture 
through his art [Schneider, 1967: 577]. Rotor’s irony then moves to Filipino writers’ obsession 
with Western customs of writings.  
That no Filipino writer has shown a notable grasp of the events that now absorb the 
country’s attention indicates the extent to which he has failed in his art. No notably story, 
for example, has appeared thus far about peasants in Central Luzon and their efforts to 
improve their living conditions. While the rest of the country are talking about the slums 
in Tondo, our poets still sing ecstatically about the sunset in Manila Bay...[Rotor, 1973: 
21]. 
Rotor’s critique here is concentrated on those writers who belong to the “pure art” school 
and dislike the idea of the function of literature as improving the peasant situation, for example. 
He regards that pure art aestheticism “has done nothing but alienate the author from audience.”27  
                                                            
27 There were strong opponents, mostly from other English writers, against Rotor’s stand point. Zulueta Da Costa 
defended Western writers’ works since; “it is but natural for him (Filipino) to imitate the “important” authors of 
modern literature [Da Costa, 1973: 24].” He also emphasized that many good Filipino writings in English were 
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The League set a plan of annual literary awards presented by the Commonwealth 
President, Manuel Quezon. The category of writings varied from poetry, drama, history, 
biography, novel, short story and to the essay. However, it is writers’ option which language, 
whether in English, Spanish or Tagalog, he/she may use. In the Manifesto of the League, it 
strongly claims the freedom of expression, but it does not mention which language is the national 
language [Arguilla et al. eds., 1973: 56-59]. 
However, viewed from the perspective of peasant movements in Central Luzon, what 
Rotor mentions above, English as the first-language condition coincided with the “backward” 
situation of Philippine society. For example, Benigno Ramos, the leader of a peasant movement, 
disseminated a Tagalog newspaper called Sakdal (meaning “protest” in English). Ramos’ 
movement was named afterwards as Sakdalista after its newspaper and it aimed at abolishing the 
hacienda system which prevented peasants from owning their lands. They also claimed 
immediate independence from the United States in order to accomplish their aim. Because of 
their disagreement with the enactment of the Tydings-McDuffie Act, which only promised 
independence after ten years, the Sakdalista mounted a big uprising in May 1935. Around 60,000 
peasants rebelled in Laguna, Bulacan and Cavite provinces, but it was crushed by the 
government in one day with an aftermath of 60 deaths, 40 wounded and over 1,000 arrested 
[Terami, 1996: 67].  
                                                                                                                                                                                               
appearing in contrast with Rotor’s assessment. Jose Lardizabal pointed out Rotor’s “narrow” mind of defying 
literature and arts that they must be based on “events that now absorb the country’s attention [Lardizabal, 1973: 
26].” A. E. Litiatco responded to Rotor more aggressively. Litiatco believed that literature should have no function 
and be free from any particular utility, mission, purpose based on democracy. Litiatco accused Rotor as dictatorship 
in literature [Litiatco, 1973: 34].     
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Ramos was also upset about the Act but he was in Japan during the uprising to seek 
supports for his movements. During his three-year-stay in Japan, Ramos was able to meet many 
Japanese sympathizers, mostly young nationalists. They enthusiastically believed in Japan’s role 
in emancipating Asian countries from the Western powers. Uzuhiko Ashizu (1909-1992) was 
one of them. 28 He interviewed Ramos to discuss the Asiatic tie between Japan and the 
Philippines. After listening to Ramos’ desire for independence, Ashizu switched the topic to the 
possibility of a single uniform language in the Philippines. Ramos replied that this was, in fact, 
one of the principal concerns of the Sakdalistas in their demand for independence:   
We were formerly united by means of language called Tagalog. After the coming of the 
Spaniards, this was disrupted. When the Philippines moved away from Spain and became 
an American colony, the Americans imitated the policy of the Spaniards toward a 
national language. The Americans tried to eradicate our national language. This was like 
trying to destroy our national soul. In transmitting the unique character, the tradition and 
the culture (of a society) a national language is a necessity. However, in the Philippines, 
from the outset the educational system was organized around the use of English. Thus, 
although Filipinos bear the burden of their own educational expenses, they are in the 
position of not being able to hand on their own culture to their descendants [Goodman, 
1989: 219-220]. 29 
 
                                                            
28 Ashizu had begun in 1935 to publish a series of short writings under collective title Pacific Pamphlet. It is 
Number 3 in that series, entitled “The Ideal Spirit of the Japanese People,” in which Ashizu printed an interview 
with Ramos under the title “To Introduce Sakdalista” [Goodman, 1989: 216].  
29 This excerpt is based on Goodman’s English translation. 
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Ramos here clearly states to have Tagalog as the national language. The interview was 
held in 1935 when the Commonwealth government was born. Ramos’ stand is explained partly 
by his background as a Tagalog translator. He even wrote Tagalog speeches for Quezon when he 
was still a senator. Quezon was not good at the language despite his origin in Tayabas, a Tagalog 
province in Southeast Luzon, because being a Spanish mestizo he was brought up mainly in the 
Spanish language. When the peasant and student movements became intensified in the 1930’s, 
Ramos showed his sympathy with them and joined their activities. In contrast, Quezon as 
Commonwealth president tried to silence the movements and even imprisoned Ramos for fraud 
after the latter’s return to the Philippines from Japan [Sturtevant, 1976: 217-218; Terami, 1996: 
64-68].  
The different attitudes of the two politicians toward social movements reflect their 
different understanding of Tagalog language. Quezon gave his honorary speech titled “We Must 
Have a National Language” on the same day that Rotor delivered the provocative speech we 
discussed earlier. The president of Commonwealth government drew on his experiences in the 
provinces where people could not use English properly and expressed his dismay towards his 
people who are unable to talk to one another. He then says “I will merely make Tagalog the 
common means of expression; that is all.” His speech then continues...  
We are wasting a lot of money when we use the English language as a means of 
instruction in the primary grades. But we will continue to teaching English, at least in the 
high schools, whether vocational or academic --- and certainly in the colleges --- if not 
also in the intermediate grades. Because of the limited number of teachers that will be 
required for this purpose, we shall have better instruction. Those who will learn English 
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under them will speak and write better English. Thus, such English as we may preserve 
and should preserve in the Philippines will be the right kind. As far as primary instruction 
in concerned, English must be eliminated. In the primary schools we should teach 
Tagalog through which the boy, who cannot stay in school for more than seven years, can 
be taught the rudiments of writing, reading and arithmetic. The others, who will stay 
longer in school, will be taught English or Spanish [Quezon, 1973: 11].         
 
Employing an image of a hierarchy of Filipino elites and masses, Quezon then speaks of 
his vision of a language education system after independence. Primary education, supposed to be 
provided for all Filipinos, is done in Tagalog, and higher education, provided only for the elite 
class, in English or Spanish. According to him, it is the Writers’ League which is responsible for 
producing “enduring” English literature in the Philippines. Quezon’s ultimate goal is thus for a 
society comprising a small number of the elites who can handle good English and the masses in 
all over the islands who can understand Tagalog. Once this language system is completed, other 
“dialects” would not cause troubles for unifying the nation. In other words, linguistic diversity is 
so far acceptable for this president if this hierarchy is practically maintained: English and 
Spanish at top, followed by Tagalog, and then Ilocano, Cebuano and other vernaculars positioned 
at bottom [Hayden, 1942: 647; Gonzalez, 1980: 75].  
During the uprising in 1935, many Sakdalista believed in the return of Ramos bringing 
weapons from Japan. This belief was widely spread through the newspaper Sakdal. The story of 
Japan’s help was repeated again which originated in the time of revolution. Artemio Ricarte, the 
general in the Philippine Revolution and Filipino American War and native Ilocano speaker, also 
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contributed an article to Sakdal from Japan where he was exiled [Terami, 1996: 65-67].30 Ramos 
and Ricarte were “pro-Japan” icons due to their collaboration during the war years. Particularly 
in 1944 they organized a militant group called MAKAPILI (Makabayan Katipunan Ng Mga 
Pilipino or Alliance of Philippine Patriots). Both leaders had used Tagalog as their weapon to 
subvert the English hegemony through the newspaper Sakdal from the prewar period.  
It is noteworthy, however, that not only “pro-Japan” leaders who seriously considered 
Tagalog as the national language but also “anti-Japan” leaders did as well. Luis Taruc, the leader 
of anti-Japan’s guerrilla force called Hukbalahap (Hukbong Bayan Laban sa mga Hapon: 
People’s Army against Japanese), also believed in the significance of Tagalog from the prewar 
period. Taruc told this interesting story to Shizuo Suzuki, who worked in the newspaper 
company (Mainichi Shimbun) and later, became professor for Philippine Politics at the 
University of Shizuoka, in April 1983. 31  
The wife of Benigno Ramos, Liboria, died in Bulacan in late 1937 while Ramos stayed in 
Japan. At the funeral, the Socialist-Communist Party and Sakdalista were in close and 
friendly relation. According to Mr. Luis Taruc, he was asked by Santos, the Head of the 
Socialist Party, to attend the funeral while carrying the flag of the Socialist Party and gaie 
his eulogy in Tagalog. The representatives of the Communist Party and the other labor’s 
                                                            
30 Ricarte first came back to the Philippines after the outbreak of Greater East Asian War. He went around the 
islands and observed what Americans had taught and left behind especially for the Filipino youth. He also gave 
Tagalog speeches to Filipino youths during his “lakaran,” or travel on foot. As Reynaldo Ileto points out, in his 
arrival speech published in both Tagalog and Spanish, Ricarte framed the US intervention in the Philippines in terms 
of familiar tropes in Tagalog literature of ningning (sparkle) versus liwanag (light), seductive appearance versus 
reality, the rhetoric of freedom and democracy concealing selfish, exploitive aims [Ileto, 2011: 45]. 
31 Suzuki quotes some parts of his interview with Taruc in his translator’s note of The Aquinos of Tarlac by Nick 
Joaquin.   
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unions were also present at the occasion. Furthermore Santos once planned the coalition 
with the Sakdalista [Suzuki, 1986: xxiv-xxv].   
 
From this episode, it is clear that Tagalog was the people’s language for Taruc. Taruc 
even told Suzuki that the Sakdalista’s uprising greatly influenced the Socialist Party led by Pedro 
Abado Santos.32 Suzuki then assumes if the coalition was attained, the two parties could have 
shared three agendas except for the religious element: the anti-Americanism and immediate 
independence, the use of Tagalog, and nationalism which resurrects the uniqueness of Filipino 
people [Suzuki, 1986: xivi].  
These agendas were also identical to that of the invaders from Japan. Why could Japan 
not understand the common aims of Sakdalista and Hukbalahap and consolidate the two parties’ 
common agendas, although Japanese invaders tried to promote Tagalog as the national language? 
Is it sufficient for us simply regarding them the former “fascism” oriented and the latter 
“communism” instead for explaining their cleavage in the war? To answer these questions, we 
need to look at Japan’s discourse and practice onTagalog dissemination during the war. 
 
Need for the Middle Class 
For the Japanese researchers dispatched to the Philippines during the war, the explicit 
economic gap in the Philippines was a fundamental problem. Seiichi Tōbata, professor in 
                                                            
32 When the Sakdalista’s uprising was held, the Communist Party was illegalized. In that sense, Sakdalista and 
Socialist Party were only the opposition parties. 
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agricultural economics, and Masamichi Rōyama, in public policy studies, were both from the 
University of Tokyo and prominent members of Hito Chosa Iinkai (Philippine Research 
Commission).33 The committee learned much from the Schurman Commission Reports, and 
aimed at surpassing the quality of this US colonial report [Nakano, 1993: 6].  
Their report, Hito Chosa Hokoku (The Report of Philippine Commission), regards the 
gap between poor and rich as originating in “Cacique rule” during Spanish colonial times. It then 
worsened as a result of the “free trade” in sugar, copra and hemp arising from American 
industrial policy. The authors were searching for a role for Japan in creating the Filipino 
“middle” class for modernizing industry [Tōbata, 1954: 229-231; Nakano, 1993: 5; Nagano, 
1993: 5-7]. Rōyama states that the small size of the middle class is a fundamental problem of 
Philippine society because it cannot create public opinion and propagate it. According to him, the 
problem lies in this “center-narrow pyramid” [Rōyama, 1993: 124-125].  
Rōyama’s report was translated into English in 1967 by Takeuchi Tatsuji, who was also 
the member of Hito Chosa Iinkai. It was published in Yale University’s monograph series with 
the assistance of Theodore Friend and Harry Benda. David Steinberg wrote a review of the book 
with a positive assessment. He says:  
Written by two outstanding scholars (Rōyama and Takeuchi), the report contains 
trenchant analysis that stands up twenty-five years later. The authors maintained that the 
American era changed the dominant character of Philippine society from “the mediaeval- 
religious type to the modern lawyer-politician type” and retarded the development of a 
                                                            
33 In late 1930’s, both were brains of Fumimaro Konoe’s government and had searched for a possibility of Japan’s 
social reformation with responding to peasant revolutions in China [Yonetani, 2010: 48, 57]. 
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“healthy middle class.” They observed that “official corruption and violations of law” in 
the Spanish era “helped to develop among the Filipino masses an attitude of despairing 
indifference toward domestic politics, at the same time implanting among them the 
undesirable habit of regarding abuses of privilege by office holders as natural and 
unavoidable.” [Steinberg, 1969: 445] 
 
From this note, we can understand how the knowledge of Japanese scholars, dispatched 
to the Philippines in the war, was dependent on US colonial discourse which regards Spanish era 
as the Dark Age and American era as a prosperous one. Due to this Japanese succession, as 
Steinberg noticed, there might be “little original scholarship” in the report.   
Although Steinberg criticizes that last few pages of Rōyama’s report were wartime 
propaganda, we might find some Japanese unique views on Philippine politics in them. Rōyama 
insists that new Philippine polity needs dōgi, a moral principle. According to him, dōgi solves 
the antinomy such as between unification and freedom, or obligation and rights. Rōyama 
explains that this principle is quite understandable for Asian people and he locates Rizal in this 
dōgi philosophy. For him Rizal was never a follower of Western liberation and freedom, rather 
he was against these ideas by holding on to his philosophy of virtuous conduct, sacrifice and 
patriotism. Rizal’s idea and tasks were today inherited by the spirit of KALIBAPI, which trys to 
unify the nation based on dōgi philosophy [Rōyama, 1993: 136-138].       
It might be too easy to criticize Rōyama’s note as propaganda because liberation and 
freedom were viewed as “bad” Western philosophy in wartime Japan. However, if we devalue 
him in such a way, we in turn face the question: does the Philippines have no other way but to 
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imitate US history in terms of its nation-building?  As mentioned in this chapter’s introduction, 
KALIBAPI attemped to propagate Tagalog nation-wide for the first time in Philippine history.  
Masanori Ōshima, another Hito Chosa member and professor in education, welcomed 
this attempt. However, based on the data that Tagalog was only spoken by 25% of the population 
(around 4 million), he shows his anxiety concerning whether the language can be a true national 
language in the future because the proportion of Tagalog speakers was less as like the middle 
class in the country. Ōshima especially found problems in children who use English at schools 
and speak each vernacular at home. This does not only hinder disseminating the national 
language but school education and morals learned at home will never intersect during one’s 
childhood days [Ōshima, 1993: 34-35]. In short this language problem was seen by the Japanese 
scholars, with their emphasis on morality, as equally fundamental along with the economic gap.  
To meet Japan’s demand of propagating Tagalog nation-wide, some Filipino intellectuals 
advocated “practical” learning of the language. Camilo Osias, who was against promoting 
Tagalog as the Filipino national language during the Commonwealth period, converted to being a 
Tagalog advocate during the Japanese Occupation. This is because he decided to become the 
vice-president of KALIBAPI. On November 10, 1943, he gave a speech at Leaders’ Institute and 
began by stating “My subject, as I announced, is not the development but the propagation of 
Tagalog as the national language---the practical steps to take to propagate what we should come 
to call all over the country as the Filipino Language” [Osias, 1944: 10].  
The speech was held in Manila in front of KALIBAPI’s Tagalog teachers. As an Ilocano 
native speaker as well as the vice president of KALIBAPI, he believed that “Tagalistas” ought to 
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quit quarreling among themselves for the development of the national language. 34 He asked to 
have a list of 1,000 basic words of Tagalog with which Filipinos from north to south can come to 
some common understanding [Osias, 1944: 16].  
Practical learning was also encouraged by several Filipino intellectuals from among 
Tagalog and non-Tagalog speakers. Lope K. Santos, the President of the Institute of National 
Language35 established in 1937, conducted weekly classes for non-Tagalog students [Lumbera, 
1967: 388]. Philippine Review also introduced many articles on the easy learning of Tagalog. 
Villa Panganiban, who had taught 2,000 non-Tagalog students, showed his method which takes 
only 90 days and spending one hour each day [Panganiban, 1944: 54]. Jose Icasiano complained 
that orthographic Tagalog instructions did not consider non-Tagalog speakers’ backgrounds. He 
then insisted on more practical and conversational instructions [Icasiano, 1944: 40-41]. Juan. C. 
Laya, formerly an English writer who studied Tagalog in Santos’ classroom, introduced 
interesting Tagalog stories with which he enjoyed himself to study the language [Laya, 1944: 21-
24].  
However, did these easy learning intend to propagate morality or dōgi in the Philippines? 
Or did it try to understand the protests of Ramos and Ricarte, or Taruc through disseminating 
Tagalog to subvert English hegemony? Rather Tagalog lessons held under the Japanese 
occupation was quite similar to what Quezon designed in the Commonwealth period. This 
president applied a hierarchical picture, Tagalog for the masses and English for the elites, to 
solve the chaotic language condition in the country. Japan’s emergent need for Tagalog was also 
                                                            
34 Some of Tagalistas debates during the Japanese Occupation will be introduced in the following section.  
35 The institute aimed at establishing Filipino national language ordered by the Commonwealth President, Manuel 
Quezon [Sibayan 1999: 2-3]. 
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relied on this hierarchical picture in order to make Japan’s war understood to all Filipinos. Their 
aim of creating the middle class of course coincided with establishing “pro-Japanese” public 
opinion and disseminating the discourse that the current Japanese war against the West would be 
justified by the morality of Asians, who have been put under the dilemmas of unification versus 
freedom, obligation versus rights, and Asia versus the West.   
However, Filipino politicians and scholars responded to this need by simplifying and 
“depoliticizing” the language. Furthermore Filipino English dependency was not necessarily 
seen as a negative element by Japanese scholars and writers, although Japan promoted the use of 
Tagalog. It is a fact that English was a medium of communication between the Filipino and 
Japanese scholars and writers. KALIBAPI pamphlets are always written in English beside 
Tagalog. In this sense, the more they communicated, the more their need of English increased. 
Of course Japanese rule tried to set the Japanese language as lingua franca in the Greater East 
Asian Co-prosperity Sphere, but it was unrealistic as discussed in the following section.  
 
Inferior Scripts: Kana and Baybayin 
Although Ōshima welcomed the fact that Tagalog had finally became a national language, 
he could not remove his inferiority complex about Japanese and Tagalog being powerless against 
Western languages. For example in the article in Philippine Review, Ōshima compares Baybayin 




In connection with the attempt to revive the old Filipino alphabet, I should like to remind 
the Filipinos how fortunate they are to have adopted the Roman letters. Had Providence willed 
that the Roman letters had existed in China instead of the Chinese characters, and from China 
they had brought to Japan, it is likely that Japanese progress would have been even faster and 
more extensive. The complicated forms and the great number (about 50,000) of the Chinese 
characters make them so difficult and cumbersome that we have had to develop simpler 
characters such as the kana. While the old Filipino alphabet has few letters and simple forms, I 
am told that it has grown inadequate for the modern Tagalog. Those old letters should, of course, 
be studied by scholars but for practical purposes they are now about as serviceable as a coat 
tailored in the previous decade [Ōshima, 1943: 22].  
 
 While insisting on practical purposes, Ōshima here insists that Filipinos should not 
follow the revival of Baybayin about which light was now being shed a by some Filipino 
scholars searching for the “Oriental roots” of the Filipino people [Canseco, 1942; Bantug, 1944]. 
According to him, Baybayin is too simple and has fewer letters, which cannot bring civilization. 
In terms of practical propagation, the Roman alphabet is more adequate for the modern Tagalog 
language. Ōshima’s note is based on Japan’s own experience in creating 50 kana from 50,000 
Chinese characters. He then wonders that if Japan had adapted to Roman alphabet earlier, 
Japan’s development would have been much faster. For him, Baybayin and Kana are inadequate 
in developing the country compared with the Roman alphabet.  
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Although Ōshima does not explain in detail Kana’s handicap, Kin-ichi Ishikawa, a 
correspondent from the Manila Shimbun-sha, who assertively hosted a Tagalog short story 
contest in 1943, points this out clearly. His article also appeared in Philippine Review.   
“Kana” is composed of “ka” and “na.” “Na” today means “name” but originally it meant 
“letters.” “Ka” means “something used for the time being.”  So, Kana is a letter, or letters, 
used for the time being. This term stands in contrast to “Hon-zi,” the “real-letter,” 
meaning Chinese characters. At the time of the invention or of the development of 
Japanese letters, the well-educated rather more or less despised those persons who had to 
resort to “kana” because they lacked the ability to read and write the “real” things, the 
complicated Chinese characters [Ishikawa, 1943: 38].   
 
Ishikawa depicts a hierarchical structure of the Japanese writing system: Honji on top and 
Kana at the bottom. He explains that the Chinese character has three essential elements: form, 
meaning and sound. When the Japanese created Kana letters by simplifying Chinese characters, 
the Kana letters could only hold sounds in Japanese. Kana is supposed to be for the less educated 
since it only represents sounds in daily conversation. Sounds are “for the time being,” which 
should be fixed up later by “real letters.” Ishikawa reminds the Filipino readers that there were 
multitudes of Kana letters until the Edo period; some letters in one sound or one letter being 
written in various forms. It was only after the Meiji Restoration that it was decided what Kana 
letters to retain and what to discard. “It took us Japanese over one thousand seven hundred years 
to make some fifty Kana out of the Chinese characters” [Ishikawa, 1943: 39]. This may explain 
Ōshima’s note in which tells how fortunate Filipino are to have adopted the Roman letters. The 
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adoption only took around 400 years while Kana took around 1,700 years for standardization. 
Ōshima even confesses that “I believe that we Japanese should not force Nippongo upon the 
Filipinos” [Ōshima, 1943: 22].  
Instead of appealing Japanese uniqueness, what the Japanese writers could do to Filipinos 
was to explain Japan’s adaptability to the civilizations. Ōshima wrote an English book titled 
Japan from Within on the eve of the war for telling Japan’s remarkable power of assimilation 
[Ōshima 1940]. His view persisted through the war days. His article in Philippine Review also 
explains Japan’s adaptive history from wa-kon-kan-sai (Japanese spirit and Chinese knowledge) 
to wa-kon-yo-sai (Japanese spirit and Western knowledge). Japan borrowed the ideas of 
Buddhism and Confucianism imported from China and transformed according to Japan’s way. 
After the Meiji Restoration, it started to import Western knowledge. He insists that “Japan’s 
progress is the embodiment and rejuvenation of “our national spirit in a modern style” [Ōshima, 
1943: 18-19].  
Salvador Lopez, an English writer and the former vice president of Philippine Writers’ 
league, appraised Ōshima’s view on “modern” Japan. On the eve of the war, Lopez defended 
Rotor’s provocative article from his proletarian perspective [Lopez, 1973: 32]. As a response to 
Ōshima, Lopez criticizes the overly “nationalistic” policy and practice of promoting the Tagalog 
language and literature under the Japanese Occupation and which does not admit of any Western 
literary influences.  
In Literature the policy advocated by some rabid partisans of the national language of 
teaching in the schools only Tagalog and the literature written in it to the exclusion of all 
else would result in a most serious condition of cultural impoverishment. I have actually 
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heard one such influential partisan of Tagalog make the statement, unabashed, that in 
order to master the language and write it well, it is necessary for a person to forswear 
completely his knowledge of any other tongue. And after we have forsworn Spanish and 
English, let us say, and not having acquired Japanese yet, what remains? For it is 
unfortunately true that, with the exception of the Bible and Don Quixote, none of the 
masterpieces of world literature are available in Tagalog translation. And it is sad to 
record that Tagalog writers, as a general rule and allowing for exceptions, are but little 
acquainted, if at all, with the literature of other countries. In contrast… Japanese novelists 
and dramatists of the past fifty years were nearly all of them keen students of foreign 
literatures, including those of China, Russia, France, Germany, England, the 
Scandinavian countries, and America. Similarly, the masses of the Japanese people are 
widely read in the masterpieces of world literature which have been translated into 
Japanese and vast cheap editions for popular consumption [Lopez, 1944: 8-9].  
 
Contrasting with the situation of Philippine literature, Lopez here admires Japan’s effort 
in translating classical and good literature from foreign but particularly from Western countries. 
Taking this word for word, this is simply his appraisal on Japan. He criticizes Tagalog writers’ 
narrow minds by showing the example of Japanese writers who are industrious students of world 
literature and translate them.  
However, Lopez made this statement during the war. It was the time when such as Pan-
Asianism and Japan’s superiority against West were assertively claimed. In other words, he 
respects Japan only if the country continues to adapt Western influences and does not rely on 
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nationalistic credo in literature. Here we may find a fact that the Filipino-Japanese collaborative 
effort for disseminating Tagalog did not simply result in the rediscovery of Oriental roots or 
strengthened Asiatic ties. Their effort was framed by the developmental discourse which 
classifies Western classical works and Roman alphabet as the top of civilization. Ōshima and 
Lopez wanted to elevate the quality of Japanese or Filipino literature by further assimilation with 
Western literature.  
Teodoro Agoncillo, a Tagalog specialist, criticized both “nationalistic” and “western” 
trends in the wartime Tagalog language from a different perspective.36 Because of the 
disappearance of Baybayin, Tagalog sounds were not any more to be accurately written in the 
Roman alphabet. Different schools emerged in terms of accepting Western sounds and words. A 
debate was then held over the importation of Western concepts or the invention of indigenous 
concepts. While briefly summarizing the picture of each camp, Agoncillo, in his article titled 
“Dilemma of the National Language” in Philippine Review, expresses his greatest anxiety 
concerning the school of Jose Sevilla, who wanted to purify Tagalog:  
I do not say that it is obnoxious, nor yet prohibited, to invent words, but considering that 
everybody can do the same and no one has power to interfere in the exercise of his rights, 
one will readily see where the Tagalog language will be dragged. I fear that if all our 
writers follow Mr. Sevilla’s nationalistic credo, Tagalog will not be the upshot but a 
language that is unknown and unintelligible, a language that is worse than Esperanto, 
Idiom Neutral, Interlingua, Nov-Esperanto, Arulo, Occidental, Ido, Ro and Volapuk. 
                                                            
36 In prewar days he was already known as young Tagalog writer. He published a history text book in Tagalog, Ang 
Kasaysayan ng Pipinas, together with Gregorio Zaide [Agoncillo; Zaide, 1941]. He was hired as a technical 
assistant in the Institution of the National Language and remained the position during the war. 
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Perhaps everybody is aware that language is not made, but on the contrary, allowed to 
grow in accordance with its nature and character [Agoncillo, 1943: 18].  
 
As a specialist on the Tagalog language, Agoncillo here warns against the artificial 
invention of the words held under the name of Tagalog authority.37 What Agoncillo aimed for 
instead came from his conviction that “language, to adopt a term from Spengler, is not a thing-
become but a thing-becoming, a living organism that has the capacity for growth.” By quoting 
the Decline of the West which was written under the devastation from WWI, Agoncillo was 
searching for the possibilities for a thing-becoming in the Tagalog language.  
Agoncillo might have carefully observed new ideas and thought appearing from the war 
devastation because, compared with Lopez who was more inclined to import proletarian 
literature from West, he was more concerned about the autonomous development of Tagalog. 
The interpretations of development by Lopez and Agoncillo were different. The latter’s concern 
was particularly concentrated on its orthography since Tagalog sounds and letters were separated 
by the invasion of the Roman alphabet. In other words, while Lopez and the Japanese writers 
were uncritical in accepting the power of Roman alphabet which would drive the nation for 
civilization, this Tagalog specialist paid more attention to the change of Tagalog in accordance 
with its nature and character. For knowing about the changes that Agoncillo found during the 
war, the last section of this chapter will look at a short story by him that appeared in 1943.   
 
                                                            
37 Sevilla wrote a Tagalog lesson book and dictionary in prewar period [Sevilla; Verzosa, 1923; Sevilla, 1939]. In 
this sense, his nationalistic credo in shaping Tagalog was already existed before the Japanese occupation. 
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Teodoro Agoncillo’s Madilim pa Umaga 
For “de-Americanizing” the Filipinos, as mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, 
Manila Shimbunsha provided an award for Tagalog short story. When the contest was announced 
in 1943, the rules stated that preference would be given to stories which reflect the spirit of New 
Era, or those which portray the distinguishing traits of Filipino life [Lumbera 1967: 399]. Unlike 
in the prewar awards which provided options from three languages, Spanish, English and 
Tagalog, this time language for the contest was designated as Tagalog. 
Teodoro Agoincillo’s short story titled Madilim pa Umaga (Dawn is still Dark) is 
compiled in Ang Pinakamabuting Maikling Kathang ng Pilipino ng 1943 (Best Tagalog Short 
Stories in 1943). There were more than 200 nominees and the top twenty five Tagalog short 
stories were selected in the volume. The reviewing board consisted of the directors of both 
Tagalog and English magazines, Liwayway, Taliba, Sunday Tribune and Graphic.38  The adviser 
was Kin-ichi Ishikawa from Manila Shimbunsha. One of the boarding members, Francisco 
Icasiano from the Sunday Tribune Magazine praised the ability of the best Tagalog short stories 
to now match the quality of Enlgish ones: “I discovered that superior class of Tagalog stories 
published in 1943 is equal with best Filipino short stories in English” [Santos, 1944: x]. Lope K. 
Santos also contributed to the introduction of the compilation. He welcomed the idea of 
“Sangkasaganaan ng Lalong Malaking Silangan Asya” (the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity 
Sphere) which encouraged the use of Tagalog [Santos, 1944: vii-xx].  
                                                            
38 The members are Jose E. Cruz, Agustin Fabian, Arsenio Rosales, Clodualdo del Mundo, Francisco Icaciano, 
Buenaventura Medina, and Teodorico Santos.  
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The first award was given to Narciso Reyes’ Lupang Tinubuan (Native Land). Reyes was 
an English writer before the war and this story was originally written in English. He then 
translated it into Tagalog for the contest. In Philippine Review, he confesses that “The Tagalog 
writers, who have been educated in English and, before the war, had written almost exclusively 
in the borrowed idiom, suffer the pangs and pay the penalties of estrangement and alienation, of 
a kind of spiritual exile… Their very proficiency in English is a perpetual rebuke, an ironic 
reminder of their long neglect of the mother-tongue” [Reyes, 1944a: 20].  
As Reyes rediscovered the significance of native language, Lupang Tinubuan is also a 
story in which a young Manila boy, Danding, rediscovers the love for the native land. Danding 
stayed in a barrio in Bulacan province to attend a funeral of a distant relative. The barrio was 
where his deceased father was born and Danding hardly knew about him. An old relative, called 
Lolo Tasyo, reminisced about the childhood of Danding’s father which enabled Danding 
embrace homage to his father. Through reading books Danding knew this kind of village 
produced Filipino national during the revolution. His homage to his father was then connected 
with his respect to the heroes who died for the mother country [Reyes, 1944b]. 39   
As represented in this Reyes, it is true that the language shift from English to Tagalog 
encouraged topics which focus on peasant, masses and rural life. Looking at other stories in the 
volume, one will find that many stories takes peasants as protagonists. As we have discussed 
here, this subject was less focused or even neglected during the American colonial period but 
                                                            
39 For more detail of the story, see Bienvenido Lumbera [Lumbera, 1967: 391-392]. Together with Reyes’ story, 
Lumbera introduces the other three stories in the Ang Pinakamabuting Maikling Kathang ng Pilipino ng 1943. They 
are Liwayway Areceo’s Uhaw ang Tigang Lupa (The Dried Land is Thirsty), Cornelio Reyes’ Dugo at Utak (Blood 
and Brain),and Macario Pineda’s Suyuan sa Tubigan (Co-work in Rice Paddy).  
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now shed a light by the Japanese rulers to promote the country’s agriculture. Reyes’ story was 
thus judged to properly represent the spirit of New Era and it might be the reason it won the first 
prize.  
Although unranked “unang sampu” (top ten), however, the Agoncillo’s short story tells 
us that these changes occurred during the Japanese occupation could not simply be understood in 
the dichotomy or black and white picture as Reyes employed. Madilim pa ang Umaga is about 
young Manila man’s inner reflection. On one day in the early morning, Ruben could not sleep 
well because he was thinking about his change. His change was not so obvious to his friends and 
they regarded him still a playboy. But Ruben knew his responsibility was changed. He clearly 
remembers the day when his father died and since then his life had changed. His body became 
weak and he felt strong pain in his heart and head. Ruben’s change was reflected to his new view 
on the society.  
Portrayed in his memory was an ugly picture of society: one day, while walking along 
Avenida Rizal, there he found the opposite ends of society--two ends he never saw when 
he was creating his past. On the one hand, there were the well-to-do laughing 
boisterously, eating, talking about their duties, salaries, work, etc., while on the other 
hand, near the well-to-do, there were the beggars--dirty, slovenly, ragged, and their 
wrinkled hands evident, grubby, trembling, possibly from hunger [Agoncillo, 1944: 110-
111].  
 
The change of Ruben reflects the past and present of the Philippines at that time. His 
father, implying the presence of America, protected Ruben with his benevolence. Under this 
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circumstance, he enjoyed his youthful life and did not have to be aware of his responsibilities or 
be concerned about the gap between poor and rich. But after his father died, the burden of 
responsibilities was handed over to his shoulders. Ruben’s colleagues in the office wondered 
why he always looked like serious and thinking for something but never told his mind to them. 
He was even laughed by them due to his strange behaviors. The story ends with about the 
Ruben’s place where poor tenants were staying. He could finally find a delight of being the 
master of his poor tenants, living in old, dirty and small hovels, who sacrificed each life for each 
other’s.   
Agoncillo might be making a parallel between Ruben’s physical weakness and the 
society around him producing more poverty under Japanese military rule. The title, Madilim pa 
ang Umaga, also implies that the egalitarian society is still not yet coming in spite of Filipino 
independence under the Japanese rule.40  Compared with Reyes above, Agoncillo was more 
skeptical about the changes that occurred during this time. His prudency tells us that the changes, 
such as from West to Orient, English to Tagalog, or colonialism to nationalism, could not be 
made to happen in a simple manner as the Japanese rulers once advocated. Rather, poor people 
would remain poor and those who fashioned themselves according to Western lifestyles kept 





40 Reynaldo Ileto examines some “revolutionary” aspects of the Japanese occupation which might influence 




This chapter examined the dissemination of Tagalog under the Japanese occupation was 
not “revolutionary” against America at all, although the Japanese policy advocated this as a part 
of their emancipation of Asia from Western powers. It is true Tagalog was the medium for 
spreading the voices of masses and the weapon to subvert English hegemony by Taruc and 
Ramos during the Commonwealth period. But the Japanese rulers categorized Taruc as anti-
Japan and Ramos as pro-Japan and never considered their ties. The war brought a crucial conflict 
between the two parties by reifying the former as “communist” oriented and the latter as 
“fascist” instead, although their movements were both mass-based and shared many manifestos 
in common. As Agoncillo’s short story implied, the living condition of the masses was not 
improved but even worsened during the time of the Japanese occupation. The change of the 
protagonist, Ruben, was not so obvious to people who could not realize the gap between poor 
and rich by the withdrawal of the United States. 
The mainstream narrative by the Japanese and Filipino writers practiced Tagalog easy-
leanings for creating the middle class and stabilizing the country’s popular mind. Furthermore 
the more the Japanese and Filipino communicated, the more their dependency on English 
increased. Filipino dependency on English was even not seen “bad” by some Japanese writers. 
The dissemination of Tagalog during the Japanese occupation was thus framed by the 
developmental discourse which considered Roman alphabet and Western literature at the top of 
civilization. Kana and Baybaying were regarded as improper for bringing civilization because 
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their role is limited to representing sounds. The being-in-time needs to be orthographed (or 
recorded) by Honji or the Roman alphabet for further steps in development.41  
When the Americans returned to the Philippines, many Filipino intellectuals welcomed 
the return of English. While overviewing a history of Tagalog language development, Agoncillo 
writes in 1952 that “so many English words have been adopted into Tagalog, especially after the 
liberation” [Agoncillo, 1952: 87]. “The dilemma of the national language,” once keenly sensed 
during the days of the Japanese occupation, continued into the postwar period in terms of the 
search for things-becoming in the Tagalog language.  
                                                            
41 This sentence is particularly inspired by Johannes Fabian’s critical analysis on anthropology creating an 
“allochronic” discourse on the object. Not only was Space needed by the West for occupying, he says but “More 
profoundly and problematically, they (the West) required Time to accommodate the schemes of a one-way history: 
progress, development and modernity (and their negative mirror images: stagnation, underdevelopment, tradition) 





Friend and Foe Politics in the War: Japanese, Igorot, and US Colonialism   
 
In terms of Filipino wartime political collaboration with Japan, Alfred McCoy’s 
“continuity” thesis has provided most influential framework for the topic. As briefly mentioned 
in this thesis introduction, McCoy reveals the fact that political elites reacted to the Japanese 
rulers based on their identification with prewar political factions, by focusing on the case of 
Panay city located in Iloilo province. In this sense, he says that the Japanese occupation did not 
bring a fundamental change in its political structure.  
Although McCoy does not use the term, the political elites discussed here are so the 
called “caciques” who originally belonged to the bourgeois class during the Spanish colonial 
period. According to Benedict Anderson, they strengthened their power through the 
parliamentary democracy installed by the Americans, which gave the access to politics in the 
center by being elected as local representatives [Anderson, 1995: 12-13]. During the Japanese 
occupation, these local elites mobilized his supporters for the Japanese military thus “un-
democratic” regime. In fact Filipino collaboration with Japan betrays to McCoy that Western 
democracy was not established properly in the Philippines in spite of the US guidance in prewar 
years [McCoy, 1980: 233].42  
                                                            




In this chapter I will challenge McCoy’s thesis by focusing on the case of wartime 
mining operation and political collaboration in the Cordillera Mountains located in northern 
Luzon. When the Japanese occupation began, the members of the Mitsui mining company took 
over the positions previously held by the Americans and went on to develop the Mankayan 
copper mine located at the southwestern part of Cordillera. The case of Mitsui was uniquely a 
“success” compared with the other mining sites run by the Japanese [Hamada-Pawid; 
Bagamaspad, 1985: 289; Lopez, 1992: 168; Ikehata 1996b: 154-160]. The headquarters of the 
Japanese military planned for the development of over forty mining sites, but most of them failed 
to develop mainly due to intense guerrilla resistance. As we will review, Mitsui’s operation was 
greatly supported by local elites in the mountainous society.  
In establishing the main factor leading to Mitsui’s success, previous studies have pointed 
out that it was the collaboration with Japan by local elites, whose political powers were already 
influential in the prewar period, that mobilized miners [Ueda, 1990: 157-164; Ikehata, 1996: 166; 
Kobayashi, 1997: 116-117]. In this sense, the study has been done within McCoy’s framework.  
 The reason why I take this case study is related to the fact of the “absence” of local 
caciques in the Cordillera Mountains. The area was inhabited by so-called “savages” during the 
Spanish colonial period. It only started to be explored when American rule started. The large-
scale mining operation was begun by American capitalists, engineers and lawyers. In this respect, 
the mining industry is different from the other industries such as sugar, tobacco or copra in other 
part of the islands.  
Speaking out without a fear of being mistaken, the caciques here were not the Filipinos 
but the Americans in the industry. Their method of mining in Cordillera was based on their 
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previous precedent in US particularly during the California gold boom that occurred in the 
middle of the nineteenth century. Colonialists took over the Native Americans’ lands and 
exploited their natural resources “legally” by inventing new laws. As we will discuss, several 
American traditions and ideals were brought over and practiced in the societies of the Cordillera 
Mountains, which brought to the indigenous community experiences similar to the Native 
Americans.     
  Dean Worcester, with quoting whose article we began this thesis, had a strong affection 
with the native people, or in his words, “Non-Christian tribe” in the region. The tribe is called 
“Igorot.”43  He found nobility in Igorot because he felt that they were more submissive than the 
lowlanders or Muslims in accepting US rule [Sullivan, 1991: 162-163]. As we will argue, the 
Japanese also liked this native people for a similar reason as Worcester’s.  
 During the war, the Japanese authorities had to learn how to operate a mining industry 
that had been developed by American colonialism. We get a glimpse of how this knowledge was 
acquired by examining the memoir compiled by the Mitsui members dispatched to Mankayan 
during the war. In 1974, they edited Mitsui Kinzoku Shushi Ronso, Bessatsu vol. 1 Mankayan 
Tokushu (Mitsui Metal’s Historical Journal, Special Issue vol. 1, Feature for Mankayan) based 
on the wartime experiences.44 Compared with other memoirs by the Japanese soldiers dispatched 
to the Philippines, this Mitsui documents includes many much more episodes of interaction with 
                                                            
43 I will discuss a formation of this term relating the development of mining during the American colonial period.  
44 Followed by this Mankayan issue, another Mitsui memoir was edited in 1976 by the member dispatched to 
Baldwin in Burma during the war. Baldwin exploitation was failed. Compared with that of Mankayan member, their 
main motives to edit their memoir is “mourning for the loss of their colleagues` lives” and “recalling hardship time.” 
In this sense the operation results, whether successful or failed; decide the framework of the Japanese narratives.  
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local people. The nature of mining operation at a foreign place forced the Mitsui agents to be 
closer to the locals than Japanese soldiers could ever be.   
The reason that I am interested in the memoir is, as we will demonstrate, the experiences 
of Mitsui members and their friendly narratives especially dedicated to “Igorot” were strongly 
based on colonialism brought by the Americans. However, the memoir has been referred by 
Suzuki; Hanai (1995), Ikehata (1996b), Kobayashi (1997), but the experiences of Mitsui member 
were not taken seriously in their arguments. Their approaches are economic history and they may 
have considered that the memoir, which inevitably recalls the “wrong” war, includes distortions 
or exaggerations of facts and judged improper as historical accounts except for the numerical 
numbers stated in it.45 In this sense, the Japanese love for Igorot people has not been studied as 
much as the Americans’ love for them. I will conduct a comparative study between the Japanese 
and US “loves” in order to understand the motivations of Igorot collaboration with and resistance 
against both Japan and the US. To avoid a “Japanese-centric view,” I will examine Mitsui’s 
memoir by cross-checking with recently published Igorot guerilla diaries [Marines, 2010].46 
  
American Identification of “Igorot” 
Until today the general images of Igorot are associated with “barbarous” practices such as 
“headhunting,” “eating dog meat,” “wearing G-string,” or “gangsa music.” However, according 
                                                            
45 For comprehending sources lost by the war, it is true that Japanese memoirs have attracted some scholars who 
have been interested in the Japanese occupation in Southeast Asian countries [Ishihara, 1956; Namikawa, 1972; 
Ogawa, 1972; Utsunomiya, 1981; Reid; Oki, 1986; Batson; Shimizu, 1990; Hotta, 1994].    
46 Due to my insufficient survey, I will not discuss the wartime collaborations by the earlier Japanese male settlers 
and their descendants born between local women in Cordillera societies. There were around a thousand of Japanese 
residents in Baguio in 1939. For their migration history, see Hayase (1989; 1996) and Afable ed. (2004). 
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to Patricia Afable, who sketched the historical relations between the Cordillera Mountains ranges 
and the coastal area that skirted it, or the Ilocos region, there were similar customs in the lowland 
and highland areas. In this sense, the ethnic boundary between lowlander and highlander was not 
so clear--at least until the Spanish colonial period [Afable, 1998: 85]. 47          
 Benguet, located at southwestern part of Cordillera, has been known for traditional gold 
production. The place was originally home to the people called “Kankanaey” and “Ibaloy” who 
had refined gold in a simple method. This gold was exchanged for basic goods with Ilocano 
people. Mankayan is located where Ibaloy people originally resided. They had contacts with the 
outside lowland areas. Afable assumes that it was the Ibaloys who might have first used the term 
“Igorot” for self-designation from the late nineteenth century prior to the other ethnic tribes in 
Cordillera [Afable, 1998: 91-92].  
 With the start of American colonial rule at the turn of the twentieth century, the self-other 
consciousness of this indigenous people in Cordillera greatly changed with the transformation of 
its socio-economic structure. The colonial government abolished the traditional mineral resource 
trades and installed large-scale mining based on the bureaucracy and the division of labor [Lopez, 
1992: 6-12].   
 In October 1901, the Bureau of Non-Christian Tribes was created under the colonial 
government and it started the ethnic surveys in Cordillera and Mindanao. One of the purposes of 
this research was to find similarities in language and customs and to stem the “overflow” of Non-
                                                            
47 The term “Igorot” was already used by the early Spanish period. Spanish colonialists attempted to enter the 
Mountains for the missionary purpose and precious metal resources. Their trials were mostly failed due to the severe 
resistances. Spanish then employed coastal people for their military corps and aimed at pacifying the Cordillera 
Mountains. They used ethnic propaganda which delineates Christianized lowlander termed Ilocano and “barbarous” 
mountaineers termed Igorot [Afable, 1998: 90].  
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Christian tribes’ names. The bureau’s director, David Barrows, insisted that the previous studies 
done by Ferdinand Blumentritt and the Jesuits included many errors and thus the number of 
ethnic names increased dramatically. The bureau led by Barrows did a two-year long field 
research and came up with sixteen names for the Non-Christian tribes out of the one hundred ten 
[Barrows, 1905: 467-468].  
 This report by Barrows’ is in the 1903 Census compiled by the second Philippine 
commission which took charge of lawmaking and public administration. His report uses the 
dichotomy between “Christian or Civilized Tribes” and “Non-Christian or Wild Tribes.” Thus 
the former would include groups such as Ilocano, Pangasinan and Tagalog while among the 
latter would be the Igorot. The twenty four tribal names in Cordillera were bundled into the term 
Igorot [Barrows, 1903: 468-477]. 48 
 We can tell from here that the ethnic names of the “Christian or Civilized Tribes” 
adhered to the category established in the Spanish colonial period, while the tribal names of the 
“Non-Christian or Wild Tribes” were all lumped together into Igorot by the American colonial 
officers. Barrows surmises the reason that the overflow of tribal names was because their 
political units still remained in the village-based stage. Villages beyond valleys are that of 
enemies and thus became the targets for head hunting [Barrows, 1903: 453-454]. Barrows 
wanted to establish a comprehensive category, Igorot, for bringing a political unity among 
“wild” societies.    
                                                            
48 Twenty four tribes’ names are following. The brackets indicate the locations. Alamid(Nueva Vizcaya), Apayaos, 
Ayangan (Nueva Vizcaya), Banao, Bunnayan(Nueva Vizcaya), Calingas(Isabela), Catalanges(Isabela), Dadayag, 
Ecnig (Lepanto-Bontoc), Epocao or Ipucao(Lepanto-Bontoc), Gaddanes or Gaddang(Isabela), Ifugao(Isabela), 
Igorrotes(Ilocos Norte, Pangasinan, La Union), Infieles(Ilocos Sur, Pangasinan), Ipukao(Lepanto-Bontoc), 
Isanay(Nueva Vizcaya), Isinac(Nueva Vizcaya), Isinay(Nueva Vizcaya), Itneg, Kalibugan(Isabela), 
Kalingas(Cagayan), Mayoyao, No Cristianos or Igorrotes(Benguet), Nuevos Cristianos(Pangasinan).  
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 US benevolent assimilation in Cordillera was exemplified the most in the career of Dean 
Worcester who also joined the above ethnic survey. Worcester practiced a policy of separating 
non-Christian tribes from the Christianized lowlanders for the purpose of unifying the societies. 
He regarded the non-Christian tribes as having been deceived by the “slyness” of the lowlanders. 
Thus he wanted to put non-Christian tribes directly under the controlled by the American 
colonial bureaucracy.49 
 We should not ignore the fact that this separation policy was accompanied by the 
pacification of Filipino revolutionaries operating in the Mountains. Rafael [2000: 25-26] and 
Nagano [2001: 141-142] point out that the census survey taken from 1903 to 1905 was 
connected with the suppression of revolutionaries. In Cordillera, there were rebels called 
“Remontados” who had evacuated from the Ilocos coastal area and continued their resistances 
against American occupation. Battles in the mountains need “local maps” and highlanders were 
hired by both Filipino and American forces. They joined the battles by spying, carrying baggage, 
guiding or fighting with the bolo. Due to their mobility and large networks, highlanders were 
easily suspected of being spies by both sides and were subjugated to tortures and killings [Scott, 
1986: 80-83]. As we shall discuss later, they experienced a similar fate during the Japanese 
occupation.  
 The reason that the 1903 Census categorized all non-Christian tribes as Igorot was to 
protect not only non-Chrisitian tribes but also the Americans from “dangerous” Christian 
lowlanders. Worcester even wanted to transfer the colonial capital’s functions from Manila to 
                                                            
49 The earlier years of American rule in the region would be facilitated by limiting the highlanders’ interactions with 
lowlanders [Finin, 2005: 36-40].          
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Benguet. He thought that compared with civilized neighboring lowlanders, Igorots were 
harmless and gentle in spite of their “barbarous” character. Mountains are also natural forts that 
can be effectively defended against attacks from rebels [Sullivan, 1991: 146-147]. The transfer 
of capital functions was partly done by designating the small village in Benguet as the summer 
capital. The village was called Baguio, located next to the city, La Trinidad, which was used as 
the trade center between lowlanders and highlanders during the Spanish colonial period. 
Simultaneously commenced with the census survey, the road from Manila to Baguio began to be 
constructed for enhancing transport efficiency. This was the time when Filipino revolutionaries 
stubbornly continued their fights against the American rulers, particularly in the Southern Luzon 
area [Ileto, 2001b: 110-111]. A “safe zone” for the Americans was thus created in Cordillera 
located in Northern Luzon.  
 The purpose of the census was also to collect information about natural resources and 
land investigations in the region. The geography part of the 1903 Census estimates a high 
probability of abundant gold and copper stocks in the southwestern part of Cordillera. They 
report that these resources were not sufficiently exploited by the traditional techniques used by 
Ibaloy and Kankanaey Igorots. Americans started to apply development claims but there were 
handicaps in manpower and transportation [Census of the Philippines 1903 vol.1: 81-84].   
 The Americans who ventured into mining had been army volunteers who joined the 
Filipino American War because of the get-rich-quick dream as once occurred during the Gold 
Rush in California. The US colonial government adhered to the systems in the United States such 
as homestead and Torrens title for accomplishing economic development in the colony. These 
land maintaining systems guaranteed and promoted free business and personal rights. Abuse of 
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the legal concept of “terra nullius” (uninhabited land) violently dragged the Native Americans 
away from their ancestral lands [Salamanca, 1968: 131]. The same incidents occurred in 
Cordillera.  
 In order to welcome American investments and exploitations of resources, the American 
Congress in 1902 passed the Philippine Organic Act, which guarantees the private possession of 
mineral resources [Lopez, 1992: 49, 61]. US politician were focused on Philippine mining 
judging from the forty two articles, out of a total of eighty eight articles, in the Act that were all 
concerned with mineral resources and lands [Habana, 2001: 10]. Article twenty one states that 
citizens of the Philippine islands and America have the right of free exploitation, possession and 
purchase of mineral resources in “public” lands [Wirkus, 1974: 28-29].    
In the indigenous villages in Benguet, the chief called “baknang” and his family 
“possessed” land traditionally. However their primary property was cows and land itself did not 
have any value. What the American rule implemented were the doctrines of 
compartmentalization and privatization of lands. In most cases the chiefs declined the 
registrations of their lands due to their long-time hatred towards taxes. As a result, these lands 
were regarded as “public” land which Americans could freely exploit. For indigenous people, it 
was beyond their understanding why Americans could confiscate their land only by driving in 
two pickets. The chiefs were not able to sustain their clans and its members lost their livelihood. 
Those surviving the situations were converted to unskilled laborers in the mining sites, tasked 
with carrying heavy debris and working in the constructions of roads and bridges [Bagamaspad; 
Hamada-Pawid, 1985: 212; Habana, 2001: 10-14]. The term Igorot then coincided with their 




Mining Development and Igorot-lowlander Politics  
The early years of mining were dominated by American individuals who brought 
violently penetrated the indigenous lands in Cordillera, although it remained a small industry 
compared with the cultivation of sugar, tobacco and copra. Induced by the world financial crisis, 
however, the Philippine gold boom arrived in the early 1930’s. Mining became the second 
largest industry in the country after sugar. The gold mining companies in Cordillera numbered 
only five in 1929, after the boom, however, fifty two new companies were registered by 1934 
and one hundred thirty six did by 1938. Between these five years from 1934 to 1938, the number 
of employees also increased around five times from 6,850 to 36,104 [Wirkus, 1974: 186, 211].  
 The ethnic statistics of laborers in Cordillera mining companies taken in 1937 uses the 
two categories of Christianized Filipino and Igorot; the former accounting for 69 percent and the 
latter 31 percent of the total laborers. Pangasinan and Ilocano comprised 99 percent of Christian 
Filipino. Many people from the coastal area found jobs in the booming mining companies 
[Wirkus, 1974: 190].  
According to the statistics by occupation, the management class was dominated by 
Americans. The post of supervisors, administrative staff and engineers were occupied by literate 
lowlanders, and the non-skilled laborers in road and tunnel constructions were illiterate 
lowlanders and Igorots. Lowlanders employed in the managerial class, called “native capatazes,” 
had to be able to use English, Ilocano and their own language in order to act as intermediaries 
between the Americans and illiterate workers. Each native capataz led workers from his 
homeland thus creating a basis for the division of labors [Chamber of Mines of the Philippines 
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1940: 48]. During the 1930’s, the average daily allowance of native capatazes was from two to 
five pesos while that of non-skilled laborers was from 80 centavos to 1.4 pesos [Lopez, 1992: 
124]. From these figures it is obvious that indigenous people in the Cordillera Mountains were 
employed at the bottom end of the wage laborer class. 
In order to overcome their hardships, the indigenous people started accepting American 
education especially among the Kankanaey and Ibaloy communities whose mining resources the 
Americans eagerly exploited. Having literacy in English increased their prospect of obtaining a 
higher salary becoming the leaders of their communities in the new era [Habana, 2001: 18].  
The Commonwealth Government, born in the middle of the gold boom, planned 
enormous increase of tax revenue from mining industry. In 1936, the government enacted the 
article 137 of the Commonwealth Act regarding preservation, disposition and exploitation of 
mineral resources. The act states all mineral resources are state possession and prohibited from 
private possession and, mining company needs to have over 60 percent of Filipino or American 
investments [Wirkus, 1974: 159-163]. Igorot chiefs had asked the return of “ancestral lands,” 
however; the Act prohibited personal possession of the lands where mineral resources exist 
[Kurita, 2005: 144-147].     
 The more the mining industry expanded, the more discrimination the Igorot people faced. 
After the resignation of Worcester from the Philippine Commission in 1913, the separation 
policy between lowlander and highlander was stopped. American colonial officials wanted to 
enhance their working efficiency by recruiting educated Ilocanos as their assistants, translators 
and clerks instead of having direct relations with indigenous chiefs. After the Commonwealth 
Government was inaugurated in 1935, these Ilocano elites started to occupy the previously 
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positions held by Americans. Gerald Finin terms these Ilocano as “mountaineer lowlander” and 
examines their influences on Igorot people. Mountaineer lowlanders continued to put emphasis 
on the category of Igorot, as American colonial officers did, instead of paying attention to the 
linguistic and ethnic diversity in Cordillera. It was the time when Philippine nationalism was 
escalated and mountaineer lowlanders started to practice “assimilation” policies toward Igorot 
people. US benevolent assimilation was taken over by the mountaineer lowlanders who just 
replaced the front with “Philippine nationalism” [Finin, 2005: 60-67].    
 To solve the unequal treatments by lowlanders, educated Igorot youths organized an 
association for their autonomy. “BIBKA” was set up by twenty nine youths in January 1941. The 
name took each capital letter of five districts in Mountain province (Benguet, Ifugao, Bontoc, 
Kalinga, Apayao). Finin points out that the word “Igorot” was not used intentionally in BIBKA’s 
policies. The eligibility for membership only referred to “natives” who have education or if not, 
are landlords and taxpayers. “Igorot” was stigmatized because lowlanders used it when they 
looked down on highlanders. At administrative levels or social occasions where mountaineer 
lowlanders, educated highlanders and Americans gathered together, the term was refrained from 
use [Finin, 2005: 67-76; 116-120; 135].  
Interestingly enough, there were several articles in the weekly local newspaper, Baguio 
Bulletin,50 which put emphasis on “Cosmopolitanism” during these days. They expected the 
future of Baguio by developing mining industry and strengthening their solidarity going beyond 
                                                            
50 The first issue of BB envisions the bright future of Baguio as the center for mining, merchant and tourist spots 
[BB, November 21, 1930]. The newspaper had lasted by the eve of the war. In 1940, the number of subscriptions 
was 165,000 and that of estimated readers was 770,000. The price of subscription was yearly five peso [BB, 
November 29, 1940].   
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language and ethnic differences [BB, July 23, 1937; April 1, 1938; August 25, 1939]. As BIBKA 
avoided using the word Igorot, “Baguio as Cosmopolitan” was stated because it could bring 
about economic progress without fomenting any ethnic tensions. On the eve of the Japanese 
occupations, Baguio was the place for having intricate ethnic tensions but they were in-
visualized from public discourse.  
 
Igorot miners’ collaboration with the Mitsui Mining Company 
Started with the “enclosure of resources,” the American colonialism widely developed 
the mining industry in Cordillera especially after the gold boom. On one hand the economic 
development brought in ethnic tensions between lowlander and Igorot at mining sites in terms of 
literacy and illiteracy, division of labor, or differences in salary. While on the other hand, it 
created a political discourse, such as “cosmopolitanism” and “BIBKA,” which avoided using the 
term Igorot in order to form solidarity in the region. In other words US colonialism visualized 
Igorot in the economic sense while it rendered invisible its presence in politics.  
In terms of the transformation of Igorots’ self-consciousness, so far I have relied on the 
analysis by Finin. However, he excludes the Japanese occupation period from his analysis. He 
jumped from the prewar awakening to the postwar escalation of Igorot ethnic identity. Finin 
reminds the readers that he does not discuss the period due to his sources and approaches [Finin, 
2005: 136]. It seems to me that the problem still lies in the fact that the Igorot ethnic 
consciousness cannot be written about in a linear developmental manner if one considers the 
period of Japanese occupation. As we will discuss hereafter, poor economic conditions and less 
political involvement during the US colonial period brought fundamental cleavages and different 
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reactions among Igorot elites during the Japanese occupation. Their collaboration with and 
resistance against Japan needs to be reconsidered not merely as factional politics but as 
contradictions produced through the economic and political development of Igorot people.  
First of all I want to start by looking at their reasons for collaborating with Mitsui Mining 
Company. The details of Mitsui’s wartime operation are already explained by Ikehata (1996b) 
and I summarize them here to clarify my argument. The Mitsui Japanese entered Mankayan in 
February and March of 1942. Upon their arrival, the mining plants and main roads had already 
been destroyed by the orders from the USAFFE. The Mitsui men started reconstruction by 
transferring to Mankayan equipment from the gold mines, which were not dismantled following 
a judgment by the USAFFE that gold was useless in wars. The restoration works was finished at 
the end of December and the copper ores were sent to Sagaseki and Shisakajima in Japan for the 
refining process. During mid-1943, the mine had its peak production. Three to five thousands 
workers worked at the time and over ten thousand people including workers’ families lived 
inside the mining community. According to the ethno-ratio of workers taken in April 1943, 
Pangasinan accounted for 34 percent, Igorot for 31 percent, Ilocano for 30 percent and Tagalog 
for 4 percent [Omoto, 1982: 126-127]. Until the mine closed in 1944, the actual achievements 
were: dug 387,000 tons of coarse ore, processed 40,000 tons of concentrate, and shipped 29,000 
tons of concentrate to Japan [Mitsui Kozan Kabushikgaisha, 1990: 190].  
 Mitsui could mobilize a large number of workers and re-start the operation because, 
according to Shinpei Omoto who was the account manager at that time, there were two 
influential Igorots who helped the Japanese. They were Anacleto Galo, manager in charge of 
storage and William Ola the leader of the private police. They both worked at Antamok Gold 
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Mine prior to the war and they were met by the Japanese during the process of transferring the 
equipment. Before we discuss their roles in collaboration, I first want to focus on the job class 
difference between lowlander and Igorot under the Mitsui management.   
Master workmen, engineers, drivers and account clerical workers were mostly taken by 
Ilocano people who represent Filipino intellectual class [Hiraoka, 1974: 392]. 
Lowlanders such as Ilocano and Pangasin were slim. With a glimpse we can differentiate 
them from Igorot. Both men and women were wearing colorful clothes and combination 
shoes, using glossy hair dressing, dancing for fun, and natty than Igorot tribes. Contrast 
with physical works done by Igotots, lowlanders occupied technical jobs [Ozaki, 1974: 
374].   
 
 The difference between lowlander and Igorot at mining sites described here was created 
during the American colonial period. The above quotations are from the memoir of Mitsui 
Mining Company mentioned in the introduction. The following episode tells us more about how 
Mitsui’s men experienced the “legacy” left American colonialism. Omoto recalls 1943’s 
Christmas:  
The priest standing in front of the microphone gave his speech with a dignified attitude 
and voice. More than a thousand people were there. Employees were dressed formally 
and listening carefully to the speech without even any coughing. We did not understand 
what the priest was talking about. I wondered what would then happen if the priest did 
some anti-Japanese advocacy at that time. I was also skeptical about whether we 
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(Japanese) can have a strong tie with them who believes in different gods… The 
communication medium between us and them was English and ours was totally poor. In 
addition to this, the refrigerators in our company housing were made in USA and the 
alcohol which we were willing to drink were Scotch or Canadian whiskeys. Looking at 
this situation, how could we attract them to Japan? On the way home alone from the open 
space in front of church, I repeated this question, or rather to say a dilemma, again and 
again [Omoto, 1982: 18].  
 
Omoto’s narrative tells us his dilemma and a kind of inferiority complex that Mitsui’s 
operation could not be maintained without the superior materiality and mentality of the West. 
The priest was CICM Father, Carlos Desmet from Belgium.51 He left some brief comments on 
the Japanese occupation in his activity log compiled after the war. When the Japanese occupied 
Mankayan, they asked Father Desmet to give a mass for mobilizing workers and to restart the 
mine. From his perspective, the Japanese were kind to him at the beginning but later they 
suspected him supporting guerrillas once the mine was back in operation [Dobbles, 1983].  
Soon after the seizure of Baguio, the Japanese military judged American, British and 
Chinese residents as enemy citizens and they interned these people in Camp John Hay [Wilson, 
1965: 88]. The reason that Father Desmet was excluded from this internment seems to be related 
to his Belgian nationality. The country was now under the control of Germany, an ally of Japan. 
                                                            
51 In terms of CICM casualties in the war, five priests were killed, some priests were interned in Los Banos camp 
and many institutions were broken down during the Japanese occupation [Medina, 2004: 107]. 
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However, for Mitsui member who could not handle English or Ilocano well, Father Desmet 
might represent the “Whites” alongside with American priests.52  
It was not only priests who mediated between the Japanese and workers, but also some 
Igorot elites who took the role. Anacleto Galo, mentioned earlier, was born in 1893 from an 
Ilocano father who volunteered for the Spanish army and an Igorot mother from Bontoc. When 
American colonial rule started, many Christian missionaries entered the villages in Cordillera for 
the conversions. Galo went to an elementary school founded by the Episcopalian Church. Raised 
up in the Ilocano and Bontoc languages, he then studied English at school. He also became one 
of the assistants for the first dictionary of the Bontoc language compiled by Walter Clapp, the 
American Reverend Father of the Episcopalian Church [Clapp, 1908]. After graduation, he 
worked in the treasurer’s division of Kiangan in Ifugao sub-province and mastered the Ifugao 
language. In 1915 he went back to Bontoc and became secretary for two Governors’ of Mountain 
Province, John Early and William Dosser [Jenista, 1987: 192, 296; Afable, 2004: 451, 456]. 
Finin defines Galo as one of “mountaineer lowlanders” who had intermediated between the 
Americans and Igorots [Finin, 2004: 62-63].    
Looking at his career before the Japanese occupation, we can understand how Galo had 
embraced “Americanization” assertively. Being an assistant for dictionary compilation was his 
first experience in connecting two different worlds. His later careers as public servant and 
secretary were also kind of “translational” acts, which intermediated between Americans and 
                                                            
52 American priests from Episcopalian Church were interned at first in Camp John Hay, but they were released 
because of the Japanese propaganda that “Japan does not see Christians as enemy” [Halsema, 1988: 169]. 
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Igorots. Galo’s language options enabled him to engage in this activity. He would have been able 
to choose, to some extent freely, the targets of his speech by switching languages.  
During the Japanese occupation, Galo was also a “translator” connecting the Mitsui 
Japanese and Igorot workers. Omoto once tried to recruit workers by himself but completely 
failed. Then he accompanied Galo for recruiting laborers. Omoto used English for the 
promotional speeches and Galo translated them into the various local languages which he had 
acquired in his prewar career. At the promotional gatherings, according to Omoto, he frequently 
emphasized the logic that the current Japan’s war against West is for having a united front of 
oppressed nations [Omoto, 1982: 13-14]. However, Japan’s propaganda corps reports that how 
the logic of the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity of Sphere was useless in the country sides of the 
Philippines [Watari Shudan Hodobu, 1996: 19]. It seems that Galo did not find significance in 
translating the meaning of “the Greater East Asia Co-prosperity of Sphere.” He was rather an 
employment agent for workers who lost jobs due to the war.  
Persuaded by Galo, the Mitsui Japanese was impressed that many Igorot workers now 
were gathered at Mankayan to work for them. They searched for the reason for this success and 
came to the conclusion that Igorot and Japanese share similar cultures. 
I felt that Igorot and Japanese are maybe connected in somewhere… There are 
similarities in many superstitions. In addition, wearing G-string and loincloth is the 




Men were wearing G-string and loincloth, women were wearing beads headdress and 
loincloth in red color with horizontal stripes. Both men and women’s upper bodies were 
naked with barefoot. They were running throughout mountains consisted of full of rocks. 
When Cloud Sea appeared over the mountains, they stood up while lighted up by sun. 
Their figures were so celestial which reminded me the (Japanese) imperial ancestors 
[Ozaki, 1974: 374].        
 
“The sun” and “G-string,” based on visual perceptions, are used for indicating similarities 
between Japanese and Igorot. Compared with Mitsui’s descriptions on lowlanders, the 
particularity of their narrative on the Igorot will become more vividly apparent. Lowlanders, 
speaking fluent English, behaving in sophisticated manners, and strongly influenced by the West, 
reminded the Mitsui members of their inferiority to Western countries. It was particularly evident 
in Omoto’s inner reflection on Christmas above. On the other hand, Igorots, who looked more 
countrified, poor and having a difficulty in English, let the Mitsui members find more similarities 
in terms of inferiority. In spite of their handicap in communication, they felt at ease with Igorot 
and thus narrated their intimacy. 
It is noteworthy that Mitsui’s narrative of friendship with Igorot was based on the 
disjuncture between lowlander and Igorot created by American colonialism. Furthermore, their 
narrative is also derived from a similar logic of the American colonial officers who wanted to 
protect the “pure” Igorot. Both Japanese and Americans categorized Igorot as “harmless” and 
“trusty.” The Mitsui men, had a fear of lowlanders which remind them of Japan’s inferiority. 
These “Americanized” people in the lowlands were also dangerous since many of them joined 
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the USAFFE guerrillas. The American colonial officers, as found in Worcester’s love for Igorot, 
they also had a fear of “Christianized” lowlanders who led the Revolution. Faced with the Other 
who were beyond their control, the Americans thus welcomed the “Americanization” of Igorot 
and the Japanese engaged in a similar “Japanization” of Igorot.  
 Japanese “love” for Igorot was also an exploitive one. They hired these illiterate and 
unskilled workers under the most severe conditions. One of the Mitsui members mentions that 
many casualties of Igorot were caused among the Igorot, although he does not tell us the details 
[Okumura, 1974: 226]. Mitsui even lacked a common language with Igorot. Thus they trusted 
Galo the most. Galo was Igorot but at the same “not” Igorot due to his character, born of an 
Igorot and a lowlander, educated and having worked in management posts.  
Needless to say, Galo’s wartime translation role was a dangerous activity. In fact, 
William Ola, who came along with Galo from Antamok to Mitsui’s Mankayan, was killed by 
anti-Japanese guerrillas at the later stage of the war. He was the chief of the private police of 
Mitsui. For the Mitsui members, they could feel at ease as long as Ola was in charge of the police 
because his brother in law was the well-known Igorot guerrilla leader, Bado Dangwa [Sashikata, 
1974: 400]. As we shall see in the following section, Dangwa never attacked Mitsui’s Mankayan 
seriously due to his policy. 
 
An Igorot Guerrilla: Bado Dangwa 
When the war started, it was Colonel John Horan, an American officer stationed in the 
Camp John Hay in Baguio, who organized guerrilla units against the Japanese. On January 16, 
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1942, he met with the executives from Suyoc and Lepanto Mines for mobilizing mining workers 
for his unit. He gave each a position in accordance with his job class in the mines: management 
supervisors were turned into majors, university-graduate engineers into lieutenants, chief of 
workers into first lieutenants, while Igorot workers became embedded in the chiefs’ platoons 
[Chaput, 1987: 56]. As with Mitsui’s Mankayan, the structure of the guerrilla forces was based 
on prewar job class. In each sector, Igorot workers were located at bottom which reminds us of 
the ethnic and social class division brought by American colonialism.  
After Colonel Horan’s surrender, USAFFE officers organized the USAFIP-NL (United 
States Army Forces in the Philippines, Northern Luzon) and continued the resistance against 
Japan. In his memoir Colonel Russell Volckman, later to become the Commander of USAFIP-
NL, mentions the name of Igorot guerrilla leader, Bado Dangwa, who was the most influential 
among the Igorot soldiers. He became the first target for the Japanese military forces [Volckman, 
1954: 146].  
About Dangwa’s guerrilla activity, Bonifacio Marines, who worked as secretary for 
Dangwa’s office after the war and currently lives in California, recently compiled Dangwa’s 
history of fighting against Japan. Based on Dangwa’s personal documents and various veterans’ 
testimonies, the book tells of USAFIP-NL’s fights from the perspective of the Igorot. The 
compiler, Marines, is not a professional historian and therefore no references, bibliography or 
textual critique are included. Nonetheless it contains important accounts for knowing not only 
Igorot guerrilla activity but also their collaborations.      
  Bado Dangwa was born in 1906 in Kapangan neighboring Baguio. He mastered driving 
skills in La Trinidad Agricultural high school established in 1916. The school’s principal got into 
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line with Worcester’s concept and the students were only consisted of Igorots. The school 
wanted to provide some comfortable learning environments for Igorot students that they would 
not be bothered by, nor compete with, or feel an inferiority complex toward students from the 
lowlands [BB, June 16, 1933]. It exempted school fees, provided accommodations and taught 
practical skills. Many Igorot graduates became politicians, educators and bureaucrats. Graduated 
in 1928, Dangwa became the first Igorot business man who ran the bus company named Dangwa 
Tranco. The company brought public transports to the Cordillera Mountains. During the 
Japanese occupation, his school and company networks enabled Dangwa to organize his guerrilla 
force. The unit consisted of many employees of Dangwa Tranco and the graduates from La 
Trinidad Agricultural high school [Marines, 2010: 29-30, 42-51, 136-139].  
When the war broke out, Dangwa immediately provided all his vehicles to USAFFE. In 
late 1942, he decided to join his guerrilla force to USAFIP-NL. He became a lieutenant and led 
the 66th Infantry together with Dennis Molintas, who was also a graduate of La Trinidad 
Agricultural high school. Molintas also served as the president of the school in the prewar period. 
In December of the same year, Dangwa sent a secret letter to Molintas and he wrote;    
The Japanese are now hot after me. Some dirty enticements are being used. Messrs. 
Leccio Cagas, Alejo Bagni, Santiago Totanes and William Ola were sent out with plenty 
of gifts to locate and convince me to surrender. The Japs are trying to use the influence of 
Ramon Mitra, our assemblyman and Atty. Carlos Alvear, the Danwa Tranco prewar 
attorney in making the Japanese offer to pay me P50,000,00 pesos for the Dangwa 




Bagni was Dangwa’s classmate, Cagas and Totanes were the foundation members for 
Dangwa Tranco and Mitra and Alvear came from Manila. According to Marines, Totanes and 
Cagas collaborated with the Japanese in public but at the back of the Japanese they supported 
guerrilla activities. Cagas was charged as a guerrilla supporter and executed by the Japanese 
army. Dangwa’s letter indicates that Ola had some contacts with Dangwa. The Mitsui Mining 
used the storages of Dangwa Tranco in La Trinidad. The Japanese military officers wrote letters 
to Dangwa that if he surrendered, they would promise to pay rental fees and hire employees with 
the same conditions as prewar job positions [Marines, 2010: 64, 151-162, 240-242].  
Many more episodes in Marines’ book reveal that Igorot showed their cooperation with 
Japan by day and supported guerrillas by night. Marines insists that Dangwa never killed 
“citizens” who worked for the Mitsui Mining due to economic reasons. Marines finds the 
significance in Dangwa’s unit in terms of bringing some kind of order during the harsh war 
[Marines, 2010: 177-178, 321].  
Marines’ book is dedicated to the united front between the American and Igorot. What is 
unique in his narrative is that he uses a binary: collaborator was lowlander and guerrilla was 
Igorot. Standing from his Igorot perspective, Marines views the collaborators:  
They easily forgot that not too long ago they earned their degrees from schools of 
learning established by the Americans before the invasion of the country by the Japanese 
forces. Now, these collaborators are using the English grammar that they learned from 




Marines then appoints some names of “lowlanders” as the Japanese collaborators.53 
However, it was not only lowlanders who took important posts during the Japanese occupation. 
 
An Igorot Collaborator: Hilary Pit-a-pit Clapp  
In 1942, Hilary Pit-a-pit Clapp was appointed as the first Igorot governor of Mountain 
Province. Taking advantage of the position, he freely went around for pacification purpose, but 
at the back of the Japanese, he supported guerrillas. Although many Igorot guerrillas knew that 
he was not a collaborator, Clapp was killed by one of them in April 1944. Dangwa was worried 
about Clapp’s position and sent him letters inviting him to join his guerrilla unit. But Clapp 
declined the offers [Fry, 1983: 203]. Luis Pawid, who remained as the deputy governor of Ifugao 
district by Clapp’s persuasion during the war, expressed his condolence as follows: 
The death of Dr. H. P. Clapp is too great a loss for most of us… Like Booker T. 
Washington54 of the Negroes, Dr. Hilary Pitapit Clapp had been honestly leading his 
people not only…as (a) doctor of medicine, but (he) had also been instrumental in the 
rapid progress of educational work among his people [Fry, 1983: 212]. 
                                                            
53 Found in above Dangwa’s letter, Ramon Mitra is one of them. Born in Batangas at the turn of the twentieth 
century, he graduated from law school in Manila and then worked in the Bureaus of Prisons as a public officer. He 
served in the penal colonies in Palawan and Zamboanga in Mindanao. When the gold boom occurred in the 1930’s, 
he resigned the job and moved to Baguio and established a bar association. Having a tall build with mestizo face, he 
became a Nationalista party’s candidate of Mountain Province in the 1938 congressional election and won a seat. 
During the Japanese occupation, he was appointed by the Japanese as the city mayor of Baguio and led “the 
neighborhood association” which promoted mutual surveillance among residents [Finin, 2005: 137]. 
54 Booker Washington (1856-1915) exerted himself in the adult education for black slaves “liberated” after the Civil 
War. The job training school in Tuskegee in Alabama, where he served for the president, was to help the Black 
workers who were employed under severe conditions in mining and construction sites. Contrasting with William Du 
Bois (1868-1963) who assertively protested against the White society, Washington managed the school with 




We here find that “Americanization” of Igorot societies did not only create the network 
of anti-Japanese guerrilla as found in Dangwa’s unit, but also provided Igorot motivation for 
collaborating with Japan. In spite of his collaborator’s role, he was remembered as a hero among 
his fellow Igorots [Chungalao, 1953].  
Born in Bontoc in 1897, Pit-a-pit was tutored by Rev. Walter Clapp and given Hilary for 
his first name and Clapp for family name. Coming from the same town, Pit-a-pit and Galo 
together helped with Rev. Clapp’s dictionary work as assistants. Speaking multiple languages 
and having literacy, both worked for American colonial officials as translators and housekeepers. 
They were the first generation of Igorot who accepted the impacts of American colonialism and 
assertively collaborated with the Americans [Afable, 2004: 450, 452].  
Having won a scholarship from the Episcopalian Church, Clapp went to a high school in 
Canada and was awarded excellent grades in French and Greek. After his return to the 
Philippines, he studied medicine in the University of the Philippines and became the first Igorot 
doctor. He ran a clinic in his hometown in Bontoc. In the 1930’s when young Igorots started to 
protest against discriminations from lowlanders, Clapp awakened his political commitments. He 
sent several letters to Joseph Hayden, in charge of the vice governor of Philippine Island at that 
time. He asked Hayden’s recommendation for Clapp to be the next governor of Mountain 
Province after the American governor, William Dosser, resigned. For Clapp, becoming the 
governor of Mountain Province was his desire from the American colonial period. Nonetheless 
the successor of Dosser was a lowlander, Rodolfo Baltazar [Fry, 1983: 194].     
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Dean Worcester paid much effort to the development of the non-Christian tribes. As we 
mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, Worcester juxtaposes two pictures from Hilary 
Clapp in the inside cover of his autobiography [Worcester, 1921]. Entitled Past and Present, 
Worcester’s self-pride in American colonialism might be condensed in these two pictures. 
According to the study by Sullivan, there was no room for doubt in Worcester’s affection for 
Igorot people. He even found nobility in these “wild” tribes who were more submissive than the 
lowlanders or Muslims [Sullivan, 1991: 162-163]. In other words, Worcester believed that 
“wild” tribes in the Spanish colonial period evolved into “sophisticated” modern people through 
the benevolence of American colonialism.   
Although Clapp exemplified an ideal of American colonialism, why did he decide to 
become a Japanese collaborator? The “success” of American colonialism cannot explain Clapp’s 
thought and destiny in that he became the governor of Mountain Province and was killed during 
the Japanese occupation. His motivation for the position was already found in the American 
colonial period by his experience of unfairness and discriminations from Americans as well as 
lowlanders. It is true that American colonialism brought modernization and some benefits to 
Igorot society. But it did not fundamentally change it; or rather, it stabilized the subordinate 
position of the Igorot. Clapp might daringly collaborate with Japanese military rule in search for 
the possibility of Igorot liberation.   
Unfortunately for Clapp and other like him, Japanese military rule preserved the basis of 
American rule and Japan’s “liberation” could not remove the gaps and oppressions from the 
prewar period. The Igorot was still positioned at bottom both in the mining site operated by 
Mitsui Mining and in the guerrilla unit directed by American officers. The violence of Japan’s 
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military rule further put pressure on the Igorot situation. Avoiding killing fellow Igorots in 
frontal battles, Dangwa’s guerrillas did not attack the “citizens” working under Mitsui. 
In this sense, it is true that the battle line for Igorot was also not in the axis between 
collaboration and resistance. But McCoy’s oligarchical politics does not provide a sufficient 
explanation, at least in the case of Cordillera. Dangwa did not attack Mitsui seriously but it was 
not because his relative, Ola, was there. Or Clapp collaborated with Japan but it was not because 
he was a cacique. Either through collaboration or resistance, both Igorot groups pursued 
liberation from the oppressions that they had experienced. They understood each side and thus 
the boundary between collaboration and resistance became unclear. 
     
Summary 
 By focusing on the Igorot collaboration with Japan, this chapter has re-examined 
McCoy’s framework. Relying on the “cacique” thesis, McCoy points out that the Japanese 
occupation in the Philippines did not bring fundamental changes in its political structure. In other 
words, compared with the other countries in Southeast Asia, the impact of the Japanese 
occupation was less or limited in Philippine politics. McCoy mentions that progressive ideas and 
policies practiced by American colonialism were disabled or distorted by “feudalistic elites.”  
He continues that in the respect of huge damages and costs, the Japanese occupation had 
a strong impact, but it did not turn out to producing the class struggles in Iloilo Province as 
occurred in Central Luzon. McCoy then assumes that in most parts of the Philippines, there were 
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no class struggles taking place in the postwar period and this fact may prove that local elites kept 
their strong influences in their factional politics.  
It is true that in Cordillera there were no outstanding class struggles and radical 
movements at least until the 1970’s when the Marcos dictatorship started overdevelopment. But 
why did Igorot elites, supposed to be a successful product of American colonialism, collaborate 
with Japan? Or why did Igorot guerrilla units, based on the networks created during the 
American colonial period, not attack Mitsui’s Mankayan severely? McCoy’s approach may 
exclude from examination the impacts of social reorganizations in Cordillera brought by 
American colonialism. In other words he does not question US colonialism while tracing every 
problem to the Filipino oligarchical elite, which itself stemmed from the time of “bad” Spanish 
rule. This mode of thinking, not questioning oneself while studying the research object, is 
nothing else than the product of Orientalism.   
The diversity of indigenous language and culture was put in a lump category Igorot 
during the American colonial period. By clarifying the subject, Igorot became the receiver for the 
“benefit” from Americans. However as we discussed, the amount of benefits was greatly 
depended on whether they accept “Americanization” or not. At mining cites Igorots were 
employed as bottom end of the wage laborer class. Their job position remained as the same 
condition or even worsened during the Japanese occupation because of Mitsui’s adherence to US 
colonial mining. Based on this colonial identification, Japanese friendship discourse on Igorot 
was formed.  
In this sense, we can find continuity a between the American colonial and Japanese 
occupation periods in terms of configuring the images of Igorot people. Of course the continuity 
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that we have argued in this chapter is not about the oligarchical politics of Igorot elites. Rather, 
continuity is found in the Igorot elites’ efforts towards their liberation from US colonialism and 
Igorot miners’ poor living conditions, which drove them to collaborate with as well as resist the 
Japanese.        





Comparing US Modernization Discourses on Japan and the Philippines (1945-
1960’s)   
 
 The first extensive Japanese and American scholars’ conference, which Akira Iriye later 
expressed as the epoch-making, was held in Hakone in July 1960 [Iriye, 1983: 67]. Selected 
papers were published in 1965 as a volume, Changing Japanese Attitudes toward Modernization, 
edited by Marius Jansen. Articles were contributed by twelve American scholars including 
Robert Bellah, Albert Craig and John Hall and two Japanese scholars, Masao Maruyama and 
Shuichi Kato, both having worked on the history of Japanese thought. The conference was a 
special project of the Association for Asian Studies and funded by the Ford Foundation. As 
Stefan Conrad says, it was an academic instrument in the service of an anticommunist East Asian 
policy [Conrad, 2010: 189-190].  
 The title of the book explicitly shows how both American and Japanese scholars were 
interested in assessing the trajectory of Japan’s development over the decades since 1945, when 
WWII ended. In other words, they wanted to examine what had changed in Japan since the 
“Dark Age” of the wartime period, and the dominant criterion they used in plotting this change 
was, “modernization.” The leading article written by John Hall points to a common American 
view of Japan found in the discourse of US occupational forces.  
 For those who observed Japan during and following the first and second world 
wars the main criteria for judging Japan’s advance as a world power were the twin 
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concepts of democracy and liberalism. Japan’s failure to develop a stable party 
government and the drift toward militarism and alliance with the Axis were looked at as 
aberration, as signs of a malady which had infected a potentially safe member of the 
democratic community… The Allied Occupation was in fact a massive attempt to put 
Japan on the right track as a modernizing country. As many SCAP publications so 
naively pointed out, Japan was to be rid of a disease, made safe for democracy, and 
inculcated with the value of the “free world.” These assumptions still dominate our 
thinking on Japan today [Hall, 1965: 9-10].  
 
What Hall speaks about here is the earlier but still dominant American perception on 
Japan; the country once had disease but been cured by America’s righteous commitments re-
installing her democracy and liberalism. The twenty years had past since the end of WWII and 
Hall was aware by that time that tern, modernization, is hardly defined which rethinks the earlier 
American perception. For example, Hall continues to say; “It must not be forgotten that 
modernization proved quite compatible with the phenomenon of Nazi Germany and that the 
militaristic period in modern Japanese history probably advanced the industrial modernization of 
Japan [Hall, 1965: 29]” In fact, the term provoked many opinions during the conference and as 
Hall reminds, they did not reach any new consensus.    
In Hall’s description on the old but still dominant American image on Japan, interestingly 
students of Philippine history may immediately notice here a resemblance with the discourse on 
the Philippines by American politicians and scholars during the Filipino American war at the 
turn of the century. Many of recent studies prove how America’s brutal invasion to the 
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Philippines was justified by the US “exceptionalism” discourse which gave a tutelage for 
Filipinos, who were not prepared for democracy and self-rule [Kaplan; Pease, eds. 1993; Rafael, 
2002; Shaw; Francia, eds. 2002; Go; Foster, eds., 2003; Kramer, 2006; Ileto, 2011].  
Unlike the case of the Philippines and with the exception of Okinawa, the US forces did 
not use ground attacks with their inevitable civilian victims when they invaded Japan. However, 
massive air raids hit major cities of Japan and two atomic bombs in Nagasaki and Hiroshima 
resulted in a great number of deaths. Fourteen articles in Jansen’s edition, including Maruyama’s 
and Kato’s, did not mention this US brutality. What this exclusion, surrounding modernization 
discourse, suggest us? In fact, there were Japanese Marxist historians-- Shigeki Toyama, Sho 
Ishimoda, Kiyoshi Inoue, Bokuro Eguchi and Senroku Uehara-- who read papers at the Hakone 
conference. But their papers were not included in Jansen’s edition.  
There are several parallels in America’s liberations of the Philippines in 1898 and Japan 
in 1945. Kiichi Fujiwara and Yoshiko Nagano’s new edition, titled The Philippines and Japan in 
America’s Shadow, compares the postwar paths of the Philippines and Japan at variant angles.  
However, each article does not face the question, why did it take so long, around 70 years, to 
envision this kind of comparative study? Were there any unspoken rules in the formation of 
Philippine Studies and Japanese Studies in the postwar era that prevented such a comparison 
from arising?  
In answering these questions, this chapter focuses on a discursive space of the earlier 
period of Area Studies, from 1945 to the 1960’s, which produced modernization theory. As 
found in Hall’s words above, modernization theory is largely referred by American scholars to 
explain historical development in Asian countries. The theory locates non-Western countries’ 
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political and economic development along the path of traversed by Western developed countries. 
In trying to explain the origins of this influential Western-centered paradigm, some scholars for 
Southeast Asian history have pointed out that modernization theory was an ideology created by 
the US Cold War culture in order to counter the appeal of communism [Adas, 1989; Latham, 
2001; Berger, 2003]. From the Japanese Studies side, there are also works which point out the 
problem of modernization theory in a similar way [Hardacre ed., 1998]. However, their critical 
analyses are confined within their own areas and therefore comparisons are not made between 
Japan and Southeast Asian countries.   
First this chapter will highlight the postwar Japanese Enlightenment thought, which was 
based on the translation of Western concepts. Particularly focus is given to the Japanese term for 
modernity, “kindai,” which is useful for knowing the Japanese intellectual delineation between 
prewar and postwar thought. The chapter then proceeds to discuss the “positionality” of scholars 
in the United States in conducting Area Studies for Japan and Southeast Asia. It compares the 
process through which Japanese Studies and Southeast Asian Studies were created in US 
mainland universities and the University of Hawaii during the early stage of Area Studies 
development. The chapter lastly questions the different treatment of “patron-client ties” by 
American scholars seeking to explain the modernizations of Japan and the Philippines. This 
practice of American scholarship may have discouraged the study of several historical parallels 






“Kindai”: Reification of a Western Concept 
Reading again John Hall’s quotation above, we can identify two fundamental concepts—
democracy and liberalism—that have been used by American scholars in assessing Japan’s past 
and present. These concepts are in fact the two driving forces behind the attainment of US 
independence in 1776.  
However, there are no indigenous concepts such as “modern,” “free,” “individual,” or 
“society” in Japanese languages before the Meiji period. These concepts were first translated by 
inventing new words and adding new meanings in old words in the Japanese language during the 
late Edo and Meiji Restoration eras. Akira Yanabu demonstrates the intellectual processes 
behind Japanese word-formations such as kindai (modernity), jiyu (free), or kojin (individual) 
and also processes of popularization through which the meanings of these new words figured in 
different social contexts. What is noteworthy in Yanabu’s analysis is that the meanings of these 
foreign words would vary greatly in the Japanese people’s assessment under different historical 
situations.  
For example, Yanabu says that the word kindai (modernity) enjoyed extraordinary 
influence three times in the modern history of Japan: The late Meiji period (around 1910), the 
WWII period, and the period right after WWII. The first and third surges in the use of the word 
kindai were positively valued by Japanese people because of their desire to catch up with the 
West: first by becoming a member of the club of developed countries after winning the war 
against Russia (1905) and second in becoming the objects of US occupation and tutelage (1945-
1952). In the second boom of kindai in WWII, the meaning was rather negatively valued by the 
Japanese wartime spirit of beating up the West. For example in 1942, the conference titles 
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“kindai no chokoku” (overcoming modernity) was held among Japanese Roman novelists and 
Kyoto philosophers. For them, modernity meant westernization which promotes capitalism, 
colonialism and Protestantism. These concepts were now impasse and the participants agreed 
with overcoming the limitations by Japanese traditions [Isomae, 2010: 31]   
Yanabu insists that foreign concepts translated into the Japanese language are 
fundamentally impoverished in terms of their meanings but due to this lack, people can 
appropriate these Western concepts without deep understanding. When the booms occurred, 
these reified concepts could easily be used to control the minds of Japanese people [Yanabu, 
1982: 62-64]. 
The third boom or surge, which originated during the GHQ occupation, was accelerated 
by American scholarship after the US withdrawal from Japan in 1951. One can easily find books 
published during the period by American scholars which deal with the modernization of Japan. 
Among the prominent authors were Reischauer(1953), Bellah(1957; 1965), Beardsley, Hall, 
Ward(1959), Rostow(1960), Craig(1961), Hall(1963), Jansen ed.(1965). The periods of Edo and 
Meiji are preferred in their historical works for examining whether pre-modern Japan already 
possessed the factors for successful development. In economic and geographical works, 
provincial villages are chosen for examining Japan’s agriculture and future industrialization. In 
religion, Confucius was particularly focused on.     
Ushered in by this American trend in scholarship, there were some responses from 
Japanese scholars. The Modernization of Japan, written in English, is edited by Seiichi Tōbata 
and published in 1966 by the Institute of Asian Economic Affairs. As we discussed in Chapter 2, 
Tōbata stayed in the Philippines during WWII for the study of the agricultural economy and left 
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behind some reports. In his preface in the postwar edition, Tōbata expresses the need for 
modernization studies as follows: 
This problem (modernization) itself has been of pressing importance for academic circles, 
and particularly since the Second World War it has been taken up with the support, 
expectations, of society at large. In the process of seeking out the future image of the 
nation, the concrete content of “modernity,” the social conditions necessary for securing 
it, and, further, the necessity of establishing a strategy for attaining the ultimate goal of 
“modernization,” have been some of the reasons for the problem of modernization being 
put on the agenda anew. In addition to this general trend of research in Japan, our 
Institute has had special opportunities for deepening its studies especially through 
comparative studies of the modernization process both in countries abroad—particularly 
in developing countries—and in Japan [Tōbata, 1966: v] (quotation marks put in the 
original).    
 
As the first director of the Institute of Asian Economic Affairs, known as the hub for 
Area Studies in Japan that was established in 1958, Tōbata shows a sharp interest in comparing 
modernization processes among developing countries in Asia and Japan. However, twelve 
articles compiled in the edition mainly compare the processes of modernization between Japan 
and Western developed countries such as England, France, Germany and United States, all of 
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them having had a history of empire.55 What does this Japanese comparison with the West while 
excluding Asia imply to us? Let us take a closer look at the Tōbata’s edited book. 
The leading article is contributed by Tadao Yanaihara, professor of economics since the 
1920’s at the University of Tokyo. The original article was written in the Japanese language and 
published in 1951 when he became the president of the university (serving until 1957). While 
highlighting Japan’s history since the Meiji Restoration, Yanaihara regards the problem of 
modernization in Japan as follows:  
In short, it is westernization of Japanese society and culture. But the Japanese people 
have too long and solid a past to let their country become only an imitation of western 
countries… If it may be assumed that this essence of modern western civilization is 
democracy, then it can be said that the basis of modernization of Japan is democratization 
[Yanaihara, 1966: 5].   
 
Here Yanaihara identifies modernization with westernization and democracy. His belief 
in democracy suggests us that if Japan had absorbed the true essence of Western civilization, it 
would never have entered into the wars against Western countries in WWII.  
The second article is contributed by Hisao Otsuka, Yanaihara’s successor in the 
Department of Economics at the University of Tokyo who became the most influential 
intellectual alongside Masao Maruyama for the so-called “Enlightenment of Postwar Japan,” the 
                                                            
55 The article by Tachi and Okazaki refers to Southeast Asian countries but they were used for contrasting with 
Japan’s successful modernization.    
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school based on German philosophers.  With his strong background in the works of Max Weber, 
Otsuka replaced the word “modernization” with “industrialization,” defying modernization as the 
transition from feudalism to capitalism. As with the other articles in Tōbata’s volume, Otsuka 
discusses Japan’s past and present by comparing it with the cases of Western developed 
countries [Otsuka, 1966: 51-53].  
As found here in the writings of Yanaihara and Otsuka, the modernization of Japan could 
only be explained by aligning it with other Western concepts such as westernization, democracy 
or industrialization. Their comparative models, furthermore, are Western, developed countries. It 
seems that Japanese intellectuals had difficulties in finding indigenous concepts relevant to the 
meaning of modernization.56  
Yanaihara had taught Colonial Policies (shokumin seisaku) at the University of Tokyo 
from the 1920’s on. Although the course sounds government-oriented, Yanaihara was not a 
professor who merely supported Japan’s colonial policies and practices. Strongly influenced by 
the works of Adam Smith, he left many critical reports on Japan’s imperialism, which he argued 
would not bring economic development to the colonies as well as Japan. In 1937, when the Lu 
Gou Bridge Incident occurred which turned into all-out war between China and Japan, Yanaihara 
criticized this as Japan’s doing. Due to this protest, he was forced to resign from the university. It 
was Tōbata who then succeeded him in teaching the course on Colonial Policies [Yonetani, 
2004: 34-37]. 
                                                            
56 Viewing Japans modernization through the perspectives of Japanese masses (minshu) was best exemplified in 
Yoshio Yasumaru’s work published in 1974, Nihon no Kindaika to Minshu Shiso.  
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Yanaihara’s approach in Colonial Policies was, according to his memoirs, to examine 
colonies, supposed to be at the edge of the world, as the central problem of imperialism. He went 
around Japan’s colonies, Taiwan, Micronesia (Nanyo Shotou), Karafuto, Korea and Manchuria, 
where he experienced the daily lives of people in order to get a perspective from within and he 
tried to observe them from the outside by using social science [Yanaihara, 1997: 38-43].  
In December 1945, Yanaihara returned to the University of Tokyo and renamed the 
course on Colonial Policies to “International Economy” (kokusai keizai). This shift implies to us 
that Japan’s colonies were forgotten and replaced by international relations with the West. In the 
postwar article quoted above, Yanaihara does not reflect upon his prewar colonial studies. He 
devotes most of the pages to Japan’s modern history as consisting of interactions with the West. 
He mentions Manchukuo briefly, but not from his “within” perspective. He regards it as the 
product of fascism, militarism, bureaucracy and monopolistic capitalism [Yanaihara, 1966: 26]. 
In spite of the strict censorship practiced by Japan’s militarized government in the 1930’s, 
Yanaihara could shape his “liberal” thought on Colonial Policies by listening to the voices from 
colonies and their desires for autonomy and independence. Why could not he reflect his wartime 
career by his “within” perspective, instead labeling the history such as fascism or militarism?     
While recalling the above mentioned critique by Yanabu of Western concepts translated 
into the Japanese language, Yanaihara’s terminology here is essentially impoverished since he 
could only use the conventional postwar labels for Japan, such as fascism and militarism, which 
contrasted with the conventional labels for the West, democracy and liberalism. If one reflects 
upon Japan’s empire, however, one will find that colonialism and democracy, for example, are 
not necessarily contradicted notions. Japan was just the late comer alongside with the United 
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States in terms of its imperial history. This was already the time when the self-determination of 
people, the acceptance of nationalism in the colonies, was commonly recognized especially after 
WWI as an international rule among Western empires.  
As Louise Young demonstrates, Japanese radical intellectuals during the 1930’s, harassed 
and driven from the jobs at home, went to Manchukuo with the aim of practicing their social 
dreams of modernization and revolution. The idea was probably best encapsulated in its multi-
ethnic state slogan, “gozoku kyowa,” which means the harmony of five races: Japanese, Korean, 
Han, Manchurian and Mongolian [Young, 1999: 241-242; 276]. Because this democratic idea 
appeared in a colony, Peter Duus terms the relation between Japan and Manchukuo as “Empire 
without Colony,” put in the title of his article [Duus, 1992]. These studies show how the 
relationship between democracy and colonialism are intricately woven in Manchukuo. 57  
From 1945 to the 1960’s when modernization theory was dominant, the study of such 
ambiguity in Japan’s empire was not encouraged. As found in the articles by Yanaihara and 
Otsuka, the word, modernization, represented a mighty Western power which should not be 
infringed upon by Japan’s wrong history. This restriction resulted in understanding 
modernization by translating other Western concepts, such as democracy, industrialization or 
liberalism, into the Japanese language.  
Looking at the two articles by Japanese scholars in Jansen’s edition, one will notice that 
Masao Maruyama and Shuichi Kato skipped the period from 1941 to 1945, comprising the war 
against the United States, in their analyses. Although both left many essays regarding Japan’s 
                                                            
57 While introducing and translating the works by Duus for Japanese readers, Kiichi Fujiwara applies the term to 
postwar US hegemony [Fujiwara, 1992: 105-106].  
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wartime “Dark Age” in their Japanese articles and books, they could not speak about Japan’s 
modernization in front of American scholars within the context of war at this particular time. 
Probably because of their feeling embarrassed that Japan committed wrong-doing in WWII, 
Maruyama and Kato could only explain the characteristics of Japan’s modernization while not 
talking about this Dark Age [Kato, 1965: 441-445; Maruyama, 1965: 528-531]. On the other 
hand, as found in John Hall’s leading article, American authors in the volume have no hesitations 
in talking about the wartime period 
A series of Maruyama’s war-related essays was translated into English in 1969. In his 
introduction to the English edition, Maruyama talks his motivation as: 
I seek to expose the pudenda, the parts of shame of Japanese society, which the events of 
the thirties and forties were bringing ever more clearly into view but which had been 
inseparable feature of the Japanese body politic throughout the period of Japan’s 
“remarkable advance” from a feudal society to a ranking industrial power [Maruyama, 
1969: xiii].     
 
As like Hall, Maruyama now locates Japan’s shameful past within the context of its 
modern history. He then seeks internal factors which drove the Japanese body politic into 
disastrous war by saying: 
For me the world since the Renaissance and the Reformation is a story of the revolt of 
man against nature, of the revolt of the poor against the privilege, of the revolt of the 
“undeveloped” against “West,” now one emerging, now the other, each evoking the other 
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and forming in the modern world a composition of harmony and dissonance of the 
grandest scale [Maruyama, 1969: xvi]    
 
It is clear that Maruyama locates wartime Japan in the context of developmental 
perspective as found in the term the revolt of the “undeveloped” against “West.”58 He also 
reminds that this kind of revolts, particularly implying the Vietnam War at that time, is still 
forming in the “modern” world. The delineation was made between wartime Japan and postwar 
Japan by using the concept of modernization. However, as we will discuss in the following 
section, it is an ironical fact that the delineation preserved intact the prewar Japanese hierarchical 
epistemology on Asia. 
 
Questioning “Positionality” in Conducting Area Studies 
Postwar Japanese scholarship on Asia commenced with a disregard for Japanese wartime 
studies on the region. This tendency seems to be best exemplified in the case of Southeast Asian 
Studies, a field that was formally created in the United States right after WWII. For Japanese 
scholars, Southeast Asian Studies has been under the strong influences of Western scholarship, 
in contrast with the Japanese studies of Korea, Taiwan or Manchuria, which Japan once 
colonized. Postwar Southeast Asian Studies in Japan began by eagerly catching up with new 
theories cultivated by US Area Studies scholars. 
                                                            
58 For example, Maruyama categorizes him as “I am happy to consider myself a follower of the eighteen-century 
Enlightenment who still holds to its “obsolete” idea of human progress [Maruyama, 1969: xvi].   
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Toshio Kawabe is a Thai historian of Thailand who founded Thai Studies at the Tokyo 
University of Foreign Studies right after WWII. He left an essay about Area Studies in 1951 
published in the first issue of postwar periodical of the university, Tokyo Gaikokugo Daigaku 
Ronshu. In the prewar era, the university had a long history of collaborating with Japan’s 
colonial policies and practices. Chinese language professors were spies sent to China after the 
Japan-Russo War. For the goal of surrounding China strategically, the university in 1911 set up 
the courses for Thai, Malay, Mongolian and Tamil languages. In 1944 during WWII, Tagalog 
and Burmese language courses were set after both counties had obtained independences under 
the Greater East Asian Co-Prosperity Sphere. Kawabe did ethnic surveys in Thailand under the 
direction of the Ministry of Greater East Asia (Daitoa-sho) during WWII [Kitahara; Akagi, 1996: 
1].  
Probably due to his desire not to repeat the wrong use of studies that contributed toward 
war operations, Kawabe in his 1951 article describes the new trend of US Area Studies by citing 
the view of American scholars:  
Professor Edwin Reischauer points out that Area Studies is a postwar innovation of 
scholarship and education in universities with his emphasis on its being a new academic 
idea but not in terms of its utility for war. Robert Hall also stresses that WWII was not 
the mother of Area Studies. Rather the war disrupted as well as distorted the healthy 
development of such studies. In short the purpose of the wartime area program was to 
train and educate people for practicing special missions required in each area. This 
program is totally different from normal education and studies in universities [Kawabe, 




Kawabe stresses that both Reischauer and Hall regard Area Studies as a genuine 
academic field, which does not, or should not have, implications for war. This statement about 
the field was persuasive for Kawabe who might have reflected upon his own career in WWII. 
However, seen from the “margin” in the United States, war and Area Studies were not simply 
disconnected.   
The University of Hawaii has had a long history of Asian Studies since 1920’s due to 
Hawaii’s large Asian population and its geographical importance in the commerce between the 
US mainland and Asia. According to Allen Riedy, librarian at the university, in 1935 Gregg 
Sinclair established and became the first director of the Oriental Institute, whose mission was to 
focus on the study of China, India and Japan. During the war years, the Oriental Institute 
disappeared because of lack of financial support. After the war, in 1948, Sinclair, now the 
president of the university, wanted to reinvigorate Asian Studies, but it languished due to the fear 
engendered by McCarthyism in the first half of the 1950’s. Furthermore, the quest for statehood 
and the desire of the large population of Asian descent to prove its American-ness dampened the 
revitalization of Asian Studies, particularly the study of the Japanese language, which, though 
very popular prior to the war, suffered from a loss of teachers during the war and was not 
encouraged until the latter half of the 1950’s [Riedy, 2010: 104-106]. 
In contrast to the case of the University of Hawaii, in universities in the US mainland 
there was a boom in Japanese Studies from the late 1940’s to the early 1950’s. Harvard 
University, the University of Chicago and Columbia University continuously had Japanese 
Studies programs since prewar times. Serge Elisséeff, the PhD supervisor of Edwin Reischauer, 
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remained in charge as director of the Harvard-Yenching Institute from 1930 onwards, 
relinquishing the position only in 1955 to Reischauer. Furthermore other mainland universities, 
such as Stanford University, UCLA, Washington University and the University of Michigan set 
up new Japanese courses right after WWII. At the University of Michigan, Robert Hall was the 
first director of Japanese Studies when this was established in 1947. The university also hosted 
the Army Intensive Japanese Language School Japanese during WWII. Grant Goodman, later 
became a historian of Japan and the Philippines, took Japanese language lessons there and was 
dispatched to Japan as a translator in 1946-47.59  
Even though there were many war implications in the postwar Area Studies practiced in 
US mainland universities, we saw how Edwin Reischauer and Robert Hall could confidently 
declare that purely academic interests lay behind this new-born Area Studies. How could 
mainstream US scholars such as them state that Area Studies is a product based on genuine 
academic interests? We have noted before that Area Studies at the University of Hawaii in 
contrast was seen as dangerous and disorganized. What does this different treatment imply us? 
Japan’s wartime “Area Studies” stations in Tokyo, Manchuria and Taiwan experienced 
similar disorganization when they came under GHQ direction in 1945; this topic will be further 
discussed in the next chapter. The question for now is why the experience of Japan’s research 
institutions and that of Hawaii, which was lost in the wake of Japan’s defeat in the war, was not 
included as a path of Area Studies in the United States? To answer this question, it is useful to 
                                                            
59 Based on this wartime infrastructure, Peter Gosling, one of the initial members of Japanese Studies Program at the 
University of Michigan, said that right after WWII time was most favorable for American scholars to start Japanese 
studies. In spited of these war implications, Gosling and Goodman also insist on the importance of academic 
disciplines in my personal interviews held February 2012. They regard Area Studies as its sub-products or the 
integral approach based on each discipline. 
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revisit the career of an American scholar who mingled together studies on Japan and Southeast 
Asia in the process of establishing US Area Studies on Asia.  
John Embree did his first long-term field work as an American scholar in Japan in the late 
1930’s. He also taught at the University of Hawaii from 1937 to 1941. In 1939 his ethnographic 
study based on his fieldwork, Suye Mura: A Japanese Village, was published from the University 
of Chicago where he obtained his Ph.D. In 1944 he published Japanese Peasant Songs through 
the American Folklore Society. These books by Embree greatly helped Ruth Benedict to finish 
her famous work, The Chrysanthemum and the Sword, published in 1946, which provided the 
cultural guidelines for the US occupation in Japan. 60  
In 1950 John Embree was appointed as the director of Southeast Asia Studies at the Yale 
University, the first Area Studies program for the region set up in the United States. Interestingly 
enough, Japanese wartime accounts on Southeast Asia were aggressively researched by him and 
his colleagues at Yale. The research on Japanese accounts was also carried out by other scholars 
in the early stage of Southeast Asian Studies in the United States. As we reviewed in the 
introduction of this thesis, several annotated bibliographies of these works, including some 
translations, were eventually published [Morley, 1950; Uyehara, 1954; Irikura, 1956; Young, 
1959; Echols, 1963; Benda, Irikura, Kishi, 1965; Nakamura, 1970].61  
Embree and James Irikura, librarian who collected Japanese wartime accounts, both 
stayed in Hawaii before WWII, and then moved to New Haven in the East Coast of the U.S., the 
                                                            
60 In 1943-45, he was the head of the Japanese Area Studies section of the Civil Affairs Training School for the Far 
East, which the War Department set up at the University of Chicago for the training of military government officers 
for Japan and the Occupied Areas [Yui 1989: 135]. 
61 Embree also edited a basic bibliographic guidance on Southeast Asia [Embree, 1959].  
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most distant place one could be from the Pacific islands, to conduct their research on Japan and 
Southeast Asia. In other words, Area Studies was able to become a pure academic field, as 
Reischauer and Hall insisted, under conditions that can be characterized as having a sparser 
Asian population, strong McCarthyism, and obviously not in Asia or anywhere near it.   
Embree left behind a short, controversial, essay on Thai society, which consisted of a 
comparison between Thailand and Japan. It gives an overview of the former as loosely structured 
society and the latter as a closely structured [Embree, 1969: 3-15]. In 1943 during WWII, Ruth 
Benedict left an account on Thailand, Thai Culture and Behavior. When the account was 
republished in 1952 from Cornell University Press, Lauriston Sharp, the director of Southeast 
Asia Program, contributed his preface. He says “the readers will here find the author 
systematically using available sources to reach useful conclusions regarding a culture in which 
she had no first-hand experience. Essentially the same method was used later on a more intensive 
scale in her longer study of patterns of Japanese culture, The Chrysanthemum and the Sword, 
which has been of value of experts on Japan” [Benedict, 1952].   
Comparative study between Thailand and Japan was done during the wartime period 
probably because of their common characteristic as the only sovereignties in Asia which avoided 
Western colonization. This type of comparison was implicitly inherited by postwar US Area 
Studies on Japan and the Philippines, but this time US “colonization” is a common characteristic 
between both countries. The framework for this comparative study was developmental discourse, 
which proceeded in opposite directions, representing Japan on one hand as a sole modernized 
example in Asia, while on the other hand regarding the Philippines as backward. This point shall 
be made clearer in the following sections.  
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The “Same” Origin of Japanese and Philippine Studies in the United States 
Patron-client theory seems to be always present when US scholarship deals with 
modernization in Asian countries. This approach is largely rooted in the works of Western 
classical sociology, from Max Weber to Vilfredo Pareto, Emile Durkheim and Talcott Parsons 
who did work on the process of modernization while focusing on irrational factors such as 
religious beliefs, non-contractual reliance or family ties.  
These Western sociologists have greatly influenced postwar Japan’s Enlightenment 
thought led by Masao Maruyama and Hisao Otsuka, whose works we briefly mentioned above. 
Although they delineated the emergence of postwar Japan from the wartime Dark Age, their 
main focus of criticism is the feudal relationship in Japanese society that they viewed as 
continuing in spite of democracy and modernization installed after WWII [Maruyama, 1969; 
Otsuka, 1982]. Their main concern is the immaturity of the Japanese people who could easily 
change their principal loyalties from militarized (or totalitarian) state to a democratic state 
without deep self-reflection.  
Maruyama and Otsuka’s negative evaluation on the feudal relationship in Japan is almost 
antithetical to the relatively positive assessment of the same phenomenon by American scholars. 
The latter find factors for Japan’s economic development in its traditional ties and beliefs while 
looking back from the Edo period on [Reischauer, 1953; Bellah, 1957; Craig, 1961]. In other 
words, the works of scholars in the US tend to explain success through the developmental 
trajectory of Japan’s history, while Japanese scholars’ works are careful in making an immediate 
judgment as to whether postwar Japan is on the right track, approved by Western democracy. 
When it comes to the Philippines, to the contrast with the case of Japan, the feudal relationship is 
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severely criticized by American scholars. How can we explain this major divergence within 
postwar Area Studies in the U.S.? 
The works by Carl Lande, David Steinberg and Alfred McCoy are known for explaining 
the failure of development in Philippine history [Lande, 1965; Steinberg, 1967; McCoy, 1980]. 
Its feudal relations are usually regarded as a stumbling block for modernization. Is this difference 
in American scholars’ judgment on Japanese and Filipino human relationships only related to the 
different economic outcomes that came to prevail in those two countries that emerged from ashes 
of war? Interestingly enough, a significant number of American scholars who specialized on the 
Philippines were trained under similar theoretical as well as professor-student environment as 
those who specialized on Japanese studies in the United States.  
Lande and Steinberg obtained their Ph.D. degrees from the Harvard University: the 
former in 1958 from the political science department and the latter in 1964 from the history 
department [Echols, 1968: 132; 134]. This was the time when the Weber-Parsons school was 
very influential in Harvard and so their dissertations were about Filipino social behavior in its 
political economy. Steinberg was a student of Albert Craig, who co-edited several books on 
Japan with Edwin Reischauer and Robert Bellah. McCoy was a Ph.D. graduate from the Yale 
Southeast Asian Studies program, which Embree, as reviewed above, founded.  
These American Filipinists also shared the experience that they once tried to be 
Japanologists. Carl Lande attended the same Japanese language course at the University of 
Michigan one year after Goodman did [Goodman, 2001: 29-30]. Unlike Goodman, Lande was 
not able to acquire Japanese language proficiency and instead became a political scientist on the 
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Philippines.62 The difficulties of Japanese language also affected the shift of Steinberg’s and 
McCoy’s interests to the Philippines where they thought that they would not have problems with 
the language.63  
Was these American scholars’ shift from the study of Japan to the Philippines only 
related to the problem of language? Was it merely a technical problem? Although I cannot 
discuss every American scholar’s background due to my limited knowledge, it may be helpful to 
answer this question by examining the process of how David Steinberg’s controversial work, 
Philippine Collaboration in WWII, was created.    
Steinberg’s collection, located in the library of the University of Michigan, includes his 
voluminous notes in the making of his book. It is obvious that Steinberg did elite-based research 
by using questionnaires written in the English language. The bibliographic material about the 
culture and history of the Philippines that he consulted were English accounts. Although he has 
an almost complete collection of Shin Seiki/Bagong Araw (New Era/Dawn) written in both 
English and Tagalog and published from 1943-44 for disseminating Japanese culture to the 
Philippines, he did not use them entirely. What he referred to in terms of Japanese accounts were 
only military documents. Almost all of his materials consisted of English accounts and 
interviews with elites. What Steinberg practiced in making his book was putting himself in the 
position of patron and those Filipino elites who assisted him as clients, while disregarding 
                                                            
62 Both Lande and Goodman taught at the University of Kansas while the former taught Philippine politics while the 
latter taught Japan’s modern history. 




Tagalog and Japanese sources. This method was practiced again later by Alfred McCoy’s 
doctoral dissertation on Filipino collaboration in Iloilo province. 
While excluding historical accounts written in the Japanese and Tagalog languages, 
Steinberg’s and perhaps also McCoy’s main concern was to assess the nature and state of 
Filipino political allegiance to the United States, which was challenged by the Japanese invasion. 
In mentioning the guerrilla activities in Iloilo province led by Tomas Confesor, Steinberg insists 
upon three fundamental value judgments of Filipino guerrillas: the dream of independence, the 
belief in the ideological worth of democracy over totalitarianism, and a sense of “utang na loób” 
(debt of gratiude) to the United States. To contrast with the guerrillas, Steinberg regards Filipino 
collaborators with Japan, mostly coming from the oligarchy that survived from prewar times, as 
having “walang hiya” (no shame) to America as well as their own country [Steinberg, 1967: 174].   
Although he does not cite this in his bibliography, Steinberg’s use of utang na loób theory 
is obviously inspired by his mentor at Harvard, Albert Craig, who studied the historical role of 
Choshu province, today’s Hiroshima and Yamaguchi prefectures, in Japan’s modernization. 
Craig analyzed the social structure of Choshu province to uncover the reasons why this 
peripheral province was able to lead the Meiji Restoration. In his concluding remarks, he states 
that: 
This study of Choshu’s history in the pre-Restoration period suggests that the Restoration 
stemmed more from the strength of the values and institutions of the old society than 
from their weakness. It suggests that the power of Meiji state to respond successfully to 
the challenge of the West was to a considerable extent based just on the “feudal” 




Craig’s note here on “feudal elements” expresses his interest in knowing the background 
of the Meiji oligarchs who mainly consisted of Choshu elites. In other words, he finds that the 
fundamental values of Japanese elites were kept strongly intact even though the national polity 
was changed from the Tokugawa Shogunate to the Meiji Emperor.  
In terms of Japanese traditional values, Craig strongly relies on the works of Ruth 
Benedict and Robert Bellah which discuss cultural and religious relationships in Japan’s society. 
They identified the feudal values such as “haji” (the feeling of embarrassment) and “on” (depth 
of gratitude) that were crucial for understanding the society of Japan [Benedict, 1946; Bellah, 
1957]. These Japanese terms have their exact counterparts in the terminology used for the study 
of the Philippines. Especially Bellah, who was a student of Talcott Parsons at Harvard, tends to 
regard the Japanese spirit as similar to that of Protestantism by referring to Max Weber. He 
discusses the Japanese ethos of stoicism, industriousness or honesty, found before the Meiji 
period, in confirming Japan’s successful modernization from the Meiji in spite of having suffered 
in WWII.  
The persistence of feudal values in spite of the Western impact has been also pointed out 
with respect to the Philippines by Steinberg and other American scholars. But this has been done 
in a negative manner. Unlike in Japan’s case, different elements within Western developed 
societies are particularly focused on explaining the Philippines’ “failure” in modernization. 
Catholicism is usually criticized as a factor that interfered with modernization. This legacy of 
Spanish colonialism is joined together with the stigmatized term, “cacique,” which refers to a 
figure originally belonged to the bourgeois class from the period. As found in pioneering 
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American works on the Philippines, “cacique” is described as one who protects his own 
properties and never pays attention to the wider interests of Filipino nation building [Phelan, 
1959: 126-127]. Based on this image of the Filipino elite, David Sturtevant described Filipino 
peasants’ movements as passive actions which blindly follow caciques [Sturtevant, 1976: 41, 57].  
It is also true that Bellah and other American scholars have pointed out the blinded 
character of Japanese people who tend to follow the big man without self-reflection. In Edo, the 
samurai’s loyalty was given to Daimyo (or Shogun) what he called “Tokugawa Religion.” The 
loyalty, chu, was inherited by the Emperor after Meiji Restoration when the class of Samurai 
became the main actor for industrialization. This Japanese feudal loyalty resulted in the people 
supporting the militarized state that appeared on the eve of WWII [Bellah, 1985 (1953): 196]. 
The patron-client thesis is thus the unintentional barometer for American scholars who 
wish to scale the distance between Japan and the Philippines along the axis of Western 
developed countries where individualism, liberty and democracy are ideally guaranteed. In other 
words, Japan and the Philippines are permanently feudal societies based on Western criteria and 
there is only a slight difference between the two countries: to be relatively superior and relatively 
inferior to the other.  
As we have discussed, English hegemony is obviously found in their terminology for 
explaining patron-client relationship in both countries. Indigenous concepts are appropriated for 
reifying images of the “others” in the Orient. Thus the discourse on patron-client relationship has 
been formed to meet the demands of American scholarship for images of Japan and the 
Philippines in the postwar era: feudal relationships are, for the former, the dynamo and for the 
latter, the obstacle in economic development.  
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If the society does not respond according to the directions given by US tutelage, the 
society would be diagnosed as ill-defined and usually the labels such as feudalism, militarism or 
totalitarian would be employed. This may explain why the patron client thesis has provoked 
several controversies in the field of Philippine Studies while it has not done so in terms of 
Japanese Studies. The trajectory of postwar Japan was favorable for American scholars, as 
represented by John Hall’s statement quoted at the beginning of this chapter. But it was 
unfavorable in the case of the Philippines due to the unresolved issues of Filipino political 
collaboration with Japan, the threat of communism raised by Huk rebellions or an 
underdeveloped economy plagued by political corruption. These conditions are diagnosed as 
symptoms of the unchanging character of Philippine society and the term, “caciquism” or 
domination by caciquese, has been periodically applied by American scholars seeking a 
bogeyman to which every problem can be attributed. However, based on our argument in this 
chapter, we might conclude that one unchangeable character has in fact been the US attitude 
toward its Pacific neighbors.  
 
Summary 
This chapter was aimed at revealing the same character of the developmental discourse 
on studying Japan and the Philippines. As we noted at the beginning of the chapter, even though 
there are several historical parallels between the two countries, comparative studies have been 
rarely done for long time. Our inquiry has proceeded from this point. 
In the first section, we discussed the impact of modernization theory on Japanese 
intellectual leaders who explored the field of the so-called postwar Enlightenment. The theory 
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encouraged them to compare Japan with Western developed countries, however, it resulted in 
un-locating Japan from Asian countries. In this sense, modernization theory had two effects in 
the formation of Area Studies in both the United States and Japan: It located Japan within the 
trajectory of Western developed countries and disconnected the present from Japan’s wartime 
commitment to Asian countries which were represented by the ideas of Asia for Asiatics and 
“kindai no chokoku.”  
In the second section, we paid attention to the “positionality” of scholars in conducting 
US Area Studies. In spite of mainstream American scholars insisting Area Studies as a purely 
academic field, this new field of study was regarded as a dangerous in the case of University of 
Hawaii right after WWII, due to its location and the nature of Hawaii’s population. Furthermore, 
under the strong influence of modernization theory, the new field of managed to remove its war 
implications. By learning about modernization theory, Japanese scholars on Southeast Asia, as 
we found in Kawabe’s case, could hide their “war scars” in Asia.  
Although modernization theory differentiates Japan and the Philippines in terms of 
economic development, the logic of the theory is derived from the same elements. As discussed 
in the third section, due to similar backgrounds regarding professor-student ties as well as 
theoretical inspirations, Japanese and Philippine Studies in the Unites States have used the same 
terminology to understand each society. Among them are the terms to describe the feelings of 
embarrassment and debt of gratitude: “haji” and “on” for Japan and “hiya” and “utang na loób” 
for the Philippines. The feudal elements are the objects of special scrutiny in explaining 
modernization in both countries. Japan’s present, marked by success in the economy, was 
favorable while that of the Philippines, with its unsuccessful economy, was unfavorable for 
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American scholars and so they regarded the former feudal relationship as good while the latter 
one as bad.  
In spite of its Western-centered perspective, modernization theory has been persuasive 
for Japanese historians seeking an “objective” history of Southeast Asia. The next chapter will 
shed light on the academic career of Tatsuro Yamamoto, one of the founders of Southeast Asian 





Dilemmas of a Japanese Historian: Tatsuro Yamamoto and the Ghost of the 
Greater East Asian War 
                        
Tatsuro Yamamoto (1910-2001), known as a pioneering scholar for Southeast Asian 
studies in Japan, once in the mid-1970’s made a speech in front of young university students. His 
speech was entitled “Orient and Japan” and was about unclear Japanese perspectives for Asian 
countries and people while he recalled the past when Japan was once an imperial nation. “In the 
pre-WWII period,” he said,  
We had one [a national agenda] of increasing wealth and military power… So that Japan 
could be the country which rules the world. People were mobilized for accomplishing it. 
For better or worse, it was a true fact. But when we think about the situation nowadays, 
our national agenda is unclear. . . I would like to suggest that Japan’s agenda now is to 
bring true happiness for Asian people . . . We are a member of Asia and must get along 
well with other Asians. However when we look back at our history, we find that we 
committed imperial exploitation, and invaded and oppressed many countries in Asia 
[Yamamoto, 1975: 32-33].  
      
Yamamoto’s lecture here represents a dilemma in postwar Japanese attitudes towards 
Asian peoples and countries. According to Yamamoto, this dilemma stemmed from a great 
difference between attitudes before (and during) and after WWII. Before the war, says 
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Yamamoto, Japan had a clear vision for Asia and also nationals of Japan thought and acted 
according to this national policy. 64 But this resulted in atrocities for Asian people. In recognition 
of these problematic issues before and during WWII, Japan decided not to repeat these past 
policies and attitudes. As a result of this, however, as Yamamoto says, Japanese people lost the 
guidelines--whether they agreed or disagreed with them--which inspired their thinking and 
actions toward Asia. 
Yoshimi Takeuchi (1910-1977), a scholar of Chinese literature, once said that Japanese 
people acknowledged the existence of Asian people and showed their interest in their history at 
the maximum level, and that more writings than ever about the region were produced because of 
the Greater East Asian War against West. However, those Japanese writings have been forgotten 
by Japanese scholars due to their uncertain or value-laden character. Takeuchi insists that it is not 
correct to dismiss those accounts and never talk about the Dark Age while demonizing the 
militant and totalitarian state led by the Prime Minister Hideki Tojo, for example [Takeuchi, 
1975: 223]. 
Taking Takeuchi’s note here into consideration, this chapter will try to get into a deeper 
understanding about Japanese dilemmas towards Asia, as indicated above, through Tatsuro 
Yamamoto’s academic path of Southeast Asian Studies. Being a lecturer at the University of 
Tokyo in the 1930’s, Yamamoto witnessed the Japanese imperial invasions and occupations in 
Asian countries. In spite of or probably due to this experience, he did not publish essays or books, 
nor did he leave behind interviews regarding this topic as a main issue. Although he rarely talked 
                                                            
64 Taiwanese and Korean people held Japanese nationality until the end of WWII. It seems to me, however, that this 
fact was completely excluded by Yamamoto in the above quotation when he speaks about the Japanese nationals.  
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about this period in published accounts, as we will discuss hereafter, his wartime experience 
greatly modified his later academic career and also greatly influenced younger scholars who did 
not experience the war.  
 
Tatsuro Yamamoto: Upbringing and Works 
Tatsuro was born in Tokyo in 1910. In 1933, he earned his B. A. (Literature) from the 
Faculty of Letters (Oriental Studies) at the University of Tokyo. Oriental Studies at the 
university was established in 1911 due to the need to go beyond Chinese and Indian studies after 
the Sino-Japan War (1984-5) and the Russo-Japan War (1904-05). As we discussed in chapter 4, 
a similar motivation and background can be found for the need to establish Southeast Asian and 
Japanese Studies at the universities in the United States after WWII.  
In 1936, Yamamoto traveled around French Indochina, British Malaya, Thailand, and 
Southern China, and studied at the l’École française d’Extrême-Orient under George Coedes. In 
1942, as an assistant professor at the University of Tokyo, he became one of the editors of the 
book titled Greater East Asian History (Daitoashi) which was ordered by the imperial 
government in order to prove the existence of an advanced Japanese civilization and its 
leadership role in Asia during this wartime period.  
The government first asked scholars to prove that the origin of Asian civilization was 
Japan, from where it spread out into the Asian regions. But scholars refused to write this 
untruthful history. The project was thus modified to describe the flow of Asian civilization, 
which originally came from China and India but which accomplished its highest form when it 
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arrived and was developed in Japan. This project was nothing more than an attempt to bring 
legitimacy to Japan’s self-imposed obligation to civilize other Asian countries. Meanwhile, the 
planed volume was to be translated into each language in Asian countries when the original was 
completed. But it was never completed and neither would any of it be translated due to Japan’s 
quick defeat in the war [Tonami, 1987: 506-507]. This ideological historical project, 
exaggerating Japanese history beyond what it really was, profoundly influenced Yamamoto’s 
moral attitude and as well as his scholarship in the postwar period.  
In 1950, Yamamoto published Annanshi Kenkyu (The Study on Annam History), based 
on his Ph.D. dissertation [Yamamoto, 1950]. In 1957, Yamamoto and his colleagues organized 
the Nanposhi Koza (Course on Southern Quarter history) at the University of Tokyo. This was 
intended to mark the rebirth of Southeast Asian studies in Japan. As we shall see later, the course 
was intended to be very different from what existed in the prewar period. During 1962 to 1963, 
Yamamoto visited Yale and Cornell universities as visiting professor and there met Oliver 
Wolters, George Kahin and Harry Benda, who were the prominent scholars in Southeast Asian 
studies in the United States at that time.  
Besides meeting these people, Yamamoto witnessed the civil rights movement, which led 
him to translate a book written by a Black American activist after coming back to Japan in 
1965.65 It was also the time of the Vietnam War and in his afterword for the translation, 
Yamamoto links these two revolutionary movements—the Civil Rights movement and the 
                                                            
65 James Boggs, American Revolution, trans. by Yamamoto, Tokyo: Godo Shuppan, 1965, pp. 245-246. The original 
version is James Boggs, American Revolution: Pages from Negro Workers Notebook, New York: Monthly Review 
Press, 1963.  
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Vietnam War—as phases in the evolutionary process of world history. Later we will see how this 
notion has become a crucial feature of Japanese histories of Southeast Asian countries.  
In 1966, Yamamoto organized the Tonan Ajia-shi Gakkai (Japan Society for Southeast 
Asian Studies) and became its first chairman. Until now, this is the biggest association for 
Southeast Asian studies in Japan. In 1969, Yamamoto edited two books: one is Tonan Ajia no 
Syukyou to Seiji (Religion and Politics in Southeast Asia) and the other is Tonan Ajia ni okeru 
Kenryoku Kozo no Shiteki Kosatsu  (History of the Structure of Power in Southeast Asia). 
Compared with other historical works done by previous scholars before and during the WWII 
period, these two books are so distinctively different in two points. Firstly, in Yamamoto’s 
editions there is no chapter discussing “modern” Southeast Asian history such as the themes of 
WWII or the aftermath of the war. In prewar or wartime Japanese publications, there is much 
more emphasis on the current history at that time. Secondly, there is no chapter that discusses 
Philippine history in Yamamoto’s editions in 1969. This absence is rather similar to the first 
edition of D. G. E. Hall’s Southeast Asian History, which omitted the history of the Philippine 
islands [Hall, 1955].  
In contrast, as we discussed in previous chapters, before and during the wartime period 
there were large numbers of Japanese publications particularly devoted to Philippine history. The 
Philippine islands were next to Taiwan during that time and there was an ambitious territorial 
need for studying this archipelago.  
In wartime Japan, the contemporary history of the Philippines and this country’s relations 
with Japan were important topics. In the official reports on Southeast Asian history sponsored by 
the Japanese Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Yoshinao Shirasaka, a geopolitical scientist, wrote an 
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independent chapter on the history of the Philippines from ancient to the present [Shirasaka, 
1940]. Interestingly enough, this Philippine chapter stands together with other chapters 
discussing the histories of the Malay islands and Indochina. Because of Japanese imperial needs, 
the history of the Philippine islands was regarded as equally important to the histories of the 
Southeast Asian countries which had had (but lost) their own kingdoms and dynasties. Philippine 
history, however, became less significant for Japanese scholars in the postwar era because of 
their inclination towards the U.S.-born Southeast Asian studies.   
Returning to Yamamoto’s personal details, he won the prize of Cultural Contributor in 
1986. In recognition of his academic achievement as well as on his decisive role in the final 
selection of the current era title (as explained below), in 1998 he was awarded the Order of 
Culture, a  prestigious Japanese national award presented by the Emperor since 1937. On the eve 
of the Showa Emperor Hirohito’s death in 1989, as mentioned in the Introduction, he played an 
important role in the final designation of the current Japanese Era Title, “Heisei,” meaning if the 
state maintains its domestic stability, prosperity on both the internal and external fronts will then 
ensue. As we have discussed in previous chapters, the binaries between internal or external peace, 
and within or without Asia, are features of Japan’s episteme since the Meiji Restoration.  
 
(Re)Birth of Southeast Asian Studies in Japan 
As we pointed out earlier, studying the history of Southeast Asia before and during the 
War was inevitably integrated with the Japanese national/imperial foreign policy which included 
territorial expansions. There were a lot of social and natural scientists working on nanpo not only 
in Tokyo, but while stationed in Manchuria, Seoul and Taipei especially from the late 1930’s. 
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When Japan lost the War, the institutions of these studies were disorganized by the GHQ 
administration (1945-52) led by Douglas McArthur. Japanese scholars stationed in its colonies 
were forced to return to Japan. “The Kokoku-shikan” (Emperor-Centered Historical Perspective) 
was criticized by GHQ and Japanese radical intellectuals, and strict censorship was practiced 
during 1945-1949 for the purpose of “Americanizing” Japan [Yoshimi, 2003: 433-450].  
One outcome of the “Americanization” of Japanese scholars is their pursuit of 
“objectivism” in historical writings. As Stefan Tanaka points out, the objectivism of Marxist 
historians during the American Occupation was less critical about linearity, and their framework 
was similar to modernist historiography in describing the development of the nation (minzoku) 
[Tanaka, 2002: 88-89]. By using this developmental perspective, historians could criticize the 
history having been practiced and taught during the wartime years as an ideological mystification, 
which led to authoritarianism and brought a large number of deaths among Asian peoples. Such 
criticisms and reflections became the starting point for historians who separated the past and the 
present of Japan with the promise to never commit again to having such an ideological task in a 
war. Although Yamamoto was not a Marxist historian, his view on periodization, as discussed in 
the following section, is greatly influenced by this objectivity.  
       Scholars who specialized in the nanpo area in the wartime stopped their work or changed 
their topics because of their “guilty” feelings. Some of them became the targets of GHQ purges 
during its occupation period and lost their jobs. However, some of them became collaborative 
researchers for GHQ [Sakano, 2005: 473-486]. There were only a few scholars left who 
maintained a continuous interest in the Southeast Asia region and Yamamoto was a member of 
this fundamental scholarship group.  
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On the occasion of the thirtieth anniversary of the Tonan Ajiashi Gakkai (JSSEAS) in 
1996, Yamamoto gave a keynote speech, which is noteworthy for his interpretation of two 
different historians’ works---those of the Englishman D. G. E. Hall and the Vietnamese Lê 
Thành Khôi [Yamamoto, 1997]. In his speech, Yamamoto noted that in Hall’s A History of South 
East Asia (1955), he author emphasized the Western presence in the region while using 
European categories to periodize Southeast Asian History. Yamamoto furthermore noted that in 
Hall’s book the colonial period was regarded as the key era for understanding Southeast Asia’s 
history.  
Yamamoto then noted that, in contrast to Hall’s book, Lê Thành Khôi’s Histoire de l’Asie 
du Sud-Est (1959) does not utilize the word colonialism to determine the periodization in the 
book. Instead, the title of the colonial era is replaced by the titles such as “resistance against 
imperialism”, “a wake of national consciousness” or “the fall of traditional orders.”  
However, as Sartono Kartodirdjo once reflected upon in his dissertation on Indonesian 
social history, a self-criticism that “the writing (of his dissertation) was done from an Indonesia-
centric point of view, but as regards the source materials it is still Neerlandocentric,” holds true 
for Lê’s history [Sartono, 1996: 35]. In terms of the sources which organize the periodization of 
history, it is impossible to be totally free from Western accounts, which Lê also applies to his 
writings.  
This problem is important for Yamamoto as a historian, but not as a “Japanese” historian 
because he persists in establishing the “objective” periodization of Southeast Asian History. 66 
                                                            
66 Yamamoto even critically mentions about the implicit periodization found in Nicholas Tarling ed., the Cambridge 
History of Southeast Asia (2 volumes), Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992. 
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Yamamoto explained the reason for the gap between Hall and Lê and pointed out that it is caused 
by the same reason: both Hall and Lê, under conditions caused by the lack of historical evidence 
(and the resulting historical uncertainties), wrote strong value-laden history.  
It seems to me that Yamamoto was critical about value-laden history because of his 
traumatic experience of having once been committed to the Japanese imperial historical project 
during the war, and the writing of Japan-centric history. Owning to this burden of the past, he 
chose to commit himself to objective history versus value-laden history, and thus he could not 
agree with either historian.  
To Yamamoto, Hall represented the position of the West, or England and while on the 
other hand, Lê’s point of view came from Southeast Asia, or more specifically Vietnam. 
Avoiding an ethno-centric view of history as suggested in the works of Hall and Lê, Yamamoto 
seemed to rely more on a positivist approach, which would lead to only one result, whoever 
experiments with it. According to Yumio Sakurai, one of Yamamoto’s former students who later 
became a prominent scholar and third chairperson for JSSEAS, recalls that Yamamoto was 
apolitical at all times in terms of engaging Southeast Asian history even before and during WWII 
period [Sakurai, 2009: 8].  
However it would be too hasty to conclude that Yamamoto was merely an objective and 
thus scientific historian. Another anecdote by Sakurai reveals that Yamamoto was also skeptical 
of history as pure science. Sakurai consulted Yamamoto about his new historical project based 
on fieldwork and asked whether the research would be a scientific one. Yamamoto responded in 
the following manner: 
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I would like to focus on the relationship between human beings and the environment, and 
also how morality would matter in the encounter between people from different cultures 
and societies. Your new work based on field work will be relevant in terms of these two 
themes. . . You are a little bit inclined to pure science. It is desirable if we can install the 
approaches of science as much as possible; however, I would like to emphasize that 
history itself cannot be science [Sakurai, 2001: 121-122] (emphasis added).   
 
How, then, can we think through this apparent double-standard in Yamamoto’s stance 
towards history? On one hand he is speaking about objective history and on the other, about the 
impossibility of scientific history. This kind of dilemma became commonly recognized among 
historians after the crisis of grand theory, Marxism, and also the rise of so called post-colonial 
theories. But it was not yet fully recognized when Western scholarship dominated Southeast 
Asian studies and showed a disdain for nationalist history done by native scholars. Having 
witnessed Hall’s disdain for a Burmese historian Maung Htin Aung or Oliver Wolters’ disdain 
for a Filipino historian Teodoro Agoncillo in the late 1960’s, Reynaldo Ileto points out that the 
concept of autonomous history raised by John Smail was Western scholars’ weapon to silence 
the nationalist contestations from Asian scholars under the name of objective history [Smail, 
1961; Ileto, 2002: 6-8].  
It is now already obvious that Western scholarship was not based on pure science or 
objectivity. For example, Noam Chomsky describes the implications of US “objective” 




When we strip away the terminology if the behavioral sciences we see revealed, in such 
work as this, the mentality of the colonial civil servant, persuaded of the benevolence of 
the mother country and the correctness of its vision of the world order, and convinced 
that he understands the true interests of the backward peoples whose welfare he is to 
administer. In fact, much scholarly work on South-east Asian affairs reflects precisely 
this mentality [Chomsky, 1969: 37].  
 
This was written when the US bombing in North Vietnam intensified and Chomsky was 
critical about Samuel Huntington, chairman of the department of government at Harvard, and his 
followers who wanted to provide backing in an “objective fashion” for the US policies in 
Vietnam. While quoting this note by Chomsky, Edward Said then points out that scholars 
studying the Orient from the imperial powers, particularly Britain, France and America, can 
never ignore their actuality: they come up against the Orient as European and American first, and 
as an individual second [Said, 1994: 11].  
Objective history is thus just an illusion invented by a Western-centric viewpoint. But as 
Syed Hussein Alatas insists, the problem of academic imperialism still exists strongly in the 
representations of the non-Western world [Alatas, 1998]. The initial contestations against 
Western colonial scholarship raised by Maung Htin Aung, Teodoro Agoncillo and Alatas have 
been transformed over the decades but they have been succeeded by the next generation. Michael 
Aung-Thwin and Reynaldo Ileto have been critical of certain kinds of Western scholarship that 
have cooperated with US hegemonic policies clothed in liberal ideas of democracy, 
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modernization and emancipation from the Dark Age in order to justify the imposition of military 
and economic domination of countries in Southeast Asia [Aung-Thwin, 2001; Ileto, 2001a]. 
To return to our discussion of Yamamoto’s dilemma, the scenario of difference, if not 
conflict, between Western and Asian scholarship, such as found in Hall versus Lê or Wolters 
versus Agoncillo, is not so obvious when it comes to Japanese scholarship itself. Yamamoto’s 
historical approach is somehow a product of compromise between scientific and non-scientific 
approaches. It was perhaps taboo for him to advocate a Japanese perspective for criticizing both 
Western and Asian scholarships, for this would inevitably recall the Japanese-centric viewpoint 
during the dark imperial era. This Japanese tendency, of strictly restricting oneself from taking a 
nationalist viewpoint while studying Asian history is carried on their translation of Filipino 
historiography, which we are going to discuss in the next chapter.  
Again looking at Yamamoto’s letter, the word morality (dotoku) that he uses is important 
in his determination never to commit the same mistake again. And we might argue that the word 
“peace” found in his final determination of a term for the current era title, is a criterion for 
separating the Dark Age of imperialism from the current age of democracy. But it seems to me 
that these peaceful concepts have been hiding the fundamental dilemma that has appeared since 
the Meiji period in Japan, of whether the country should cooperate with other Asians or catch up 
with Westerners. For surfacing this problem, last section of this chapter focuses on Yamamoto’s 
fundamental dilemma between modernity and morality in describing the Greater East Asian and 





Modernity and Morality: “Americanization” in Japanese Scholarship  
As discussed in the previous chapter, the concept, modernity, had been widely used in 
postwar American scholarship to describe Japan’s history. By quoting Masao Maruyama’s 
critique that “Japan has not yet succeeded in fully achieving it (modernity),” Victor Koschman 
notes that the incomplete project of modernity became the focal point of postwar Japanese 
progressive intellectuals who committed themselves to the project as a positive ideal [Koschman, 
1989: 125-126]. Naoki Sakai takes further steps to explain the postwar character of Japan’s 
modernity. Since the war was justified by Japan’s ideological mystifications, postwar Japan 
pursued the rationalization of itself. This rationalization, according to Sakai, was intended to 
make Japan similar to America since the nation was universally recognized as hegemonic in the 
postwar world. He then says “in this respect, modernization theorists expressed the vision, most 
successfully implanted in the mass consciousness of postwar Japan, that modernization was 
implicitly equated to Americanization” [Sakai, 1989: 98]. In other word, postwar Japanese 
intellectuals have always referred to America as the good model in reconstructing Japan’s history.  
This kind of reconstruction, or more accurately stated “Americanization,” in writing 
history also occurred explicitly in Japanese scholarship on Southeast Asian history. As we 
discussed, Yamamoto’s two editions were similar to the works by American scholarship in many 
ways. However, it is also true that there is uniqueness found in his narrative on morality. In his 
brief note on Vietnamese religion and culture in one of his editions Tonan Ajia no Shukyou to 




The current movements of Buddhists have been playing an important role for politics and 
society which have strong influences in Southern Vietnam. For understanding this 
situation, we have to know the historical fact that Buddhism has been their national bond 
and spread beyond villages…It is the people’s front (Vietcong) which organizes the 
masses and has fought against the US invasion. Although the original dogma of 
Buddhism contradicts that of Vietcong, the movement of Buddhist monks and Vietcong 
share the same dimension and represent a form of nationalism…It is not yet clear how 
this political Buddhist movement would contribute to future nation-state and self-help 
development… We cannot equally assess the morality of the people who resist 
against and that of people who build the nation-state. Since the building of the new 
nation will pursue its modernization, the tradition of Buddhism must be renovated 
in spite of its mass-base roots [Yamamoto, 1968: 77-80 (emphasis added)].  
 
Here we will face again a kind of ambiguous attitude of Yamamoto upon seeing a 
conflict between West and East. On one hand, he acknowledges the positive consequences of 
combative Buddhist monks in Vietnam against the US intrusion which also strengthens the 
national bond beyond villages. On the other hand, however, he is skeptical of whether the 
Buddhist resistant movements, based on moral grounds, will contribute towards future nation-
building. He suggests that the morality of the Vietnamese people is still at the stage of the pre-




To my understanding, Yamamoto’s ambiguity here should not be merely attributed to an 
Orientalistic view which sees the East—in this case, Vietnam—as a backwater and by contrast 
the West (probably including post-WWII Japan) as developed. What makes him separate 
Vietnamese resistance and their nation-building? I cannot help but place Yamamoto’s logic here, 
including his concern about morality, in the context of his experience stemming from the age of 
Japanese imperialism.  
Taking the Greater East Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere into consideration, its logic of 
resistance against the West was designed for emancipating Asian countries and peoples, which 
have experienced similar colonial exploitations. Its logic of building a new order in this region 
(co-prosperity sphere) was thus advocated according to this demand. Hence, Yamamoto was 
critically suspicious about the two different vectors of morality; for resistance and for nation 
building. Yamamoto finds it hard to stand simply on the side of the Buddhist monks since he 
finds them pre-modern. For him, a similar experience was found when Japan, after gaining 
control of Asian people and expelling the colonial forces, failed to be better rulers than their 
colonial predecessors because they had not yet reached to modernity as they once believed.   
On a similar note, now we can understand more clearly Yamamoto’s position against 
Hall and Lê. On one hand, he sympathized with Lê in terms of his resistance against Western-
centered historiography, just as Japan once protested against similar acts of unfairness in the past. 
On the other hand, however, he critically reviewed the prospect of whether Lê’s revolt paradigm 
could be the basis of Vietnamese national historiography. Yamamoto alludes to something that 
was neglected in Lê’s framework, which needed improvement in order to be an alternative to 
Hall’s work. Perhaps he thinks that what is missing in Lê’s work is modernity, whose logic will 
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control and develop people’s ethics and minds. Yamamoto indirectly accuses Lê’s work of being 
“pre-modern”, which means it is sufficient for understanding revolts but not enough for nation-
building, because he thinks that Japan was also an immature country whose nation-building and 
as well as its Asiatic order led people in wrong directions. As found in the discourse of 
Maruyama and other postwar Enlightenment intellectuals, history of postwar Japan has started 
with a total rejection of its past and its agenda was re-set to a form of catching-up with America 
by using modernization theory.  
Hence Yamamoto’s obsession about objective periodization and pointing out the lack of 
it in Southeast Asian historiography might contain an indirect call for the modernization of 
historical approaches, which promise the certainty, not only of historical narratives but also the 
outcomes of historical events that would not repeat the wrongdoing of imperial Japan. 
Consciously or unconsciously, Yamamoto’s need here for pursuing this kind of certainty 
coincides with how Harry Benda theorized modern Southeast Asian history. Benda applied the 
framework of linear development to the history of Southeast Asia by providing four stages of 
development: pre-classical, classical, colonial and modern periods. He located the Japanese 
occupation as an interregnum, which accelerated the shift from colonialism to modern 
nationalism and nation-state formation.  
This evolutionary perspective, however, implies that without colonial rules, particularly 
Western education, people in Southeast Asian countries could never have reached out towards 
the modern form of nation-state under and after the Japanese Occupation [Benda, 1962: 144-145]. 
This evolutionary framework similarly postulates the path of Japanese modern history, which 
delineates the wartime Showa era, from the 1930’s to the end of WWII, as a Dark-Age and the 
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postwar period as a democratic and thus prosperous era. This perception also resulted in the 
hesitation of Japanese Southeast Asianists to examine the Japanese discourses on the region that 
appeared before and during WWII due to its stigmatized nature. It has led to the tendency among 
Japanese scholars, particularly when discussing Japanese occupation in Southeast Asia, to reify 
the image of Japanese discourses that proliferated during WWII as self-centred and mystified in 
character.  
Yamamoto’s attitude towards Southeast Asian history represents a kind of ideal form of 
Japanese scholarship that has left less room for questioning by Japanese themselves regarding 
the study of the history of Southeast Asia through the modernization approach and showing 
compassion for the objects of their research. To understand his combining of modernity and 
morality, I would like to quote Yamamoto’s understanding of WWII in Southeast Asia, which 
appeared in 1965 in a Chuo-koron67 in the following section. He comments on the relationship 
between heated nationalism in Southeast Asian countries and their understanding of history by 
paralleling himself as Japanese: 
It is an inevitable and a natural fact that a nation-centered view appears in each country’s 
historiography. It is impossible to write one’s own national history from another 
country’s point of view. In Japan, critiques are now appearing against the historical 
perspective which understands Pacific War68 as a crime brought to the other countries. 
They insist on an autonomous perspective of Japan. As Japanese, it is reasonable to insist 
upon such an establishment of a subjective perspective in history, and this subjectivity is 
                                                            
67 A periodical magazine widely read by Japanese citizens 
68 Yamamoto uses the word, Taiheiyo Senso (Pacific War), for signifying the Japanese battles in Asia and Pacific 
region.    
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not necessarily equal to a self-centered perspective or self-sufficient development which 
looks down on the other nations. Because of the globalization which has widened 
international relations, this current world condition has prevented the development of 
nation-states in isolated form and nationalism, raised up everywhere in the postwar world, 
needs to be sophisticated as a medium in order to make one’s own claims understood by 
the other countries. This will reflect historical writings (of nation-state). For the sake of 
current nationalism, there are some distortions and neglect of historical facts. However, 
there have been no such claims appearing so far which overstates the self-superiority of 
nation and mythical character of the race as what wartime Japan and Nazi’s Germany 
advocated. Their (Southeast Asia nations’) own claims in history need to be understood 
as the one intermediated by a universal doctrine and this doctorine should be considered 
as the driving force of “modernization,” no matter what their political systems are. Our 
own view toward the Pacific War is not an exception (but a product of the driving force 
of modernization) [Yamamoto, 1965: 85] (brackets are added).    
 
This is the only direct note from Yamamoto regarding the topic of the the Japanese wars 
in Southeast Asia during WWII. First of all, he insists that each history is written by each nation-
centered perspective and national history cannot be written from the perspective of another 
nation. In this sense, he welcomes the nationalist historians appearing from Southeast Asian 
countries who are replacing the colonialist historiography. He also mentions that there is some 
distortion and neglect of historical facts in these nationalists’ historiography. However, he 
emphasizes that their writings are not like wartime Japan and Germany whose writings 
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overstated the superiority of each race and empire. Because of the mystification of history, Japan 
and Germany committed a great tragedy in human history. Taking this fact into consideration, 
Yamamoto finds a great difference in nationalists’ historiography in Southeast Asian countries 
with that of Japan’s wartime historiography since their claims are based on a “universal doctrine” 
which drives the nation toward modernization.  
By comparing the postwar paths between Japan and Germany, Sebastian Conrad states 
that “neither Japanese debates on the ‘dark valley’ of fascism nor the attempts to come to terms 
with the ‘evil past’ of the Third Reich in Germany can be understood without taking US 
interventions into account” [Conrad, 2010: 246]. Conrad’s statement here suggests to us what 
postwar Japanese and German scholarships have not discussed in terms of their reconstruction of 
national histories. 
In the case of Japan, John Dower points to the US dual attitude of controlling the press 
which hamstringed Japan’s postwar democracy from the start. On one hand, SCAP officials set a 
positive emphasis on freedom of speech and the dissolution of official controls over the media. 
Contrary to the past, Japanese people were now told that it was now permissible to criticize the 
government, debate about the emperor system, and even espouse Marxism. While on the other 
hand, the victors’ censorship regulated the “dangerous thought” which might evoke Japan’s 
imperial campaigns and memory with a positive emphasis [Dower, 1999: 202-203].  
The word “Daitoa Senso” (Greater East Asian War) was replaced by “Taiheiyo Senso” 
(Pacific War) in accordance with this new censorship. With this new term, the war became 
understood as if it were only with the US and without Asian countries. As briefly mentioned in 
the introduction to this thesis, Jun Eto, a nationalist critic, once pointed out that this replacement 
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should not just be taken literally for the meanings and values charged in that war have totally 
changed. Furthermore he related this change to the “US brainwash” of Japanese citizens. 
Provisioned with the perspective of “Taiheiyo Senso,” Japanese people felt guilt in fighting 
against America because Japan was highly modernized and democratized by the country which 
had defeated it. Eto called this the “War Guilt Information Program,” which has disabled 
Japanese people from finding new words and has condemned them to repeating statements of the 
Civil Information and Education Section of Section under GHQ/SCAP [Eto, 1994: 267-268; 
272-273].  
 Yamamoto’s ambiguity between modernity and morality in writing Vietnam War may be 
the product of this “Americanization.”  On one hand, he admires the Buddhist monks fighting 
against US invasions since they have own right to be independent and pursue modernization. 
While on the other hand, he has reservations about their struggles due to their “pre-modern” 
resistance. In accordance with Yamamoto’s note, the monks need to be modernized once they are 
in charge of ruling the nation. This note is based on the co-product between US press control and 
postwar Japanese scholarship’s retrospective view that Japan was not modernized enough when 
it gained hegemony in Southeast Asia and this immatureness brought severe atrocities and great 
losses. The two opposite logics, resistance and peace, can be worked out together because of 
Yamamoto’s dependency on US hegemonic discourse.  
When we look at postwar Japan’s foreign policies or international relations, it is hard to 
find in them an “anti-American” standpoint, but rather we see them following modernization and 
democratization demanded by the GHQ occupation of Japan. Hiroshima and Nagasaki have 
become the places for dispatching the message of peace like the one found in Yamamoto’s 
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humanistic morality, but the other one, contesting against discriminations and oppressions which 
sustain the unfair world order, has been less demonstrated in Japanese public opinions. As 
Kyoko Kishimoto points out, Japanese school textbooks do not encourage students to hate 
America in their description of two atomic bombs, whereas the US textbooks insist that the hated 
Japanese deserved to be bombed because of Pearl Harbor. In fact, the Japanese message of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki is carefully maintained not to evoke anti-US sentiments by insisting 
upon the prevention of the same tragedies and universal peace [Kishimoto, 2004: 35].  
 Listening again to Yamamoto’s speech with which I started our discussion, we can 
probably understand more clearly Yamamoto’s intention in speaking about the lack of a Japanese 
national agenda toward Asian countries and people. The 1970’s were the years when Japan 
gradually and successfully became a part of the developed world while enjoying rapid economic 
growth. This growth was a benefit from the US military commitments in Asia, which fought two 
wars in Korea and Vietnam. In the other part of the same speech, Yamamoto heavily criticizes 
the economy-oriented policy of the Japanese government and people toward Asian countries.  
For Yamamoto, no Japanese national agenda towards Asia was found; instead there was 
neglect or selfish exploitation of countries and people in that region. Faced with this kind of 
irritating Japanese policies, he could not help but to recall the past when Japan once had a clear 
vision of the future for Asian countries and people. It is a paradox of post-WWII Japan that while 
it has pursued being democratized, modernized or westernized more strongly than ever before as 
being like America, in return, it has lost its national agenda--or so it seemed for Yamamoto’s 
generation, which experienced the time of the Greater East Asian War. The general response of 
Japanese intellectuals on December 8 1942, the day Japan attacked the Pearl Harbor, was totally 
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positive because they thought that Japan finally chose to fight against the strong and stop 
bullying the weak [Takeuchi, 1996: 183-185]. Since the US occupation and tutelage, 
accompanied by strong regrets by Japanese themselves, as above Eto says, it has been taboo to 
publicly recall the excitement and energy in having fought against the Western empires.  
Taking Yamamoto’s hesitations into consideration, he was perhaps aware about the 
ambiguous position of Japanese scholarship on Southeast Asia in the post-WWII period, but he 
could not commit himself to the change of scholarship. Both nationalism and fighting against 
West became sensitive topics, which inevitably require Japanese scholars to reflect upon their 
Dark Age. Yamamoto did not assertively participate and engage in discussions regarding these 
themes. He kept a “safe” distance which did not involve him in such combative debates between 
Western and Asian scholars as took place in Southeast Asia. “Objectivism”, “linearity”, 
“rationalization” or “modernization theory” were, as we reviewed in this and previous chapters, 
the products of a US discourse which dominated the region of Northeast and Southeast Asia after 
WWII. Yamamoto could only approach the study of Vietnam and other countries in Southeast 
Asia by having these protective tools provided by US hegemony. 
 
Summary 
In this chapter, I focused on the academic works and attitude of Tatsuro Yamamoto. We 
can postulate that many dilemmas in studying Southeast Asian history were created by the 
Japanese historical and moral baggage of the Greater East Asian War. So, in an attempt to 
resolve these ambiguities, Yamamoto needed to latch on to the modernization approaches in 
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conducting Southeast Asian historical studies, which were originally ushered in by US 
scholarship.    
However, understanding Southeast Asian history through modernization approaches 
necessitates the adoption of Western paradigms of progress and development as the ends of 
history. As Reynaldo Ileto points out, this perspective especially emphasizes the role of elite 
leaders and assesses how they were already enlightened or not ready to have independence. Even 
their resistance movements against Western supremacy are understood as the stage of catching-
up with the Western historical trajectory while dismissing the dangerous, uncertain or mythical 
features of popular movements [Ileto, 2001: 27-28]. 
Dipesh Chakrabarty’s provocative work criticizes the academic historians’ practice of 
separating “good” history and “bad” history while they were not so much concerned about the 
question of who might own a particular piece of the past. Good history is supposed to lead to 
good politics--and this is Western democracy--while bad history would lead to the opposite, 
against democracy. “Minority histories,” which challenge the mainstream narrative of the nation, 
can indeed end up as additional instances of “good history” if the discipline of history regulates 
them so as not to disturb the trajectory of Western democracies [Chakrabarty, 2000: 97-98].  
The Japanese occupation in Southeast Asia was nothing else but bad politics going 
against the grain of democracy development. This history has thus been treated as the Dark Age 
by postwar Japan, which was transformed into a democratic country by the American occupation. 
However as we have discussed in the first part of this dissertation, Japanese wartime discourse 
on the Philippines was much influenced by American literature or more accurately, a Western 
developmental perspective. In this sense, what has changed in Japanese discourse on the 
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Philippines since then? Japan’s dependency on developmental discourse has continued. Change 
has only taken place on the surface: In the pre-war and wartime periods the objective was the 
prosperity of Asia and after the war this became democracy.  
So, how can Japanese write a history of Southeast Asia while not being heavily 
dependent upon the modernization paradigm? The final chapter of the dissertation will focus on 
Japanese “amateur” scholars’ translational efforts to introduce to a Japanese audience some 
writing on Philippine historiography by Filipino intellectuals. We will discuss how the study of 
the Philippines in postwar Japan started with, and was developed by, “non-academic” and “non-





Translation and Destiny 
 
As we discussed in previous chapters, Japan’s prewar and wartime study on the 
Philippines was totally demolished by defeat in war: GHQ’s dismantling of research 
infrastructure and Japanese scholars’ and writers’ guilty feelings about committing themselves to 
the “wrong” war. While we briefly reviewed the career of the founder of Southeast Asian Studies 
in Japan, Tatsuro Yamamoto, it was only in the middle of the 1960’s that the study was 
academically institutionalized.   
However, there were already some Japanese non-academic interests and writings on the 
Philippines before 1966 when Yamamoto established the Japan Society for Southeast Asian 
History. These were the members of Japan’s Communist Party, novelists, peace movement 
leaders, engineering or business persons including their wives who stayed in the Philippines for 
yearly terms. None of them were trained as academic scholars but due to their need and desire to 
know about the Philippines, they studied its history. These Japanese “amateur” scholars’ most 
important contribution is their translations of Filipino writings which stimulated postwar Japan’s 
interests on the islands. 69  
                                                            
69 Setsuho Ikehata and Yoshiko Nagano were the first professional historians who translated the works of Renato 
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Especially from the 1970’s, many Japanese translations of Filipino historiography and 
literature were published. Yoshiko Nagano recalls that there was then a kind of “translation 
boom” in Philippine history books. This was because “the publishers Imura Cultural Enterprise, 
a subsidiary of Keiso Shobo in Tokyo, started to specialize in Southeast Asian books and the 
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It was also the time of the growth of Philippine nationalism. Its history has been re-
narrated by Filipino “nationalist” writers for the replacement of “colonialists” history. Guerrilla 
leaders, historians and novelists wrote about the meaning of US liberation in 1945, peasant 
movements against US Empire and Philippine government, or parallels between wars in the 
Philippines and Vietnam.  
Translations of Filipino writings inevitably led the Japanese to confront this Philippine 
nationalism. Of course Japanese translators found significance in it and thus translated key 
readings for driving the nation forward. However, at the same time due to their dark memory of 
the Greater East Asian War, nationalism has been a troublesome issue among Japanese 
translators. In other words, the Japanese were put in a dilemma of having to deal with “good” 
nationalism of the Philippines and the “bad” nationalism of Japan. This dilemma is similar to 
what Tatsuro Yamamoto faced in assessing the combative monks during the Vietnam War. As 
discussed earlier, their reflections on WWII cautioned Japanese scholars not to repeat value-
laden history while pursuing value-free or objective history.  
In this last chapter I will first focus on Japanese translations and translators of three 
Filipino writers: Luis Taruc, Gregorio Zaide, and Renato Constantino. As indicated in the list, 
the translations of the books of Taruc and Zaide appeared in the earlier years before the so-called 
boom occurred. The two will introduce us to the initial Japanese motivation to translate Filipino 
literature. In the case of Constantino, also indicated on the list, his works have been the most 
translated into Japanese compared with other Filipino writers. Shohei Ōka, a former Japanese 
soldier who surrendered in Mindoro and wrote several novels on the battles in the Philippines 
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during WWII, was greatly inspired by this Filipino historian. The final section of this chapter 
discusses Ōka’s reading of Constantino.   
In this chapter I intend to bring the surface these Japanese translators’ intentions, 
focusing particularly on their varying treatments, or sometimes even abandonment, of Philippine 
nationalism. In this entire thesis, we have so far focused on the formation of Japanese 
developmental discourse applied to the Philippines. The texts are all written by men. By taking 
notice of the “passive” or “female” character of Japanese translation, I then compare different 
treatments of Philippine nationalism by Japanese translators and American scholars. 
  
Luis Taruc’s Born of the People: Translation by a Female Japanese Communist 
Postwar Japan’s interest on the Philippines was started by a female Japanese communist. 
When the Huk leader, Luis Taruc’s auto-biography was published in 1953, a Japanese translation 
was immediately published in the same year by Masami Yasuoka.70  
 In the Japanese translation, Firipin Minzoku Kaiho-shi (A History of People’s Liberation 
of the Philippines), the first part of the book in the original, “the Social Cancer,” was excluded. 71 
In the translator’s after word, Yasuoka reminds the readers that the exclusion is due to page 
limitation and expresses her judgment that the second and third parts, which talk about resistance 
                                                            
70 The book was ghost written by William Pomeroy, an American communist. He first reached the Philippines 
during WWII when he served in the US Army as an historian. He came in contact with the Huk movement. After the 
war he returned to the Philippines as a free-lance writer. He married a Filipino woman, Celia Mariano, in 1948. 
Together they joined Huk movements in 1950 [Pomeroy, 1963: 3].  
71 Pomeroy put this title inspired by English translation of Rizal’s Noli by Charles Derbyshire [Rizal, 1912]. 
Derbyshire’s Noli was translated into Japanese in 1943 by Mōri Yasotaro whose work on Rizal we discussed in 
chapter 1. Mōri replaced the tile, Reimei wo Matsu, waiting for the dawn [Rizal, 1943].  
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against Japan in WWII and the continuing struggle against the US imperialism and Philippine 
government in postwar period, will fascinate Japanese readers more. First of all we address this 
exclusion by paying attention to the Japanese communists’ situation in the early 1950’s.    
The first part of the book talks about the early background of Taruc: how he was born of 
a poor peasant family, worked hard for his school tuition, became a tailor and married twice to 
Feliciana Bernabe and Ena Cura. It is this part that recalls his days before the Japanese 
occupation and how he got attracted then to Pedro Abad Santos’ ideas of socialism. Since then 
he joined several anti-landlord movements in the Philippines.  
 In 1938 when Taruc’s friend, Lope de la Rosa, was imprisoned due to his socialist belief, 
Taruc attended rallies demanding the release of de la Rosa’s from prison. Taruc says, 
When I got up to speak, to my surprise I was preaching socialism. I used the word 
without even fully knowing what it meant, except that I felt hazily that it meant a new 
society in which misery and exploitation would be done with. I had not read Marx, or 
anything about Marxism, so I used quotations from the Bible to defend my arguments 
[Taruc, 1953: 29].  
 
Here Taruc honestly confesses that he did not read books by or about Marx. Neither was 
he familiar with the idea of socialism having become sophisticated in the history of Western 
Europe. It is important to note that Taruc’s concept of people’s struggle was based on his own 
experiences in Central Luzon and not on imported socialist and communist ideas from the West. 
In the epilogue of Born of the People, Taruc insists that “I am not a communist because of what 
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happened in Russia; I am a communist because of what has happened and still is happening in 
the Philippines” [Taruc, 1953: 281]. His unique character is also emphasized by Pomeroy’s 
autobiography about his life in the Huk movement [Pomeroy, 1963: 101-102].  
 Unlike Taruc, Japanese communists faced a dilemma on whether acting up to Stalin’s 
Cominform in the early 1950’s. This dilemma stemmed from their Dark Age experiences in 
WWII. Many members of the Japanese Communist Party converted their thinking during the 
1930’s ever since the party was declared illegal by the government. They were imprisoned and 
tortured, which forced them to support the imperial war. The leaders, who resisted conversion in 
the prisons, such as Kyuichi Tokuda and Kenji Miyamoto, were liberated by the American GHQ 
in October 1945 and they welcomed the US forces as a “liberation army.” With the members 
who returned to the party, the JCP pursued legal and non-military revolution under GHQ rule 
with the aim of dismantling the Emperor system [Oguma, 2002: 185-186].   
In 1950 Stalin’s Cominform criticized this U.S.-inclined JCP policy. Like Communist 
parties elsewhere, the JCP was expected by Moscow and Peking to do its share to obstruct the 
US war effort, particularly as it required the use of bases in Japan [Langer, 1972: 49]. The 
Cominform criticism gave rise to two factions among the members of JCP: Shokan-ha and 
Kokusai-ha. The former insisted on using armed revolution in countering Stalin’s criticism on 
peaceful revolution under GHQ, while the latter accepted Stalin’s criticism to some extent but 
basically disagreed with the use of violence. Taruc’s book, which tells about the armed struggles 
in the Philippines, appeared during this conflict within the JCP.   
It is likely, though not confirmed, that Yasuoka belonged to Shokan-ha, consisting of the 
majority of the JCP during the time, because of her sympathy with Taruc’s armed struggles. But 
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due to her inclination towards Marxism-Leninism, she did not concern herself with Taruc’s 
youthful life. Taruc was a servant boy who did everything to pat for his school fees. He gave up 
the idea of marrying Ena Cura at first due to their social class difference. And as pointed out 
earlier, he was innocent about socialism and communism but eager to change the peasant 
situation through his experiences of exploitation by landlords. Although the book was ghost-
written by Pomeroy, these are facts that Taruc experienced and that shaped his social vision.  
When Japanese readers open the pages of Born of the People in Japanese translation, 
however, they would get the impression that Taruc was already a matured leader of the 
Hukbalahap. This is because, in the first part of the translation, Yasuoka excluded the stories of 
Taruc’s boyhood and earlier career. The second part already starts with Huks fighting against 
theJapanese army where the themes of anti-fascism and anti-imperialism are clearly presented. 
Why did Yasuoka do this? Perhaps she felt that a strong communist image of Taruc would be 
useful for reconstructing the JCP’s history. Taruc fought against Japan’s imperialism, against 
which the JCP tried to take a stand but failed. The JCP could finally have solidarity with him by 
having in common a communist language. For example, Yasuoka ends her translator’s afterword 
by quoting Taruc’s epilogue. 
(As Taruc says) Wherever Asian people are stirring themselves, there is not an isolated 
event at all. The struggle in Central Luzon is tightly connected with people’s liberation 
battles in Japan such as Uchinada and Nikko-Akabane [Taruc, 1953: 251].   
 
In Uchinada and Nikko-Akabane, Japanese peasants’ and laborers’ protests against US 
imperialism were respectively held in 1952 and 1953. The former was the place where US live-
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fire training was planned to be set up and the latter was the company which repaired US military 
weapons and vehicles. This was the time of heightened militancy of Japanese communists 
[Scalapino, 1967: 85-87]. 72 Here we may find another form of Japan’s solidarity discourse with 
the Philippines.  
However, Yasuoka’s use of “Asian people” in the above quote is considered not 
evocative of the memory of the Greater East Asian War. Her logic is derived from Marxism, 
which enabled her to connect Japan and the Philippines by examining each “objective” condition 
for revolution. Confined to this logic, she thus did not show any sympathy toward Taruc’s 
unique fusion between the Bible and das Kapital. Religion inevitably evokes the ideology of 
kokoku-shikan (Emperor-centered-historical perspective), which was the backbone of Japan’s 
empire. These are the factors which might have led her omissions in the first part of the 
translation.  
On the other hand, the religious elements in Taruc’s thought were useful for Western 
democracy advocates. Taruc’s second book, He Who Rides the Tiger, was edited by a British 
journalist, Douglas Hyde. Hyde was once a member of British Communist Party and editor of 
Daily Workers. However, after witnessing the terrors that occurred in Eastern Europe after 
WWII, Hyde renounced communism in 1948 and was received into the Roman Catholic Church. 
On this occasion Hyde wrote his autobiography, I Believed, which was originally published in 
1950. The book tells of the author’s his dilemma between communism and Christianity and his 
                                                            
72 The cease-fire of the Korean War lessoned the immediate necessity for disruptive activities against American 
forces in Japan [Scalapino, 1967: 88]. 
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“baptizing” process for the latter [Hyde, 1953]. Taruc already read it in the Bilibid Prison before 
Hyde’s visit to him in 1957 [Taruc, 1967: ix-xi].  
When Taruc surrendered on 17 May 1954, Hyde got to know about it through a Japanese 
Newspaper during his stay in Tokyo. In the afternoon, Hyde was asked by many Japanese non-
communist trade-union leaders about the meaning of Taruc’s surrender, whether it implied the 
beginning of the end for Asia’s communist guerrillas. According to Hyde in the forward of He 
Who Rides the Tiger, “Time after time, among the other questions, the subject of Taruc came up. 
It appeared to be the number one topic that day---and for many days---among the more 
politically alert people in Japan [Taruc, 1967: viii].” From here we could speculate the impact of 
Yasuoka’s translation of Taruc’s book among Japanese business and economic leaders who were 
politically alert against the communism. It strongly cast him in the image of a great communist 
leader while dismissing his Catholic belief.   
Edited by Hyde, Taruc’s second book gives even more emphasis to his belief in 
Christianity and his reflections on his errors and inhuman actions during the struggles in the 
forests. In the forward, Hyde clearly states his motivation of editing the book in seeking 
solutions for the ongoing “Hot War” in Southeast Asia:   
Southeast Asia is a key area in the world today. Still, in many countries in that region---in 
South Viet-Nam, Malaysia, Burma, and Laos---counterparts of the Huks fight in the 
jungles, swamps, and mountains. Simultaneously, in those same countries, other 
Communists are making determined efforts to infiltrate democratic organizations and 
subvert whole sections of the population with an aim to making it impossible for newly 
independent countries to continue to function. I believe that Taruc’s book will make a 
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serious contribution, not only to the problem of how to deal with Communist guerrilla 
fighters in general, but to a fuller understanding of the problems besetting much of the 
Free World [Taruc, 1967: xix-xx].   
 
As we find in this quote, Hyde, a man from the victorious countries in the West, is able to 
maintain his patronage toward the Philippines by insisting on democracy and free world values. 
communism is regarded as an evil force destroying these values and institutions.  
The situation was totally different for Japan, which as the vanquished enemy in the 
immediate postwar period, could only have a connection with the Philippines via communism. 
communism was probably only a tool for Japanese intellectuals to avoid having to evoke the 
memory of the Greater East Asian War. First of all some of its leaders had continued to resist 
involvement in the war and were imprisoned for it. This stand absolved from war collaboration 
of the core members of the JCP, whose number greatly increased in the postwar era. Secondly, as 
Eiji Oguma points out, communism and Christianity were two popular “beliefs” for Japanese 
intellectuals and young people exhausted by the long period of war. While reading the Bible, 
they reflected up on their “original sin” in committing to the wrong war. The only alternative to 
Christianity was communism, whose “scientific” world view would liberate the Japanese people 
from the sin and contrition [Oguma, 2002: 181-186].    
When the war in Vietnam was intensified in the early 1970’s, the formation of Taruc’s 
Christian socialist image was accelerated by Irene Murphy, sister-in-law of Frank Murphy who 
was the last American Governor of the Philippines (1933-1935). In 1974, she invited Taruc to 
the United States and also provided him with lodging at her home. Through assistances obtained 
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from Norman Owen, David Wurfel and Bruce Nussbaum at the University of Michigan, Murphy 
got Taruc to deliver a lecture to the students. They also recorded Taruc’s eight-hour-long oral 
history.  
During the interview, Taruc told them that Manuel Roxas asked him be his Vice 
Presidential running mate in the 1946 election. Murphy wrote about this with surprise in her 
private correspondences with Grant Goodman, Robert Warner and Morton Netzorg. She says if 
Taruc had accepted the offer, he might have become be the “fourth” president after Roxas 
[Murphy, 1974: June 2 (Warner); June 4 (Netzorg); June 8 (Goodman)]. The number means that 
Jose Laurel, who became the Japan-sponsored president in 1943, was not counted by her. Based 
on this interview, Murphy wanted to publish the third book on Taruc since “Born of the People 
has sold 20,000 copies...and may go into a third printing…without a cent of royalty to him.” 73   
Roxas was one of the “collaborators” for Japan but he was “rescued” by Douglas 
McArthur in April 1945 the same month Taruc and his colleagues were imprisoned by the 
American Army. During the war, Huks killed 14,000 Japanese soldiers and 7,000 Filipino 
collaborationists [Detroit Free Press, June 4, 1974]. Taruc refused the election offer from Roxas 
who was again “the chosen leader for a new regime, American imperialist puppet government” 
[Taruc, 1953: 207].  
Murphy might have thought that if a Roxas-Taruc alliance had been promised right after 
WWII, anti-American sentiment and resistance influenced by communism would be removed 
from the Philippines. It was the same crisis what the Unites States faced in the current war in 
                                                            




Vietnam. During his stay in the United States, Taruc insisted that although Huks killed many 
people, he has never been a Communist but rather a Socialist. These interviews appeared in 
several newspapers which confirmed to Murphy another possibility of postwar Philippine history. 
In an article, Taruc says while denying himself as communist that “I prefer Christian Socialism 
to the proletarian, atheist approach… We must not have violent revolution. The Philippines must 
not become another Vietnam” [the Windsor Star Monday, June 3, 1974]. The “conversion” of 
Taruc was efficiently used to cut Filipino resistance tie with Vietnamese communists. This image 
also supports the US Cold War policy in Southeast Asia.  
I do not think Taruc was totally different in his early and late careers. Rather his image 
was manipulated in accordance with each historical condition; he was the communist for 
Japanese readers in the early 1950’s while he was the Christian socialist for American and 
British intellectuals during the Vietnam War. It is noteworthy that Taruc’s nationalism is muted 
by both women from Japan and United States. Why did the Japanese Masami Yasuoka and the 
American Irene Murphy exclude Taruc’s nationalism in their accounts?  
For Yasuoka, nationalism is the concept that drove her country into extreme wars, 
including the invasion of the Philippines. In this sense, she was not able to connect with Taruc by 
way of nationalism. For Murphy, on the other hand, Taruc’s nationalism was a “bad” one since 
he did not cooperate with Roxas whose nationalism was seen to be “good” for the United States. 
After thirty years, Murphy welcomed Taruc’s change of mind and found his value in the current 
Vietnam War. However, nationalism still remained a dangerous element, as found in fighting 




Gregorio Zaide’s Philippine History Text Book: Translation by a Japanese Engineer 
Communism and the significance of violent revolution are not more so persuasive than 
the time of devastation right after WWII when Japan recovered its economy and experienced its 
rapid growth during the 1960’s. The economic stability also reflects the change of Japanese 
motivations translating Filipino historiography.   
In 1973, Tatsuro Matsuhashi published a Japanese translation of Gregorio Zaide’s history 
of the Philippines and explained his motivation for doing so in the introduction. Matsuhashi lived 
in the Philippines for three years from 1964 as an engineer. He was dispatched as the staff of the 
International Telecommunication Union and gave technical supports to the country. While living 
there, he wanted to have a deeper understanding of Philippine history since the country had 
become close to Japan during WWII. In the postwar period, two countries’ ties were becoming 
stronger at the time of his visit and he wanted to establish a common historical understanding 
between Japanese and Filipino people by knowing Philippine history [Zaide, Matsuhashi trans., 
1973: 5-6].  
Zaide’s two volumes on Philippine Political and Cultural History were originally 
published in 1949. Since the book had been used as a school textbook, by 1968 the reprints there 
had been eleven reprints. The first volume discusses the ancient and Spanish colonial periods and 
the second volume mainly discusses the American colonial period, the Japanese occupation and 
the postwar independent government, which is covered until the mid of 1950’s. It was the time 
when the SEATO was established for the regional alliance against communism and when the 
Bandung Conference, which Zaide regarded as neither pro-Western nor pro-Russian, was held 
[Zaide, 1957(II): 393].       
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By pointing out the problems of Philippine historiography, which had been written either 
from the Spanish or the American point of view, Zaide insisted in his preface that his book was 
aimed at establishing a new interpretation of Philippine history from a Filipino perspective 
[Zaide, 1957(I): v]. However, because of Zaide’s emphasis on Philippine nationalism, 
Matsuhashi professes that in the Japanese translation he deleted some parts of Zaide’s book that 
he found to be excessively nationalistic. In the following paragraphs, while referring to the 
original revised edition in 1957 I want to demonstrate the deletions and additions in 
Matsuhashi’s translation, particularly focusing on the descriptions about the two world wars in 
the twentieth century.74  
 Zaide writes that in World War I, many Filipino students and laborers in the United 
States volunteered in the US Army. More than 4,000 able-bodied “Pinoy” (Filipinos) in Hawaii 
insisted upon joining the army even though they could have claimed exemption from military 
service, and about 6,000 Filipinos enlisted in the US Navy. Zaide then continues: 
The first Filipino to die fighting under the American flag during the World War I was 
Private Tomas Claudio, native of Morong, Rizal Province. He was seriously wounded in 
the Battle of Chateau Thierry and died on June 29, 1918. He was the first Filipino to 
sacrifice his life in Flanders for the sake of democracy [Zaide, 1957(II): 253]. 
   
 This description, which appears in the chapter titled “Growth of Philippine Self-
Government,” is completely deleted in Matsuhashi’s translation, although other sections in the 
                                                            
74 Zaide’s original has 46 chapters while Matsuhashi reduced them to 36 chapters.      
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chapter are all translated. What are the reasons for Matsuhashi not translating the account of the 
death of Private Tomas Claudio under the American flag during WWI?  
One cannot discuss Philippine history without mentioning martyrdom, particularly during 
the late Spanish colonial period. The execution of three native priests in 1872 and Rizal in 1896, 
helped in creating the “Dark Age” image of Spanish regime and the corresponding 
Enlightenment of US colonialism narrated in the school textbooks compiled during the American 
colonial period. Reynaldo Ileto points out that these school textbooks were based on the idea of 
hierarchy of race which locates “the position of Filipino race in an evolutionary ladder that 
featured the most advanced (or European) at the top to the most primitive (as found in areas like 
“the Far East”) at the bottom” [Ileto, 1998: 4].       
Although Zaide intended to establish Filipino perspective in history, his book published 
right after WWII is based on developmental perspective. He offers a positive interpretation of 
American colonialism as against negative judgments of the Spanish and Japanese regimes. His 
pro-American Filipino nationalist discourse is vividly represented in Claudio’s martyrdom in 
WWI. It may be true that the death of Claudio might be less important if compared with those of 
Gomez, Burgos, Zamora or Rizal in the late nineteenth century. But Zaide wanted to remember 
the death for “the sake of democracy.” 
What are then the reasons for Matsuhashi not translating the part about Claudio’s death in 




Even though the country where [I am] coming from is different, knowing [the 
Philippines’] history will lead us to stand on a common ground. This is clear because 
everyone feels lonely and confused living in a different country without knowing its 
history. We would be content by experiencing the strangeness of different landscapes, 
races and languages but this feeling only lasts shortly. Having compassion acquired 
through history enables us to truly understand the land, people and society in the country 
[Zaide, Matsuhashi trans., 1973: 5].   
 
 Matsuhashi here expresses his desire to pursue his empathy with Philippine history by 
translating Zaide’s book. It is in relation to this intention that we need to consider Matsuhashi’s 
deletion of Claudio’s death. Perhaps Zaide’s heroic commemoration of Claudio’s death might 
evoke the memory of Japanese young soldiers who sacrificed their lives for the country during 
WWII. Matsuhashi was born in Taiwan in 1919 and graduated from the department of 
engineering of the Kyoto University in 1942.75 So called “Kamikaze Tokko-Tai” stemmed from 
his generation. The suicide bombings of US aircraft careers were carried out when Japan’s defeat 
became obvious and its military resources had run out. The first Kamikaze attack was held 
during the battle of Leyte Gulf in October 1944. In the translator’s preface, Matsuhashi does not 
mention any of his personal experiences in the war. It is not sure whether he joined the battle 
fields in WWII but he might have had some friends who lost their lives at a young age.  
                                                            
75 Kyoto University was the place where philosophers associated with war as Martin Heidegger for Nazi’s Germany 
[Heisig & Maraldo, 1994: vii-viii].   
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Unlike the deletion of Tomas Claudio’s death in WWI, Matsuhashi does not avoid 
translating the parts on sensitive topics such as the Bataan death march, the failure of Japanese 
rule and the atrocities practiced by Japanese soldiers that appear in the chapter on WWII. It is 
true that Matsuhashi changed some sentences wherein Zaide presents an overly simplified 
picture such as the war between democracy and totalitarianism or the surprise attack on Pearl 
Harbor [Zaide, 1957: 335; 337]. His intention was to provide some relief for Japanese readers 
and not to distort historical truths. He admitted to Japan’s “wrong” actions in WWII and in this 
sense, his deletion of Claudio’s death is not because he died under the Stars and Stripes. 
In Zaide’s original, the Japanese occupation is of course described as a tyranny, which 
disrupted democracy in the Philippines especially when it was beginning to mature after the birth 
of the Commonwealth government in 1935. Experiencing Japan’s shift from imperialism to 
democracy, Matsuhashi may find significance in the above period in the Philippines. He adds an 
adjective to the title of chapter 22 in the second volume discussing independence movements 
from the Jones Law (1916) to the birth of Commonwealth Government (1935). 76 The adjective 
is “peace.” In the original, the chapter is simply titled “Independence Movement,” which 
Matsuhashi changed to “Independence and Peace Movement” (Dokuritsu Heiwa Undo).  
This addition seems to me to reflect Matsuhashi’s understanding about postwar Japan, 
which was transformed into a democratic and peaceful country by a seven-year tutelage under 
the American occupation. Although Matsuhashi does not mention Japan’s change directly, his 
modification of the chapter title above implies that independence must be obtained in a peaceful 
                                                            
76 The chapter 22 in original is combined with the chapter 23 describing the history of the Commonwealth period in 
the translation.  
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way. Matsuhashi tried to juxtapose postwar Japan and the Commonwealth of the Philippines by 
finding in them the same state of peace. Matsuhashi’s combination between peace and 
independence cannot reside with the death of Tomas Claudio. Although his death was in 1918 
and much earlier than the birth of Commonwealth government, Matsuhashi could not agree with 
Zaide commemorating the event for the sake of democracy. It was democracy through which 
postwar Japan obtained “Independence and Peace Movement” and the death of Claudio 
contradicts Matsuhashi’s idea crossing Japanese and Philippine history.  
 
Yoshiyuki Tsurumi and Japan’s Contradiction with the Past: Translating Renato 
Constantino 
The Philippine Commonweal government (1935ff) and Japan’s postwar rebirth (1945ff) 
were both guided by the policies of United States. In spite of Japan’s subservience to US military 
and economic policies, peace exemplified in postwar Japan a better society for the majority of 
Japanese people, compared with the time of WWII. However when the US war against Vietnam 
became intensified, peace guaranteed by the US cradle began to be questioned by some Japanese 
activists witnessing US violence being perpetrated in the name of democracy.        
Yoshiyuki Tsurumi, who introduced and translated a series of the works by Filipino 
historian, Renato Constantino, in the 1970’s, began to have an interest in Southeast Asia due to 
the raging war in Vietnam in the late 1960’s. He was a core member of the Anti-Vietnam War 
Civilian Movement named “Betonamu ni Heiwa wo! Shimin Rengo (the Citizens Alliance for 
Peace in Vietnam).” The abbreviated term, Beheiren, is widely known to refer to their activities. 
The organization was founded in 1965 by the philosopher, Shunsuke Tsurumi, who happens to 
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be Yoshiyuki’s cousin, and one of its representative was political critic and novelist, Makoto Oda. 
Beheiren opposed US military engagement and with its non-partisan and loosely organized 
structure it attracted thousands of supporters who engaged in any type of activism they pleased 
[Avenell, 2010: 108].   
Yoshiyuki Tsurumi was born in Los Angeles in 1926. His father, Ken, was a diplomat 
and Yoshiyuki grew up while moving around from Washington D.C. to Portland and to Harbin 
in China. He held US citizenship until the age of eighteen and remembered his youthful days as 
living as a “half-American.” He graduated from the University of Tokyo (Faculty of Law) in 
1956 and started working at the International House of Japan (Kokusai Bunka Kaikan). The 
House is a private sector established by “pro-American” Japanese intellectuals in 1952, which 
aimed at strengthening Japanese ties with the US. The House was supported by the Rockefeller 
Foundation and other Japanese financial circles to prevent Japan from becoming communist or 
returning to fascism. The House often invited “first-class” American intellectuals, as represented 
by Henry Kissinger, to give lectures. Tsurumi recalled that around 1963 he began to be skeptical 
about the policy of the House, which was inclined too much towards pro-American attitudes. He 
then wondered whether he could invite people from the “Third World.”  
In 1965 when the US bombing on North Vietnam began, Tsurumi had an opportunity to 
attend the seminars at the Harvard University. He chose a way of arriving in Boston by travelling 
via Southeast Asia, India and Europe. His concern about the “Third World” inspired this trip. He 
witnessed the public execution of a communist guerrilla in Saigon. When he arrived in Harvard, 
the Blacks’ civil-rights movements as well as new left movements were heating up. While 
attending lectures and discussions, Tsurumi became close to the leaders of these movements. He 
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also became critical about “White” professors who protested against the US invasion of Vietnam 
in their lectures but stayed in luxury houses in Boston and drinking French wine. Tsurumi 
encountered “another” America when he studied in Harvard. His return trip to the US at the time 
of the Vietnam War made his emotions totally disconnected from the US [Tsurumi, 1995a: 2-8]. 
After coming back to Japan and returning to work at the International House, Tsurumi 
joined Beheiren activities. He also visited “local” intellectuals in the countries of Southeast Asia 
and invited them to give talks in Japan. For Tsurumi, the Beheiren was not an anti-American 
movement which would entail painting a black and white picture of the situation to accuse the 
US of its wrongdoings in Vietnam while portraying himself as innocent of wars. His protest 
against America stems from his deep contradiction as a national of Japan, a nation that had once 
used massive violence to rule the countries and people in Asia. The following is an excerpt from 
his article originally published in 1967, titled “Nihon Kokumin toshite no Dannen (Rejection as a 
Japanese National).”  
This doubt [in being a Japanese national] has now matured as an attitude of “abandoning 
Japanese nationality.” This is not necessarily stemming from a cosmopolitan sentiment 
that dislikes being a Japanese national. It includes a philosophy of natural right which 
rejects the nation-state absorbing my personal rights and thought, but not only this. This 
is an assertive attitude that abandons being a Japanese national… “Rejection as a 
Japanese national” has been gradually formed while humbly joining peace movements 




Anpo Toso is the Japanese left-led protest movement first mobilized from 1959 to 1960 
against the renewal of the U.S.-Japan Mutual Security Treaty. The Treaty, with its dangerous 
implications for Japan in becoming involved in America’s wars as its ally, reminds Japanese 
people of the Dark Age of the war that had ended just 15 years ago. As Simon Avenell points out, 
Beheiren complemented the Anpo struggle model of civic protest such as the provision of safe 
houses for US deserters, provocative street marches, antiwar newspaper advertisements, 
international peace conferences, speaking tours by US activists, and creative mobilizations 
against munitions manufactures. They proved that the Anpo struggle model of autonomous 
citizen activism had vitality years after its formulation in that earlier protest [Avenell, 2010: 107-
108]. 
During the protest of Anpo, the prime minister was Nobusuke Kishi. In the prewar period, 
Kishi was the top official dispatched to Manchukuo for its economic development. On the eve of 
the Greater East Asian War he was appointed Minister of Industry and Commerce. When the war 
ended, he was classified under “Class A” criminals and imprisoned at Sugamo by GHQ. He was 
released on December 24 1948. On the preceding day, seven war criminals sentenced to death by 
hanging, including Hideki Tojo and Seishiro Itagaki, were finally executed. They were military 
officers close to Kishi in Manchukuo [Kobayashi, 2005: 89-90].    
Kishi’s war-related careers further provoked Japanese civilian protests during the Anpo 
Toso. Kishi tried to silence the large public demonstrations using right wing and syndicate forces. 
In the Diet he also barred the member of the Japanese Socialist Party by using the constabulary. 
Enforcing these “non-democratic” methods, Kishi and US president, Dwight Eisenhower, 
awaited the day, 19 June 1960, when the Treaty would be automatically renewed.  
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While relating his career in Manchukuo, Hideo Kobayashi points out that Kishi was 
keenly aware of the postwar paradigm shift from “suzerain and colony” to “anti-communism and 
economic development.” He cut the tie with socialist China and as a fortress of anti-communism, 
he emphasized the strengthening of economic alliances with Taiwan, South Korea and Southeast 
Asia [Kobayashi, 2005: 128]. After his retirement from politics, Kishi became the chairman of 
Philippine Kyokai (Philippine Society of Japan) under the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. 
Interestingly Kishi contributed a foreword for Matsuhashi’s translation work on Zaide and gave 
it his strong recommendation [Zaide, Matsuhashi trans., 1974: 1-2].   
By joining Anpo Toso, Tsurumi’s critique of the United States coincided with his critique 
of Japan’s cooperation with the US regarding military supplies as well as its providing of 
military bases. He aspired to and practiced a non-violent movement for peace. However, he also 
confesses to a dilemma. Tsurumi places limits on himself. He is unable to ask the same things of 
those people in developing countries who are engaged in resistance and need to arm themselves 
for their survival. He says it is important to stop the military support for and direct commitments 
to the big countries, which is exactly what Japan did for US military forces in Vietnam. His 
attitude of “rejection as a Japanese national” thus includes: 
The patience of Japan, as a developed industrious country to interact with developing 
countries in Asia and Africa… As proved by the US commitment in the Vietnam War, it 
is the best attitude to observe patiently the radical reforms and revolution in developing 
countries even though they are viewed as immature among people in developed countries 




Tsurumi rephrases the word patience as jingi (benevolence and righteous) of the Japanese 
people who have already established a developed, industrial society ahead of the developing 
countries [Tsurumi, 1995b: 209]. In this sense, we can find Tsurumi’s developmental discourse 
in operation here. But is it similar to the discourse of US benevolent assimilation or Japanese 
Asiatic Co-prosperity, whose resonances in various writings we have uncovered in this 
dissertation? 
Tsurumi’s developmental discourse is based on his negative attitude toward the past. 
“Rejection as a Japanese national” and “patience toward developing countries” reflect his 
understanding about Japan’s wrong past, which once enforced atrocities in Asia while 
advocating Japan’ role in emancipating Asia from the West. The contradictions in Japan’s past 
formed his anxiety about being a Japanese national.   
In the 1970’s Tsurumi began to translate the works of Renato Constantino. Constantino 
belongs to the lineage of earlier nationalist historians, Gregorio Zaide and Teodoro Agoncillo, 
who tried to establish a Filipino perspective in history for the replacement of colonial history. 
Compared with the previous historians, however Constantino vividly describes the past in order 
to understand the distressful present. In other words, his critical attitude is focused on the 
continuing colonialism in the Philippines even though the nation had acquired independence 
from the US in 1946.  
For example, as we discussed in chapter 3, the Filipino collaboration issue with Japan 
during WWII has evoked several controversies among Filipino and American scholarship. But 
for Constantino, the issue that should be more queried more is about the “blind” Filipino 
collaboration with the United States that has continued until the present. In the new version of 
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Hernando Abaya’s Betrayal in the Philippines, republished in 1970 in Manila which put the 
word “betrayal” synonymous with Filipino collaboration with Japan, Constantino contributed a 
preface which criticizes the pro-American Filipino resistance against Japan.77 He questions why 
Filipino resistance against Japan did not develop in the manner of the resistance against Western 
colonizers that the Vietnamese people are involved in. This preface was also translated by 
Tsurumi with the additional title, Hikitsuzuku Uragiri (Continuing Betrayal) [Constantino, 1977: 
153-162].  
Together with this preface, Tsurumi selected important articles of Constantino and 
translated and compiled in two volumes titled, Firipin Nashonarisumu-ron (Essays on Philippine 
Nationalism).  In the translator’s note, Tsurumi extracts the essence of Constantino’s perspective 
of history as the following:    
There is no origin of the past in Constantino’s central proposition of Philippine 
history…Thus when he says “it is only history which can give us the right view,” this is 
not to mean the historicism which finds new facts in the past. Before speaking about 
independence and emancipation, the subject of the nation itself can only be born by 
denying history. In this sense Constantino’ basic task lies in the history of future. He is 
also cautionary about the temptation to search for the origin of Philippine history in 
“virgin culture” before colonialism invaded. Constantino’s nationalism in Philippine 
history is a nationalism reflecting the future and only exemplified by the actions reaching 
there [Constantino, Tsurumi trans., 1977(I): 246-247].         
                                                            
77 The book was originally published in 1946 in New York and it was Harold Ickes who contributed preface. Ickes is 




Here we may find that Tsurumi reads Constantino in the light of Tsurumi’s negative 
attitudes toward the past and this Japanese activist gained a future projected history inspired by 
this Filipino historian. Of course Constantino does not deny that there was a “Filipino” 
revolution in the past and in this sense, it is true that Tsurumi’s reading that “there is no Filipino 
people or country in the past” needs an amendment. But we should pay attention to the fact that 
Tsurumi’s adherence to the denial of the past in reading Constantino was greatly based on his 
deep reflection on Japan’s past, which had brought massive violence to Asia.  
In contrast to Japanese scholars of the likes of Tsurumi, American scholars tended to 
view Constantino’s works in a different light. Among these Americans, it was Glenn May who 
intensively criticized Constantino’s works. In his book titled A Past Recovered, May denounces 
the work of Constantino as propaganda, distorting and oversimplifying the facts, preventing 
Filipino students from getting a balanced history [May, 1987: 6]. Provocatively the title derives 
from Constantino’s masterpiece, A Past Revisited. For May, the Philippine past can be rightly 
restored with the use of reliable accounts and by not relying on Philippine nationalism. As a 
professional historian, his intention seemed to hold the orthodoxy in its approach, at least during 
the time when the book was published in 1987.  
John Larkin, American scholar for Philippine economic history, admires May’s 
contribution to Philippine historiography in his book review of A Past Recovered. Larkin, 
however, reminds the readers about a problem between American and Filipino scholarship.   
Constantino’s book A Past Revisited is much admired by Filipino students and faculty 
members, and May quite correctly wants them to realize that it is not good history. But 
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here May misses an important point. It is an old problem in Philippine-American 
relations. The Philippine nation and national identity is in the process of forming, and 
Filipino historians feel the need, maybe even the imperative, to direct their scholarship to 
the service of their country. They do not enjoy the option of always writing or teaching 
the kind of “objective” history that historians from long established countries do. Filipino 
authors feel a need to inspire the young with the historical exploits of the past. May even 
acknowledges that condition, but he still insists on criticizing the admittedly biased work 
of Constantino and his hold over Filipino youth [Larkin, 1990: 254].  
 
Larkin here pleads for American historians, who come from a long-established country, 
to show some understanding of the work of historians from developing countries. History writing 
in such countries coincided with their ongoing nation-building, which may include some 
distortions of facts, exaggerations and excludes unfavorable facts that may get in the way of the 
triumph of nationhood.  
Larkin’s remark here may show some similarities with Tsurumi’s statements above 
concerning “observing patiently the radical reforms and revolution in developing countries even 
though they are viewed as immature among people in developed countries.” However, it seems 
to me that Tsurumi is totally different from May who does not question himself about where he 
comes from and tries to find “reliable” accounts for explaining the immature characters of the 
Filipino revolution. Tsurumi’s understanding toward history is based on his negativism against 
Japan’s Dark past. Due to his denial of the past Tsurumi was deeply impressed with Constantino 
who also grieved about the past and the present of the Philippines. In the translator’s justification 
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for the volume Essays on Philippine Nationalism, we may understand Tsurumi’s compassion 
with Constantino more clearly.  
The reason why I have become obsessed with Constantino is not because there is the 
Philippines and it fascinated me. Rather in an opposite manner, it seems to me that 
through Constantino’s remarks I could start to rethink about Japan from a perspective not 
previously sensed. Therefore what I have written so far here indicates that there must be 
too much reading coming from my personal subjective view. I beg the readers 
understanding on this point. He says the word Filipino people is a developing concept, for 
example. From his total denial of the past, this remark is full of his anguish. But when I 
wonder whether being Japanese people can also be a developing concept, I feel a 
wonderful impulse. Maybe the approach is not the same as that of Filipino people, but it 
must be astonishing when the day comes that “being Japanese people” will be a 
developing concept as well [Constantino, Tsurumi trans., 1977(I): 251].          
 
Here we can clearly find Tsurumi’s change in viewpoint from “rejection as a Japanese 
national” in 1967 to “Japanese people as a developing concept” in 1974, a change mediated and 
inspired by Constantino. As found in his previous statements above, Tsurumi reads Constantino 
with his emphasis on the denial of the past and this view does not necessarily coincide with 
Constantino’s original texts. However, Tsurumi’s “noise” enabled him to study Philippine 
history with excitement because it always reflected and renewed his views about Japan’s history.  
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Does May hold this kind of self-reflection in his A Past Recovered? Does his “mindless 
positivist” approach impel him to rethink American history itself? 78 As a Filipino historian, 
Reynaldo Ileto points out that May’s real concern is to demonstrate that Constantino’s book is 
bad for Filipino students by hiding himself under the name of empirical and balanced approaches 
in history [Ileto, 1998b: 196]. From the perspective of a Japanese historian, how can one respond 
to this conflict between May and Ileto regarding Constantino’s works or, stating it more broadly, 
to write a history of the “other”? By holding this difficult question in mind, the last section of the 
chapter will address a collaborative effort between a Japanese novelist and a historian writing 
about the Leyte battle in WWII, which was greatly inspired by a series of Constantino’s works. 
 
Shohei Ōka’s Compassion for Wandering, Starving, and Surrender in the Forests 
Shohei Ōka was a novelist whose work was greatly inspired by Constantino’s works 
translated by Tsurumi. His Reite Senki (A Record of the Battle of Leyte) is the best work as for 
in the recording of historical facts in Japanese battles with the Americans in the Philippines 
during WWII. The record was first started as a serial story of the monthly magazine, Chuo Koron, 
from January 1966 to July 1969 and they were compiled and published in 1971. The period also 
coincided with the increasing intensity of US military commitments in Vietnam.   
Ōka was drafted to Mindoro as a cryptographer in July 1944 and captured by the US 
Army in January 1945. Based on his battle and surrender experience in the Philippines, he earlier 
                                                            
78 May mentions that he was blamed by Filipino scholars and students for his mindless positivism and imperialistic 
proclivities because he condemns Constantino’s perspective as nationalist ideology and states that his description is 
purely academic [May, 1987: vii, 102-104; 127-128]. 
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wrote two novels, Furyoki (Taken Captive: A Japanese POW's Story) in 1949 and Nobi (Fire on 
the Field) in 1952.      
Compared with his novels on the battles in the Philippines, Reite Senki, published some 
two decades after, is different in its articulation of historicity. The work is based on a lot of 
historical sources including unpublished ones and interviews with the survivors. Minato 
Kawamura, a scholar of Japan’s colonial literature, points out the character of Reite Senki as 
follows: 
Almost all descriptions in Reite Senki have chapter and verse. The work is fully 
committed to describe the fierce battles between Japanese and American forces in Leyte 
which the author, Shohei Ōka, could not directly experience. While using massive 
historical accounts and sources from both the Japanese and American sides, the approach 
seems to be historical as much as possible in order to reproduce the deadly combat of 
Japan’s Army in Leyte held from October 1944 to April 1945 [Kawamura, 1995: 3]. 
   
The reason that Kawamura here describes the book as reading like a historian’s work is 
because the compilation version published in 1971 was greatly helped by Setsuho Ikehata, a 
pioneering scholar of Philippine history in Japan. Ōka wanted the draft checked by some 
specialists in Philippine history before its publication and the editor from publication company, 
Chuo Koronsha, nominated Ikehata. During the process of revision, as Ikehata reminisces in her 
interview by Satoshi Nakano, she criticized Ōka’s original version for having almost no 
description about Philippine society and people, although the battle was held at that place. She 
noted the fact that Ōka did not seem to care about Filipino perspectives with regard to his 
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intention to write a history based on his devotion to the Japanese soldiers who died in Leyte and 
his fellow soldiers who died in Mindoro island. During the battle of Leyte, some 84,000 Japanese 
soldiers died and Ōka states this intention in his afterword [Ōka, 1995 (X): 259]. Ikehata 
questioned Ōka’s devotion because this did not take into account Filipino perspectives of the 
same events. Ōka accepted her critique and greatly revised the draft [Ikehata, 2011: 124-125].   
It is noteworthy that in the compilation version of 1971 Ōka compares the histories of the 
Philippines and Japan by finding similarity and difference. This comparison was not included in 
a serial story in the monthly magazine. For example, while reviewing the US postwar 
(re)arrangement of the Filipino politicians and the Huk’s struggles against American capital 
investments and Filipino riches, Ōka parallels the Philippine situation to Japan’s. He points out 
the fact that Japan became the useful country for the United States after the surrender. It had 
modern docks, airplane industry, train networks and well-educated population of 90 million. In 
terms of preventing Communism from spreading in Asia, he says that Japan was more effective 
than the Philippines. Ōka then summarizes the situation as follows:      
We remember well the date of August 15, 1945 and the postwar arrangements of Japan 
after its surrender. In Asia, we are the only independent country besides the Philippines to 
call the American forces a “liberation army.” It is the only country in the world whose 
Communists cooperated with the United States. [Ōka, 1995 (X): 190]  
 
Ōka points out the similar impacts of US occupational forces on postwar Japan and the 
Philippines; the forces were welcomed and called “liberation army.” However, he also notes that 
Communists in both countries, as discussed above in the section on Taruc, responded differently 
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to US forces. Japanese communists cooperated with, but the Huks fought against, the United 
States. Therefore, Ōka ironically compares Japanese efficiency in preventing Communism’s 
spread in Asia with the Philippines’ inefficiency in this task.  
Although he was not a Communist, Ōka continued to observe the activities of Filipino 
peasant and minority movements even after the publication of Reite Senki. In 1984, thirteen years 
from its publication, major revisions of Reite Senki were carried out by the author including the 
updating of sources, the adding of a chapter, and extending the epilogue. As we have pointed out, 
the 1970’s was a boom time for the translation of Filipino historiography and literature into the 
Japanese language. Ōka could now understand Philippine history deeper than before. 
In terms of Japanese translations of works on Philippine popular movements, they 
included both “old” and “new” left works. In 1967, prior to the boom, a Japanese translation of 
William Pomeroy’s The Forest was published by a female scholar, Yuriko Kitani.79 It records 
Pomeroy’s two-year long Huk activities until his and his Filipino wife’s surrender in April 1952. 
Ten years after from Pomeroy’s book, Jose Maria Sison’s Philippine Society and Revolution, 
written under his penname Amado Guerrero was translated by a male Communist, Masao 
Kitazawa. Influenced by Sison’s background in Mao Zedong thought, Kitazawa claims the need 
for solidarity among peasants and workers in Japan, the Philippines and the Third World, which 
follows the Indochina success in establishing a People’s Assembly [Guerrero, Kitazawa trans., 
1977: 283].  
The wife of Masao, Yoko Kitazawa, also introduces the details of the controversy 
between Pomeroy and Sison viewed from her Marxist perspective. She then says in summary 
                                                            
79 She was professor at Tokyo Kyoiku University, currently renamed as Tsukuba University. 
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that the clash between them was focused most on the differing emphasis by Pomeroy on “race” 
and Sison on “class” in terms of analyzing US colonialism [Kitazawa, 1974: 230]. Although Ōka 
had the ability to read English and French, he learned about the current popular movements and 
heated debates in the Philippines through these translations.  
Ōka, who was never a Communist at all, nevertheless interprets the Pomeroy-Sison 
controversy from a different angle. On the relations between the Huks and the NPA led by Sison, 
he says for example: 
When the first print (of Reite Senki) was published, Luis Taruc, the leader of Huks’ 
“Peoples’ Liberation Army” had already surrendered. But the American, William J. 
Pomeroy’s The Forest was translated in 1967 and this attracted the reading public with its 
romantic hegira with his Filipino wife, Celia, in the depths of the Sierra Madre 
Mountains. . . The secretary-general of the Philippine Communist party, Jose Maria Sison 
published a book, Philippine Society and Revolution, in Manila in 1970. It was translated 
into Japanese in 1977 and its missions and the movement progression have become clear. 
The book shoots down Pomeroy’s The Forest by saying “the work of subjectivism 
describes revolution as a nightmare based on “bourgeois pessimism” and “his 
autobiography traces himself with the heroes of Greek Tragedy.” In 1971 the debate 
between Pomeroy and Guerrero was held in the United States. In 1967 I went to the 
Philippines to write this book. I heard a story that there are Huk control gates in the 
routes directing to Clark Field and that tourists are charged a passenger tax. According to 
Guerrero, this was their fate for being gangs. But The Forest, after repeatedly reading it 
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for several times, still seems to me an impressive work which tells the truth of a retreating 
fight in the forest [Ōka, 1995(X): 302].          
 
Here Ōka clearly shows his compassion with Pomeroy and his Huk fellows who had 
fought and surrendered in the forest. His compassion cannot be understood by the language of 
Marxism since he simply uses a subjective word, “impressive,” for assessing The Forest. Then, 
what was his motivation to show his sympathy to this American guerrilla writer?   
During the revision done in 1984, Ōka put more emphasis on the “tradition” of resistance 
in the Philippines after receiving more inspiration from Ikehata. He adds a chapter titled 
“Guerrilla” in the early part of the book in order to let readers know about Filipino guerrilla 
history. He briefly reviews the history from the killing of Magellan in 1521, Bonifacio’s revolt in 
1896, Filipino American War, guerrillas against landlords in the American colonial and 
Commonwealth period, and American and Filipino guerrillas against Japan in WWII [Ōka, 
1995(IX): 19-21]. These resistances were, however, all “failed” except for the last one: the 
American and Filipino united front against Japan. As we discussed, this is the main concern for 
Renato Constantino who criticized Filipino collaboration with the United States, which had 
disrupted the development of Philippine nationalism.  
Ōka also extended his epilogue describing the Filipino American War. This was also 
inspired by reading Yoshiyuki Tsurumi’s translation of Renato Constantino, which might have 
been introduced by Ikehata since she also took part in Tsurumi’s translation project for 
Constantino in the late 1970’s. Ōka found in Constantino new facts: that during the Filipino-
American War, it was in Samar and Northern Leyte islands where people resisted stubbornly 
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against US forces. Their fight lasted even after the official end of the Filipino American War was 
declared in 1902. Constantino mentions the fact that the US Army dispatched 2,000 soldiers to 
Northern Samar even in 1907 and does not admit that the war ended until the pacification of 
small revolts was completed in 1911. In the original in 1971 Ōka followed the year 1902 for the 
end of Filipino American War. But in the revision in 1984, he changed the year to 1907, when 
the last armed resistance was ended in southern Samar island [Ōka, 1995(IX): 19]. He even 
agrees with Constantino’s claim of 1911 for the end of Filipino American War [Ōka, 1995(X): 
304]. Based on these changes, he adds the following comments in the epilogue:  
Douglas McArthur’s father, Arthur, was the general of the Far East Army to become the 
master for the Philippines in 1898 for the replacement of Spain. He suppressed the 
Filipino resistance that lasted ten years from then without mercy (It was the beginning of 
American atrocities in the Far East. They killed every man above ten years old in Samar 
and Leyte islands where resistance continued till the end) [Ōka, 1995(X): 180].  
 
From here we can understand Ōka’s emphasis on the strong Filipino resistance in Leyte 
and Samar islands, which took place on the occasion of US invasions at the turn of the twentieth 
century. By knowing of other bad doings of America in the pre-WWII through reading 
Constantino, Ōka became more convinced about his belief that America’s liberation in 1945 led 
by Douglas McArthur was a “re-occupation” of the Philippines [Ōka, 1995(X): 300]. By reading 
the translations of A Past Revisited and The Continuing Past, Ōka shows his sympathy with 
Constantino as in the following:  
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(Constantino’s books) are published under the Martial Law by Marcos and end with 
writing his inauguration speech of the President in 1965. Like Pomeroy and Celia, the 
books are his collective writing with his wife Letizia. Reconsideration of historical 
sources was handled by his son’s couple and daughter’s couple. The books are family-
oriented. The contents are based on an exhaustive reconsideration of literature. The books 
seem to me painful and angry but patriotic. The more I know Philippine history, the more 
I come to realize that the country is burdened by the most tragic destiny in the Orient 
besides that of my country [Ōka, 1995(X): 302].    
 
As in the case of the translator of Constantino, Yoshiyuki Tsurumi, we can here find 
another case of a Japanese writer paralleling the history of the Philippines and Japan in terms of 
the painful past. Inspired by Constantino’s contradiction with the past, Ōka states that Japan and 
the Philippines are burdened with the most tragic destinies in Orient.    
One may criticize this juxtaposition, which disregards Japan as a ruler in the Philippines 
during WWII. However, Ōka does not forget to write about Japanese misdeeds in the Philippines. 
As in the past when they resisted US invasion, the people of Leyte and Samar islands also 
resisted strongly against invading the Japanese forces in WWII. Ōka describes harsh Japanese 
counter-insurgency operations against stubborn Filipino guerrillas in Reite Senki and also in his 
earlier precedent historical novels, Furyoki and Nobi.  
Among the atrocities practiced by Japanese soldiers, Ōka especially mentions man-eating. 
Man-eating was his main theme in Nobi and he also emphasizes this fact in Reite Senki based on 
his interviews with Japanese and Filipino survivors, although he had never witnessed the practice 
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himself. He says “man-eating was one of the most dreadful acts among the things we did during 
the Pacific War” [Ōka, 1995(X): 166]. When the battle in Leyte was over with the US victory in 
May 1945, the main concern of Japanese soldiers was to get food.  
The troops already lost their formations. It is more convenient for getting food with the 
division into small groups. Within the group, each person did not concern himself with 
each other’s acts and they broke up and joined together repeatedly. Food was dependent 
on self-search. There was a common courtesy among the soldiers that if one found food 
while the other did not, they did not share nor ask to share, according to the Private First 
Class Horigome. Each one does not share his belongings and there came to be a form of 
society which was based on the last step short of the worst egoism. Under this lonely 
scheme of human relationships, soldiers easily committed suicide [Ōka, 1995(X): 166]. 80  
 
In the forest and mountains, the enemy for the Japanese soldiers, whose troops already 
lost their formation, was not the US army. Ōka describes in detail how they wandered about 
finding food without any apparent clues and were exhausted, wounded, and died of malnutrition. 
He then criticizes the Headquarter of Japanese Imperial Army since it was in charge of 
delivering food properly. The Headquarter abandoned this duty. The lack of food drove the 
soldiers to the extreme state. At the same time they were not allowed to surrender, although the 
international POW arrangement promised the order and the right for surrender in case of the 
                                                            
80 This description is based on Seichi Horigome’ private paper on the battle of Leyte completed in 1968 [Ooka, 
1995(X): 252].   
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adversity of maintaining troops.81 Under such a hopeless circumstance which forces people to act 
on instinct, Japanese soldiers raped women and bayonetted Filipino civilians. From these reasons, 
Ōka reached the ordinary conclusion that “the Headquarter should have given the freedom of 
surrender to each officer in the Philippines. It could have avoided useless killings between 
Japanese and American forces and the misery and mass deaths from starvation and man-eating in 
Luzon, Mindanao and Bisayas.” [Ōka, 1995(X): 170] 
Reite Senki was originally written by Ōka’s dedication to the Japanese soldiers who died 
in Leyte as we first mentioned. He concludes that in spite of the extreme situation which drove 
human being acting on instinct, Japanese soldiers at battlefront, from commander to private, 
fought well [Ōka, 1995(X): 192]. But inspired by Ikehata, he was also motivated to write about 
how Japanese soldiers’ misdeeds were seen by Filipino people. On one hand, he shows his 
respect for the soldiers and while on the other hand, he describes their bad doings. What does his 
double-standard mean? In fact Ōka’s inconsistency was criticized but also appraised by Japanese 
scholarship for literature critiques. The criticism is that Ōka’s “they fought well” would dismiss 
the Filipino resistance and perspective [Okuizumi, Kawamura, Narita, 1999: 87-88] while the 
praise is in his showing Japanese pride despite its defeat [Kato, 1997: 81-82].   
To end this chapter, I want to interrogate the meaning of Ōka’s admiration for Japanese 
soldiers together with his impressive comments on Constantino and Pomeroy found above. As 
we have reviewed, Ōka changed the ending year of the Filipino American war in the revised 
version of Reite Senki. The change was greatly inspired by Ikehata’s advice and Constantino’s 
                                                            
81 In Okinawa, the soldiers horribly forced Okinawan civilians to do group suicides. The amount of civilian death 
counts 94,000 which is equal to the death of Japanese including Okinawan soldiers [Fujiwara ed., 1987: 94-95]. 
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works translated into Japanese. As we reviewed, Ikehata pointed out the lack of Filipino 
perspectives for resistance in the original version and Constantino’s works perfectly filled this 
lack.  
Constantino does not only explain Filipino fights against Japan in WWII but also pays 
attention to the details of Filipino fights against the US Army in Leyte and Samar, which 
continued for around ten years from the official declaration of the end of the war in 1902. 
Resistance fighters during the time were then called tulisanes (bandit) or ladrones (robbers). 
They were tortured, concentrated, starved, but continued their fights while hiding in the forests 
[Constantino, 1978(II): 406-412].  
At the same time Pomeroy’s record of his Huk battles also details how they fought in the 
Sierra Madre Mountains in Northeast Luzon. The lack of food was also the main problem in their 
refuge in the forests. Especially after Ramon Magsaysay was appointed Secretary of National 
Defense in August 1950 by President Elpidio Quirino, the suppression of the Huks was 
intensified. Bagong Silang (New Birth), the Huks’ stations which produced and supplied food 
and disseminated information set along their military routes, began to be destroyed one by one. 
The Huk members, consisting of men and women, old and young, were scattered around by the 
attacks of government troops, which descended upon small groups of Huks that wandered in the 
forest looking for food and lost comrades [Pomeroy, 1967: 92, 119-134].     
As someone who was drafted into the Japanese Army and fought in the Philippines, Ōka 
knew from his experience how hard it is to survive in the forest if supplies are cut off. He also 
wrote in detail of this hardship in Reite Senki. In terms of finding similar hardships, he could feel 
compassion with the tulisanes and ladrones in the Filipino American War and the Huks in the 
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Cold War. Of course the purpose of Japanese battles in the Philippines was imperialistic and 
different from what these revolutionaries in the Philippines fought for. But we should pay 
attention to the fact that tulisanese, ladrones, Huks and Japanese soldiers all surrendered and lost 
in their wars. This is the common destiny that Ōka shared with Filipino and American 
revolutionaries.  
Ōka’s compassion is directed to those defeated in war. In this sense, his war record does 
not stem from “macho-ism” as found in the records of American guerrilla leaders in the 
Philippines during WWII. Their narratives start with the inevitable surrender to Japan at the 
beginning of the war, and end with a glorious victory against Japan in the end [Volckman, 1954; 
Keates, 1964]. In contrast, according to Kenzaburo Ooe, Ōka was even not ashamed of being a 
captive of the US army. He thought it was the Headquarters of the Imperial Japanese Army and 
the Emperor that were in charge of war and still had not admitted their responsibilities [Ooe, 
1978: 54].    
Ōka’s bond with Filipino and American losers is not an assertive act but a passive one, 
through reading translated books. The last paragraph of Reite Senki simply describes his thought 
on the war in Leyte.   
The history of battles in Leyte tells Japanese and American people, who are now amnesia, 
about how and what they would encounter with pursuing their profit on other’s land. It 
also tells that they bring ill effects to the land. Furthermore the history turned out the fact 
that the ill effects would return to us. The testimony of the dead is multiphase. The land 
of Leyte keeps telling this fact with the voice which can be only heard by someone who 




Here it is clearly shown that Ōka tried to listen to the testimony of the dead while he 
wrote up Reite Senki. His critique was not only addressed to the “old” Japan and America who 
invaded the Philippines in WWII but also to the “current” Japan and America pursing a similar 
profit in Vietnam war while forgetting their past. Thus when he states that the testimony of the 
dead in Leyte is multiphase, the testimony consists not only of Japanese soldiers but also those 
who died in the battle. This testimony should then “redress” misdeeds not only by the Japanese, 
but by the Americans and other imperial invaders. He states that this testimony could be only 
heard by someone who wants to hear. Ōka attempted to listen to the voices of the dead and 
reached at the vestiges of tulisanes, ladrones and Huks who also wandered, starved and died as 
their destiny. This is the reason that he revised again Reite Senki after the thirteen years from the 
first compilation volume published in 1971.  
 
Summary 
The aim of this chapter was to understand Japanese translations of Filipino historiography 
as their effort to read Philippine history in juxtaposition with Japan’s history. Communism, 
which accompanied violent revolution, provided Japanese writers with a channel for establishing 
relationships and parallels with Filipinos right after WWII. After the economic recovery of Japan, 
the desire for peace was inscribed in the Japanese understanding of Philippine history. When the 
war in Vietnam intensified, the US invasion stimulated the Japanese memory of what they did in 
WWII. Japan’s contradiction with the past came to surface, particularly through translating and 
reading Constantino.  
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By focusing on several “noises” produced in the process of Japanese translations, I 
wanted to demonstrate another narrative of Japanese solidarity with the Philippines. The noises 
sometimes run off from Japan’s developmental and hierarchical discourse on Philippine history. 
Tsurumi and Constantino share future-projected history and Ōka sympathizes with the defeated 
revolutionaries. It is true that Yasuoka and Matsuhashi understand Philippine history based on 
developmental perspectives: Marxism for the former and modernization paradigm for the latter. 
But both of them tried to find shared arenas between Japanese and Philippine history while being 
critical about Japan’s past.  
In contrast to the Japanese situation, because of the dominance of English there is no 
translation needed for American writers and scholars reading Filipino texts. In other words, they 
are not required to take a passive attitude toward this “other” in Asia. The English dominance in 
Philippine historiography was of course strengthened by the US “liberation” of the Philippines in 
1945 with the defeat of Japan. The continuous US victories in wars allowed American scholars, 
as represented by May, to reconstruct Philippine history from the perspective of the winner. The 
winner’s perspective is one that does not have to seriously question his/her own history while 
writing the other’s history.   
On the other hand, being the losers in the war, Japanese writers and scholars have found 
problems in their own history while reconstructing Philippine history. Their writings on 
Philippine history, as we discussed in this chapter, always self-reflected Japan’s past. Moreover, 
as another loser against the U.S., they have been fascinated by the resonances between the 
history of the Philippines and that of Japan. This Japanese solidarity with the Philippines is not 
an assertive action stemming from Japan’s “wrong” calling for “Asia for Asiatics” in the past. 
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Rather it appears in the form of writings in Japanese, which limited their audience and 






The past and present of Japan and the Philippines are usually considered as totally 
disparate. But if we pay attention to the impact of America in the production of these two 
countries’ histories, we find they are entangled in relations and thus a comparative study would 
be worth exploring. This thesis started from this observation and discussed in particular the 
forms of American knowledge and power that create and transform Japan’s solidarity discourse 
with the Philippines.   
 Japan was an empire that invaded the Philippines in WWII. Thus, Japanese solidarity 
with Filipinos was based on an imperial relationship and narrated from the strong to the weak. 
But as this thesis demonstrates, the discourse could not have been formed without the pre-
existence of US colonial writings on the archipelago. In fact, Japanese wartime knowledge 
production on Philippine history and politics was substantially informed by US Orientalist 
discourse.   
In the academic environment of postwar Japan, the wartime solidarity discourse was 
rejected and Japanese wartime writings, which we have discussed, were stigmatized as products 
of the “Dark Age” of Japanese imperialism. This forgetting was encouraged by the appearance of 
postwar US Area Studies, which called for and practiced “objective” and linear-developmental 
perspectives in order to meet the US demand for modernizing the region. A linear perspective in 
history encouraged Japanese scholars to distinguish and separate their new studies on Southeast 
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Asia from the wartime scholarship on nanpo. In this sense the postwar Japanese abandonment of 
the wartime study on the Philippines was again sparked by US Orientalist discourse. In short, 
both the narration of Japanese solidarity with Filipinos and its forgetting are embedded within an 
“episteme” wherein US knowledge and power came to define the conditions of knowing about 
the past and present of Japan and the Philippines. Despite the pronounced transformation in the 
Japanese outlook from “Asia for Asiatics” to “democracy, peace and modernization,” this US 
development discourse has continued to haunt the Japanese imagination in writings about the 
history and politics of the Philippines, specific facets of which are explored in each chapter.  
In the first part of the thesis we mainly discussed that ideological differences, such as 
being anti-West versus pro-West, do not bring about any difference in terms of developmental 
discourse on the Philippines. As we demonstrated in Chapter 1, the Japanese wartime use of 
Philippine history was greatly influenced by the works of American writers who talked about 
“benevolent assimilation.” This Japanese derivative of US developmental discourse did not only 
appear during the time of the Greater East Asian War. It is reflected in different outlooks 
throughout the years of the Meiji (helping the Katipunan), Taisho (welcoming American 
tutelage) and early Showa eras (Asia for Asiatics).  
The next two chapters dealt with particular forms of the “Asiatic tie” between Japanese 
and Filipino, which came to be regarded as a “betrayal” in postwar Philippine society after the 
US had regained control of the country. Chapter 2 discussed the Japanese propagation of 
Tagalog. The Japanese first aimed at liberating Tagalog from Western languages. However, this 
resulted instead in stabilizing the hegemony of English in the Philippines. Furthermore the 
Japanese desire for creating the Filipino “middle” class via propagating Tagalog was already 
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practiced by the American-sponsored Commonwealth government. In this sense, the Japanese 
propagation of Tagalog was not a “betrayal” against America at all.  
Chapter 3 focused on the collaboration between the Japanese and Igorot at a mining site 
in the Cordillera Mountains. We first reviewed how US colonialism had fixed the term “Igorot” 
in relation to mining interests and then demonstrated how the Mitsui Japanese friendship 
narrative on the Igorot was based on this earlier colonial identification. The chapter showed that 
the “elite continuity” or “caciquism” thesis cannot adequately explain the motivations of the 
Igorot elites who collaborated with Japan although they were supposed to be a successful product 
of American colonialism.      
The second part of the thesis mainly argued that postwar scholarly discourses suppressed 
the study of some historical crossovers between Japan and the Philippines, or in fact, that this 
was Japan’s fate upon being defeated in the war against the United States. Chapter 4 focused on 
the earlier stage of Area Studies in the United State where the studies on Japan and the 
Philippines (Southeast Asia) were interchangeably carried out through the use of modernization 
theory. The chapter demonstrated that the results of the early studies, which tended to portray 
Japan as successful and the Philippines as unsuccessful in terms of economic development, were 
in fact framed by the same modernization theory that focused on patron-client relations. For 
American scholars, feudal loyalty is a key factor for explaining both Japan’s success and the 
Philippine’s failure in development. Therefore, the feudal characteristics are merely discursive 
elements in the formation of myths for understanding the “others” in the Orient.  
US-born modernization theories were effective and persuasive for postwar Japanese 
historians. As discussed in Chapter 5, the founder of Southeast Asian Studies in Japan, Tatsuro 
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Yamamoto, needed to latch on to the modernization approach in conducting Southeast Asian 
historical studies in order to differentiate their new studies from the “wrongly-used” history of 
the wartime era. Understanding Southeast Asian history through modernization approaches 
necessitates the adoption of Western paradigms of progress as the ends of history. This approach 
further accelerated the disuse or even suppression of the Japanese wartime accounts on the 
Philippines and Southeast Asia.      
The last chapter focused on postwar Japanese “amateur” translations of Filipino 
historiography. It compared the languages as found in the Filipino original texts and the Japanese 
translations in order to understand the latters’ motivations in studying the Philippines. Their 
effort was to read Philippine history in juxtaposition with Japan’s history. While the postwar 
academe has tried to forget Japan’s solidarity with the Philippines, non-academic-trained 
Japanese translators have searched for another possibility of ties between Japan and the 
Philippines while reflecting upon and being critical of Japan’s past. Counter-discourses against 
developmental discourse, as discussed in this chapter, can and do emerge from this kind of non-
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